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WITH

RAMA

PAN OP AM A

DI RE CT VI SI ON

DIRECT VISION
With the 'Panorama
Panorama'' direct
direct vision
vision picture
picture tube
tube it's
it's freedom
freedom road
road
all the way.
~
freedom
Freedom from multiple reflections,
reflections, dust
dust or
or condensed
condensed vapour:
vapour: absolutely
absolutely
nothing gets between you
you and
and the
the picture
picture because
becausethe'
the 'Panorama'
Panorama'
makes protective panels
panels redundant.
redundant. You're
You're inin touch
touch with
with direct
direct
vision.
Freedom from tricky
tricky servicing:
servicing: 44 conve·nient
conveniently
positioned mounting
mounting lugs
lugs
ly positioned
·
mean easy and independe
independent
mounting of
of the
the 'Panorama
'Panorama'' tube.
tube.
nt mounting
Freedom from inconsiste
inconsistent
picture quality:
quality: the
the 'Panorama
'Panorama'' gives
gives sharper
sharper
nt picture
brighter pictures-a
pictures—a fact
fact further
further enhanced
enhanced by
by the
the optimum
optimum perperformance of the latest Mullard
Mullard electron
electron gun.
gun.
freedom from old-style . design:
Freedom
design: the
the absence
absence of
of aa protective
protective panel
panel creates
creates
new styling opportunit
opportunities
for designers.
designers.
ies for
·

M ul la rd

Mullard PANO
RAMA
PANORAMA
2WW—137
FOR FURTHER
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Micro waves
Mechanical
anica l Microwaves
Mech
our
January our
in January
and in
electronic s and
of electronics
definitions of
at definitions
looked at
we looked
issue we
Decembe r's issue
IN last December's
into
fell
but
all
and
s
argument
old
of
crust
the
penetrated
deeper,
dug
"
contributor
Vector " dug deeper, penetrated the crust of old arguments and all but fell into
contributo r ""Vector
and
starts and
electronic s starts
where electronics
find where
to find
seeks to
who seeks
anyone who
awaits anyone
which awaits
the bottomless
bottomles s pit which
would
sunwould
the sun
underthe
industry under
every industry
is, every
what itit is,
being what
matter being
that "" matter
noted that
finishes
finishes. Having noted
the
andthe
planeand
electricalplane
the electrical
onto the
back onto
climbed back
quickly climbed
he quickly
label" he
electronics label"
qualify for an electronics
n.
disquisitio
his
of
r
remainde
the
for
ngs
surroundi
comfort of familiar surroundings for the remainder of his disquisition.
return
proposetotoreturn
we propose
month we
this month
where this
subject where
our subject
of our
fringe of
the fringe
to the
This
his had taken him to
T
fact
valid : itit isis ininfact
frontier isis valid:
this frontier
to this
passport to
Our passport
edge. Our
the edge.
over the
to take another peep over
constitutio n
the constitution
of the
investigat ion of
the investigation
for the
tool for
indispensa ble tool
an indispensable
now an
microwaves
microwav es which are now
our
stimulatedour
sufficientlystimulated
which sufficiently
events which
The events
state. The
solid state.
the solid
of the
that of
particular ly that
of matter, particularly
ons
contributi
(notably
literature
American
the
in
reports
were
journey
the journey were reports in the American literature (notably contributions
make the
curiosity to make
of
frequenci es of
waves atatfrequencies
acoustical waves
rhat acoustical
Letters) that
Review Letters)
Physical Review
in Physical
al. in
et al.
by H. Matthews el
the
crystals.
in crystals.
propagate d in
been propagated
had been
Gcfs had
1000 Gc/s
of 1000
order of
the order
nearly
fornearly
onfor
going on
been going
has been
waves has
(hyperson ic) waves
acoustical (hypersonic)
of acoustical
propagati on of
Work on the propagation
developed
been
have
s
technique
that
years
five
past
the
during
only
is
it
.
but
is only during the past five years that techniques have would
been developed
a decade but
emphasiz e
we would emphasize
Here we
region. Here
gigacycle region.
the gigacycle
into the
range into
for extending the frequency range
indeareindctheyare
technique
electrical
by
detected
and
excited and detected by electrical techniquess they
are excited
waves are
these waves
that although these
which
forceswhich
restoringforces
therestoring
andthe
atoms and
of atoms
masses of
the masses
by the
controlled by
vibrations controlled
elastic vibrations
pendent .elastic
magnetos tricormagnetostricpiezoelect ric or
of piezoelectric
film of
Usually aa film
state. Usually
solid state.
the solid
give cohesion and define the
the
rod ofof the
a rod
of
surface
end·
the
to
applied
is
thick,
th
waveleng
a
half
tive material, half a wavelength thick, is applied to the end surface of athe
the
of
tip
quartz,
like
material
active
an
itself
is
it
if
or,
ion,
investigat
or, if it is itself an active material like quartz, the tip of the
material under investigation,
resonator.
cavity resonator.
microwav e cavity
re-entran t microwave
into aa re-entrant
r od may be inserted into
· rod
spectrum
continuou s spectrum
over aa continuous
possible over
solids isis possible
in solids
vibration in
elastic vibration
Theory indicates that elastic
Theorv
/s) the
(IOOOGc
c/s (1000
l01212c/s
Below 10
Gc/s). Below
(IOO,OOO
c/s (100,000
10141 4c/s
nearly 10
to nearly
f•r equencies up to
of frequencies
Gc/s).
Gc/s)
the
this the
above
but
th,
waveleng
and
frequency
of
ent
independ
be
should
wave velocity should be independent of frequency and wavelength, but above
thisplace,
the
takes
dispersion
and.
distances
ic
inter-atom
with
le
comparab with inter-atomic distances and dispersion takes place,
wavelength
becomes comparable
waveleng th becomes
determine d
modes determined
other modes
into other
scattered into
frequency isis scattered
single frequency
at aa single
wave at
in aa wave
ii.e.
e the energy in
part in
taking part
as taking
well as
as well
electrons, as
Periphera l electrons,
material. Peripheral
the material.
of the
structure of
by the crystal structure
in
and
absorb and
can absorb
and can
own and
their own
of their
life of
were, aa life
as itit were,
have, as
atoms have,
between atoms
exchange forces between
interactio n ofof
the interaction
of the
that of
to that
similar to
manner similar
in aa manner
so in
do so
They do
energy. They
vibrationa l energy.
emit
emit vibrational
facts.
thefacts.
fit the
io
evoked
be
must
s
mechanic
quantum
of
methods of quantum mechanics must be evoked to fit
the methods
minter and the
light with matter
vibrations have
elasticvibrations
extra-high -frequenc y elastic
in extra-high-frequency
involved in
energy involved
of energy
elementar y parcels of
The elementary
have
.
photons.
to photons.
similarity to
their similarity
underline their
to underline
phonons to
been termed phonons
.
phonons,
detecting phonons,
for detecting
cell for
photoelec tric cell
the photoelectric
to the
equivalen t to
no equivalent
have no
we have
Unfortunately
Unfortuna tely we
has been made,
progress has
Some progress
research. Some
further research.
for further
here for
field here
interestin g field
and there is an interesting
been made,
gnetic
electroma
materialelectromagnetic
paramagn eticmaterial
in aaparamagnetic
thatin
out that
pointed out
has pointed
who has
Shiren, who
notably by N. S. Shiren,
phonon
with
s
transition
quantum
double
in
absorbed in double quantum transitions with phonon
photons) isis absorbed
(microwav e photons)
field energy (microwave
possibiliti es ofof
many possibilities
so many
are so
there are
vibration .there
elastic vibration
of elastic
limit of
upper limit
absorption . At the upper
. absorption.
sustain
difficulttotosustain
etc.-that
phonons, etc.
other phonons,
with other
axes, with
spin axes,
electron spin
interacdons—with
that ititisisdifficult
interactio ns-with electron
d
wide-ban
a
into
ion
degenerat
rapid
is
there
and
vibration
"
omatic
coherent ""monochr
monochromatic " vibration and there is rapid degeneration
into a wide-band
heat.
just
noise-or
·as
described
be
well
equally
can
which can equally well be described as noise—or just heat.
spectrum of frequency which
complete
masers complete
acoustical masers
producing acoustical
of producing
possibility of
the possibility
claiming the
Investigators
Investigat ors are also claiming
ultra-soun d
amplificat ionofof ultra-sound
parametri c amplification
and parametric
levels"
energy levels
of energy
inversion of
on inversion
with ""populati
population
" and
·

·
.
with "optical" pumping.
but with
Sound," but
and Sound,"
Light and
"Heat, Light
of "Heat,
physics of
Victorian physics
the Victorian
to the
back to
a way we are back
In a^ay
with
subjects
separate subjects
as separate
discipline s as
thes·e disciplines
taught these
were taught
fathers were
our fathers
whereas our
that whereas
the difference that
basis
the
at
is
which
elasticity,
al
mechanic
since mechanical elasticity, which is at the basis ofof
And since
one; And
be one.
to be
seen to
they are now seen
atoms,
adjacent atoms,
by adjacent
shared by
electrons shared
with electrons
forc;es with
exchange forces
of exchange
result of
the result
solips, is the
sound in solids,
can
subject
one
that
states,
energy
.
their
change
electrons
when
emitted
is
light
since
.
.and
and
light is emitted when electrons change their energy states,· that one subject can
s.
Electronic
be
to
fairly be claimed to be Electronics.
Wi
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Applica tio·ns of
Metal
of
Metal
Oxide
Silicon
Oxide
Silicon

Applications

Transis tors

By F. BUTLER, O.B.E.,
o.b.e., B.Sc.,
b.sc., M.I.E.E.,
m.i.e.e., M.I.~.R.E.
m.i.e.r.e.

Transistors

rHE
insulated-gate field-effect
field-effect transistor
transistor (f.e.t.)
(f.e.t.) isis aa
·,·r·
HE insula.ted-gate

solid-state device with
with characteristics
characteristics closely
closely
resembling those of
of aa thermionic
thermionic tetrode.
tetrode. ItIt fills
fills
a definite gap in the
the range
range of
of semiconductor
semiconductor products
products
available today
today and its
its properties
properties allow
allow the
the designer
designer toto
resurrect some thermionic
thermionic valve
valve techniques,
techniques, with
with the
the
advantage that there
there are
are no
no problems
problems concerning
concerning heater
heater
supplies.
The Mullard company has
has developed
developed aa device
device of
of this
this
kind which they call aa Metal
Metal Oxide
Oxide Silicon
Silicon Transistor,
Transistor,
and sample quantit·
quantities
of aa type
type known
known as
as 95
95 BFY
BFY are
are
ies of
available for evaluation.
evaluation. At
At present
present the
the cost
cost isis high,
high, but
but
within a year or two it
it should
should drop
drop to
to aa level
level low
low enough
enough
DRAIN

Craphical sym•
symFig. I. Graphical
bot
bol and connections for
for
Mullard
95 BFY
BFY meta9
metal
Mul/ard 95
oxide silicon transistor.
transistor.
Lead "z"
connected toto
'' z'' is
is connected
the envelope and the sub ..strate.

.+

D

GATEG~· - . z

+OR-

SOG
D

SOUR:S

_z
+3oV

'1-'-

1---+-

OUTPUT

INPUT

4·7M

Fig. 2. Single
Single -• stage
stage
phase-reversing audio
audio or
or
video frequency amplifier.

220

to encourage widespread use.
use. In
In anticipation
anticipation of
of this,
this,
the following
following notes
notes describe
describe some
some applications
applications for
for which
which
the new unit is particularly
particularly suitable.
suitable. Leaflets
Leaflets available
available
from Mullard describe the
the main
main characteristics,
characteristics, and
and itit
the reader
reader has,
has, or
or can
can get,
get, aa copy.
copy.
is assumed that the
graphical symbol
symbol and
and the
the base
base conconFig. 1I shows the graphical
nect·ions. The gate corresponds
nections.
corresponds to
to· the
the grid
grid of
of aa valve,
valve,
the drain to the
the anode
anode and
and the
the source
source to
to the
the cathode.
cathode.
A fourth lead is connected
connected to
to the
the s·semiconductor
sube miconductor substrate and
and to the metal
metal envelope
envelope of
of the
the transistor.
transistor. ItIt
can be -ignored
ignored in low-frequency
low-frequency applications.
applications. PresumPresumably-though
ably—though it does not
not say
say so
so on
on the
the data
data sheet-this
sheet—this
lead could be earthed, and
and the
the device
device would
would then
then have
have
to be operated from
from two
two separate
separate power
power sources,
sources, one
one
positive and one negative
negative to
to ground.
ground.
The input resistance
resistance to
to the
the gate
gate terminal
terminal isis about
about one
one
53

may justifiably
justifiably be
be regarded
regarded asas
million megohms which may
bias resistor
resistor isis required
required arid
and this,
this,
infinity. In practice, aa bias
ignoring certain feedback
feedback effects,
effects, will
will· con-stitute
constitute the
the
actual input impedance. ItIt may
may be
be as
as high
high . asas
50 megohms.
Low and · Video-frequency
Video-frequency Amplifiers·
Amplifiers

Fig. 2 shows an
an elementary
elementary example
example of
of the
the use
use ofof this
this
transistor in a single
single stage
stage phase-reversing
phase-reversing amplifier
amplifier ofof
high input resistance
resistance and
and moderate
moderate voltage
voltage gain.
gain. Because
Because
of negative feedback developed
developed across
across the
the 220-n
220-1] resistresistsource lead
lead the
the output
output impedance
impedance isis almost
almost
ance in the source
equal to the load resistance
resistance for
for values
values of
of RRr.T -up
up toto about
about
30kO
30k0.
.
Fig. 3 shows a bootstrapped
bootstrapped version
version in
in which
which the
the input
input
impedance is larger than
than the
the value
value of
of bias
bias resistance
resistance
two circuits
circuits are
are ideally
ideally suited
suited for
for
actually used. These two
direct coupling to a succeeding
succeeding transistor
transistor s,tage.
stage inin the
the
.common-emitter connection as
as shown
shown -in
-in Fig:
Fig. 4.4.
Negative feedback ·sserves
to l·linearize
.the., amplifier
amplifier
erves to
i nearize ,the
characteristic. The zener
zener diode
diode in
in the
the transistor
transistor emitter
emitter
circuit allows a useful
useful voltage
voltage drop
drop across
across the
the 27
27-kll
-k~ 2
the metal
metal oxide
oxide transistor,
transistor, while
while the
the
load resistance of the
560-1] resistance gives
gives extra
extra local
local feedback.
feedback. The
The comcom560-n
bination gives a power
power gain
gain up
up to
to as
as much
much as
as 80
80dB,
dB, the
the
precise figure depending
depending on
on the
the value
value of
of the
the input
input bias
bias
resistor. The gain and
and input
input resistance
resistance are
are in
in fact
fact so
so
high that self-oscillation
self-oscillation can
can be
be induced
induced merely
merely by
by
lead back
back near
near the
the input
input circuit.
circuit.
bringing the output lead
to prevent
prevent the
the pick-up
pick-up ofof hum
hum
Screening •is
is required to
and noise by electrostatic
electrostatic means.
means.
:
_
In view of the very
very high
high input
input impedance
impedance the
the amplifier
amplifier
noise figure is ·eexceptionally
low—much lower
lower than
than could
could
xceptionally low-much
be attained by the
the use of
of conventional
conventional transistors,
transistors, which
which
perform well in this
this respect
respect only
only when
when operating
operating from
from
sources having some
some prescribed
prescribed (and
(and often
often rather
rather low)
low)
internal resistance. Not
Not only
only isis the
the noise
noise level
level lower
lower
noise power
power isis differently
differendy distributed
distributed
than usual but the noise
In particular,
particular, the
the 1//
1// component
component
over the spectrum. In
seems to be absent
absent or
or at
at least
least abnormally
abnormally low,
low, owing
owing
to the fundamentally different
different physical
physical mode
mode of
of operaoperation ·of
of fi·
field-effect
transistors. Moreover,
Moreover, the
the load
load
e ld -effect transistors.
resistance of
of the
the f.e.t.
f.e.t. may
may be
be set
set equal
equal to
to the
the optimum
optimum
required for
for low-noise
low-noise operation
operation ofof
source resistance required
a succeeding transistor
transistor amplifier
amplifier stage.
stage. This
This ensures
ensures
oise contribution
that the ·nnoise
contribution from
from the
the second
second stage
stage does
does
not significantly increase
increase the
the overall
overall noise
noise fjgure
figure of
of the
the
amplifier pai·
r.
pair.
The f.e.t.
followed by
by aa directly~coupled
directly-coupled transistor
transistor
Le.t. followed
stage makes a useful preamplifier
preamplifier for
for use
use in
in measuring
measuring
equipment or for
for coupling
coupling to
to aa high-impedance
high-impedance transtransducer. For example, aa pair
pair of
of these
these preamplifiers
preamplifiers would
would
be ideal for use
use in a phasemeter
phasemeter of
of the
the type
type described
described
by the writ·
writer
the September
September 1964
1964 issue
issue of
of W.W.
W.W.
e r in the
The f.e.t.
is equally
equally useful
useful as
as the
the input
input stage
stage
Le. t. amplifier is
of a millivoltmeter,
millivoltmeter, as
as the
the resonance
resonance indicator
indicator ofof aa
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where
meter where
frequency meter
absorption~type frequency
Q-meter or in an absorption-type
parare parcapacitance are
low capacitance
and low
resistance and
the high input resistance
ticularly valuable.
impedance
output impedance
reduced output
much reduced
Still more gain and a much
amplifier
the amplifier
to the
stage to
third stage
adding aa third
can be secured by adding
high
comparativ ely high
the comparatively
of the
Because of
4. Because
i n Fig. 4.
shown ·in
to
convenient to
f.e.t. itit isis convenient
the f.e.t.
by the
supply voltage required by
output
the output
with the
series with
in series
transistor in
connect the extra transistor
in
shown in
arrangemen t isis shown
suitable arrangement
A suitable
4. A
!>f Fig. 4.
stage jjf
described,
already described,
as already
func·t ion as
Q 2 function
and Q.
Q 1 and
Fig. 5. In this Q!
series
in series
emitter-foll ower in
bootstrappe d emitter-follower
Q., acts as a bootstrapped
while Q„
load,
high-imped ance load,
very high-impedance
like aa very
behaves like
Q 2 • It behaves
with Qj.
low
at low
avadable at
is available
output is
an output
t:ime an
and at the same lime
change
small change
Any small
terminal. Any
emitter terminal.
impedance from its emitter
causes aa
signal causes
input signal
an input
to an
due to
current due
in the emitter current
resistload resist5.60-H load_
the 560-11
across the
drop across
change in the voltage .drop
such
in such
Q 3 in
into Q,
current into
base current
of base
change of
is a change
ance. There is
change.
current change.
original current
the original
oppose the
a sense as to oppose
10-kO
the lO-kO.
through the
Q 1 through
t o Q,
taken to
Negative feedback is taken
across
divider across
potential divider
form aa potential
which form
resi-stors which
560-Q resistors
and 560-11
output
and output
input and
the input
from the
Apart from
terminals . . Apart
the output terminals.
throughout.
d.c.-couple d throughout.
~s d.c.-coupled
capacitors, the amplifier is
r.m .s. output isis 66V
the output
battery the
With a 30-V supply battery
V r.m.s.—
Some
amplifier. Some
transistor amplifier.
for aa transistor
usual for
much larger than usual
maximize
to maximize
required to
be required
may be
component s may
selection of components
alter
to alter
·sufficient to
is sufficient
Normally itit is
output. Normally
the undistorted output.
observing
while observing
f.e.t . while
the f.e.t.
of the
r esistance of
56-kO load resistance
the 56-kfl
symmetTiuntil symmetrioscilloscope until
an oscilloscope
on an
waveform on
the output waveform
r emaining
T he remaining
point. The
.o verload point.
the overload
at the
occur s at
cal clipping occurs
unchanged.
left unchanged.
componentss may be left
component
about
frequencies isis about
low · frequencies
at low
impedance at
The input impedance
series
external series
an external
with an
operated with
E ven when operated
M O. Even
10 Mil.

-------

+JOV

L 5-6 V
rZENER
<<L
<issk
>

< >560
<
Qz
■ \xAI02

^

7

/ 95BFY

l0k

>

Q

J-K,XAI02 f 50/Z

impedance.
output impedance.
low output
of low
amplifier of
Fig. 5. Three-stage amplifier

tto
u p to
maintained up
well maintained
gain isis well
the gain
MO, the
resistance of 55 MH,
some
capacitance , some
input capacitance,
of input
Because of
more. Because
1000 c/s or more.
lOOOcjs
uniform
obtain uniform
to obtain
order to
in order
required in
equalization
equalizatio n is required
The
frequencies . The
video frequencies.
low video
or low
audio or
response
to high audio
r espons·e up to
amplifier
the amplifier
flatter ifif the
much flatter
course, much
of course,
ic is, of
characteristic
characterist
this
in this
since in
source, since
constant-voltage source,
is driven from aa constant-voltage
immaterial.
is immaterial.
capacitance is
case the input capacitance
less
100 kc/s isis less
at lOOkc/s
output at
the output
that the
Rough tests show that
the
when the
gain when
frequency gain
low frequency
th·e low
3 dB down on the
than 3dB
source.
low-impeda nce source.
amplifier is fed from aa low-impedance
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Oscillators
Oscillato
good
of good
oscillators of
transistor oscillators
tuned-circuit transistor
r.f. tuned-circuit
. Designing r.f.
of
cost of
the cost
and the
difficult, and
particularly difficult,
performance
performanc e is not particularly
cases
special cases
in special
justified in
be justified
only be
can only
field-effect devices can
The
required. The
stability isis required.
extreme stability
where, for example, extreme
loose
very loose
with very
oscillation with
strong oscillation
maintain strong
'f.e.t.
f.e.t. will maintain
of
properties of
the properties
that the
so that
circuit, so
tuned circuit,
u pling to the tuned
co'
coupling
resonant
the resonant
of the
those of
virtually those
become virtually
oscillator become
the oscillator
and
applied, and
easily applied,
limiting isis easily
Amplitude limiting
circuit alone. Amplitude
type
silicon type
the silicon
of the
transistor isis of
oxide transistor
metal oxide
because the metal
ranges.
temperatur e ranges.
wide temperature
over wide
operation is feasible over
can
which can
problems which
oscillator problems
difficult oscillator
There are some difficult
field-effect
of field-effect
use of
the use
by the
solved by
simply solved
be neatly and simply
be
now be
examples will now
illustrative examples
two illustrative
transistors, and two
oscillator
crystal oscillator
low-frequen cy crystal
discussed. The first isis aa low-frequency
are
These are
rings. These
or rings.'
bars or
quartz bars
flexural-mo de quartz
using flexural-mode
the
of the
values of
high values
extremely high
the extremely
characterized
characteriz ed by the
of
circuit of
electric~ll circuit
equivalent electrical
the equivalent
elements composing the
gapped
1000-c/s gapped
example, aa 1000-c/s
For example,
the quartz vibrator. For
10 megahenrie s, 11
about lOmegahenries,
of about
arm of
series arm
have a series
ring may ·have
,by aa
shunted by
being shunted
whole being
the whole
pF, the
megohm and 0.002 pF,
normally
are normally
crystals are
Such crystals
pF. Such
10 pF.
of 10
static capacitance of
electrodes
sputtered) electrodes
or ··sputtered)
(platecl or
divided (plated
provided with divided
already
paper, already
his paper,
In his
terminals. In
brought out to three terminals.
circuit
equivalent circuit
the equivalent
that the
shows that
Thwaites shows
quoted, J. E. Thwaites
series
the series
At the
6. At
Fig. 6.
in Fig.
sl)own in
that shown
to that
reduc~d to
may be reduced
to aa
reduces to
this reduces
crystal this
the crystal
of the
esonance frequency of
rresonance
followed
resistance), followed
series resistance),
the series
times the
high resistance (four times
terinput terThe input
transforme r. The
reversing transformer.
by a 1:1 phase reversing
by
the
of the
terminals of
primary
the primary
and the
network and
minals
terminals
inals of the network
m
.
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Fig. 4. Low-noise
two-stage audio or
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transformer are each shunted by one half of the total,
crystal.
static, electrode capacitance of the crystal.·
In principle such aa circuit could be set in oscillation
by connecting it between the input and outout
output terminals
terminals
of a phase reversing amplifier. With the component
values in the equivalent circuit it is manifestly impossible
to make use of a simple common-emitter transistor
amplifier, owing to losses caused by gross mismatch of
the impedances involved. In fact, the
the oscillator will not
VOLTAGE
RATIO
I TO-I

Fig. 6. Equivalent
circuit of three-termi[lal flexural-mode
minal
quartz vibrator.

I,..

+3oV

1
s:27k

Fig. 7.
7. Low-frequency
oscillator using flexflex ..
ural - mode quartz
vibrator.

H fh
3
220

work even it compound-connected pairs of transistors
are used in an attempt to improve the matching. The
insulated-gate f.e.t. makes an ideal maintaining ampli. fier,
tier, and the simple circuit shown in Fig. 7 will operate
satisfactorily with the most difficult types of crystal. It
has,
has , however, one rather curious property .which in some
cases could prove objectionable. It is extremely sluggish
in starting oscillation. In normal operation oscillations
build up from circuit noise. In the f.e.t. this noise is
low in level, the crystal Q-factor may be as high as
200,000 and in consequence the output takes some
seconds to reach its maximum amplitude. The circuit
gives a large output voltage, so for -ccomplete
some
ompl•e te safety sori-Ie
amplitude-limiting scheme should be incorporated to
keep the level down to a value insufficient to cause fracture of the crystal. This can be designed to give strict
Class-A operation with a sinusoidal output waveform and
with a consequent improvement in the frequency
stability.
stability.
Two-stage Oscillators
The slow starting characteristic means that direct
keying of the oscillator is out of the question. If this
operation must be performed, -iitt must be done in a
subsequent amplifier stage. Three-terminal flexural
mode crystals in the 5-30 kc/s range start up much more
quickly than the 1,000-c/s gapped ring.
In some cases, two-terminal crystals are used in this
frequency range, or the three . leads may be connected
in a two-wire form. Here the maintaining amplifier
60

must be of the two-stage non-inverting form. Controlled .
oscillation can then be produced by connecting the
crystal as a feedback element between output and input
of the amplifier, which may be of the type shown in
Fig. 4. No coupling capacitors are necessary. Since the
the
amplifier is aperiodic there is a chance that a particular
crystal will oscillate at some frequency different from
its declared nominal value. This can happen if the
overall loop gain is higher at the spurious than at the
wanted frequency. There are various expedients which
may be used to suppress the undesired mode.
Field-effect transistors perform ideally in Wien bridge
parallel-T circuit. Their
oscillators or in the equivalent parallel-T
high input impedance makes it
it possible to
to us·
usee variable
variable
capacitance tuning with fixed high resistances for each
frequency range. Thermistor control of the amplitude
is easily applied and only one capacitive coupling is
necessary so that phase shifts in the maintaining amplifier
are both low and predictable. A practical circuit is
shown in Fig. 8. For simplicity, a single-frequency
oscillator is shown. It 9perates
operates at about 6 kc/s with the
500+500
indicated component values. A twin-gang 500+
500 pF
capacitor may be used with four switched resistance
ranges to cover the band 20
20c/s
c/s to 200 kc/s or more.
Ceramic insulated switches, capacitors and tag-boards
should be used in the construction, and the unit should
be well screened .to avoid pick-up of hum and noise.
Amplitude control by the thermistor arrangement shown
is simple and effective over the whole frequency _range.
Reactance Modulators and Automatic
Frequency Control
Thermionic valve techniques may be applied directlydirectly to
the design of a reactance modulator using a field-effect
transistor. The modulator may be shunted across the
tank circuit of any type of r.f. oscillator, the frequency of
of bias voltage.
which can then be varied by changes of
Alternatively, the oscillator can be frequency-modulated
by an audio-frequency signal in series with the bias
source. Normal filtering must be used to keep r.f. out
of the audio circuits.
An arrangement to illustrate the principle is given in
Fig. 9. A feedback capacitor C is connected between

Fig. 8. Wien bridge oscillator for 66 kc
kc/s.
The thermistor,
thermistor, Th, is a
js. The
Standard Telephones Type R.53.
R.SJ.
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an h.t. connection, which tends
tends to
to suppon
support the
the rectifirectificapacitor must
must not
not
cation theory just mentioned. The capacitor
be too large or intermitten
intermittentt oscillation (squegging)
(squegging) may
may
take place.
Experiments
show that
that when
when
ts with the circuit of Fig. 99 show
Experimen
kcjs, bias
this is coupled to an oscillator at
at 100
lOOkc/s,
bias changes
changes
6 V to zero, or
t. from --6V
of the f.e.
f.e.t.
or rather
rather to
to the
the voltage
voltage
drop due to drain current flowing in the
the 220-ohm
220-ohm resistor,
resistor,
frequency from
from 90
90 to
to 70
70 kc/s.
kc/s.
are sufficient to swing the frequency
The limits depend on the L/C ratio
ratio of
of the
the oscillator
oscillator
parameters..
as well as on the modulator parameters
The effect was observed on low frequencies
frequencies so
so that
that
be simply
simply checked
checked on
on an
an
the oscillator waveform could be
oscilloscope.. Over the whole range
range of
of frequency,
frequency, the
the
oscilloscope
chang·e was less than 3 dB.
amplitude change
dB.
n's of the basic
Fairly obvious modificatio
modifications
basic circuit
circuit will
will
trolled
convert
a.f.c, system or to
to aa voltage-con
voltage-controlled
~onvert it into an a.f.c.
sensitivity. Other uses,
uses, e.g.
e.g. in
in aa phasephaseoscillator of high sen~itivity.
to the
the reader.
reader.
lock loop, will suggest themselves .to

-H.T.
OSCILLATOR
TANK
CIRCUIT
Fig. 9. Voltage-controlled oscillator or
reactance modulator.
The r.f.c. and the
—h.t.
-h.t. connection may
be removed.

'+

IOk

VAR.

gate and drain of the f.e.t.,
f.e.t., and
and aa resistance
resistance R,
R, which
which
ter, is
includes a part of the bias potentiome
potentiometer,
is connected
connected
n is
between gate and ground. . The combinatio
combination
is equivaequivalent to a capac:tance
capacitance gm
g„ RC
RC where
where gm
gm isis the
the dynamic
dynamic
conductancee of the=f.e.t.
f.e.t. at the
the selected
selected bias
bias
mutual conductanc
voltage. If gm=2
gm—2 mA/V, R=IOO
R 100 kO
k.l and
and C=50
C = 50 pF,
pF, the
the
injected capacitance is w;ooo
10,000 pF,
pF, aa value
value which
which would
would
the oscillator
oscillator to
to which
which
cause a large frequency change of the
the modulator is connected. In
In practice
practice the
the reactance
reactance
of the feedback capacitor should
should be
be at
at least
least five
five times
times
on
the value of the associated resistor .and
and this
this considerati
consideration
of oscillator
oscillator frequency.
frequency.
limits the maximum excursion of
and one
one which
which calls
calls
A remarkable feature of Fig. 9, and
n, is that
for fuller investigatio
investigation,
that the
the r.f.
r.f. choke
choke may
may be
be
d from
removed and the h.t. supply disconnecte
disconnected
from the
the f.e.t.
f.e.t.
without affecting the ability to
to control
control the
the oscillator
oscillator
frequency by changing the bias on the f.e.t.
f.e.t. Presumably
Presumably
this transistor is acting as a shunt-fed
shunt-fed rectifier
rectifier coupled
coupled
to the r.f. oscillator, thereby
thereby generating
generating its
its own
own h.t.
h.t.
voltage. The blocking capacitor
capacitor shown
shown (230
(230 pF)
pF) limits
limits
the total change of capacitance across
across the
the oscillator.
oscillator. It
It
is essential to use this if the f.e.t.
f.e.t. isis operated
operated without
without

Conclusion
Conclusio n
and tested.
tested. Their
Their
Several other circuits have been built and
al transistor
performance
conventional
transistor
performanc e is on a par with convention
outstanding to
to justify
justify· the
the
structures but not sufficiently outstanding
extra cost of f.e.t. devices.
many other application
applicationss for
for which
which metal
metal
There are ·many
oxide transistors appear to be well suited,
suited, e.g.
e.g. in
in operaoperational amplifiers, balanced .modulators
modulators,, waveform
waveform
generators, logic circuits and
and in
in control
control and
and regulator
regulator
systems. These .are
are in addition to
to their
their obvious
obvious uses
uses in
in
s, parametric
radio receivers, tape recorders, oscilloscope
oscilloscopes,
parametric
dividers. It
It isis hoped
hoped that
that these
these
amplifiers and frequency dividers.
notes will stimulate interest in the possibilities
possibilities of
of this
this
intriguing new member of the solid-state
solid-state family.
family.
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for
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12, respectively,
respectively,
suggest that the sunspot minimum has
has past.
past, AA steady
steady rise
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·suggest
would now be expected over the next
next few
few years.
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ELECTRONIC LABORATORY INSTRUMENT

ELECTRONIC

LABORATORY

INSTRUMENT

2 -MEASURING DIRECT CURRENT AND VOLTAGE
2-MEASURING
VOLT AGE

'l'HERE
'I'HHRH

are three common types of instruments for
for
£ taking d.c. measurements;
meas_u~ements; .electrical
electric~! meters, valve
valve
d1g1tal voltmeters. The
voltmeters and digital
~he first type are
really non-electronic and should not fall into the ambit
ambit
of this series, but so many d.c. measurements
measurements are
are made
made
with such meters that we must devote space
space to them.
them.
Up to World War II, most laboratory d.c. measurements were made with simple electrical meters. Since
S~nce
then, electronics has become so complex that instruliad to improve greatly in accuracy, range,
ments have had
concept and convenience. Because of this, the simple
electrical meter or multimeter is being superseded by the
electronic meter (valve voltmeter or v.v.m.) which is in
turn being ousted by the digital voltmeter (d.v.m.). If
goi11-g to work efficiently in electronics you must
you are going
have some knowledge of all three basic groups-meters,
groups—meters,
v.v.ms and d.v.ms.
Electrical D.C. Meters
Most electrical meters, even when called voltmeters,
actually measure current. On the other hand, most
valve voltmeters (i.e. meters aided by in-built amplifiers)
primarily measure voltage, as do digital voltmeters.
However, we treat current and voltage meters together
here because there is no essential difference between
them. You will find that you can in most cases, with aa
little ingenuity, analyse a voltage reading as
as a measurement of current through a resistance and a current as a
voltage across a resistance.
Instrumentation text-books discuss many types of
basic electrical meters such as moving-coil, dynamometer,
moving-iron, electrostatic. In normal labs, the meter
you use will be a moving-coil one in 999 cases out of

1,000, and
will consider
this type
type here.
We
1,000,
and we
we will
consider only
only this
here. We
need
not bother
much with
with the
the constructional
constructional design
design
n:e ed not
bother too
too much
details of
of the
the meter,
except to
to note
that th~
the needle
needle
meter, except
note that
deflection is
is proportional
to the
the amount
amount of
of d.c.
d.c. current
current
deflection
proportional to
fed
to pass
through aa . moving
moving coil
coil
fed into
into the
the instrument
instrument to
pass through
suspended in
in the
the field
field of
of aa permanent
magnet. The
The
suspended
permanent magnet.
moving-coil meter
meter is
basically ·aa d.
d.c.
is therefore
therefore basically
c. current
current
meter. It
It can,
adapted to
to measure
measure aa d.c.
d.c.
can, however,
however, be
be adapted
voltage, V,
V, by
applying the
voltage to
to aa known
resistance,
by applying
the voltage
known resistance,
R
in series
with the
the meter
meter (of
(of known
known resist~nce
resistance R
Rw~f).).
RR,
series with
s, in
We then
arrive at
voltage from
from the
measured current
current
We
then arrive
at the
the voltage
the measured
I and
and Ohm's
Ohm's law,
V=I (RR+RM).
(Ra-f RM).
law, V=I
Meters fall into two
two classes
according to
the limits.
limits of
of
classes according
to the
their errors. In
broad general
general terms
terms these
these . ~re
are "preci"preciIn broad
sion"
between 0.3
0.3 and
and 00.5%
of full
sion " meters with errors
errors between
..5% of
full
and "industrial"
" industrial" with
with ·errors
errors of
of
scale deflection (f.s.d.),
(f.s.d.), and
between 0.75
0.75 and
and 3.0
3.0%.
Most laboratory
laboratory m¢ters
meters fair
fall in
in
%. Most
the second category. This is because they have
be
have to
to be
portable (and
(and thus
portable
thus robust)
robust) and
and cheap. ''Precision"
" Precision"
meters usually require a very delicate coil suspension,
suspension, and
and
they
are
not
normally
suited
to
"knocking
about ' the
the
they are not normally suited to "knocking. about
bench"—if
they
are
to
maintain
their
precision.
Recent
bench "-if they are to maintain their precision. Recent
developments
in the
the way
way of
of pivotless
taut-band suspensuspendevelopments in
pivotless taut-:-barid
sion
has made
more robust
robust "precision"
" precision" meters
meters possible,
possible.
sion has
made more
but
for most
measurements the
the .33 %
% of
the
but for
most run-of-the-mill
run-of-the-mill measurements
df the
meter is
""industrial"
industrial" meter
is adequate.
adequate.
·.
Do not
not confuse
with sensitivity.
Portable
Do
confuse precision
precision with
sensitivity. ' :. Portable
"industrial"
obtainable down
down'to
10,a,u.A
A
" industrial " meters
meters are
are now
now obtainable
·to 10
f.s.d.
versions down
down to
to :below
below 11 /.~.A
uA
f.s.d. and
and partially
partially portable
portable versions
f.s.d. The
The range
limit is
is determined
determined by
by the:'tarque-tothe torque-torange limit
weight ratio. Torque·
Torque can
by ■ 'urtipivot
urtipivot or
or
can be
be reduced
reduced by.'
taut-band construction and weight by
by a ''.light-beam"
"light-beam"
pointer. Non-portable
Non-portable free-suspension
free-suspension galvanometers
galvanometers
using aa beam
beam of
light indicator
indicator can
can have
a full-scale
full-scale
of light
have, a

Fig. 7.
Multimeters, General-purpose.
Typical electrical (i.e. non-electronic)
non-~lectronic) ininst-ruments commonly used for
struments
for routine d.c.
d.c.
measurements of current · and voltage.
(A) Taylor 77A; (6)
(B) AvO.
Avo_ ; Model 3;
8; (C)
(C)
P817.00.
Philips PS
17.00.
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A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.E.R.E.
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ByT. D. TOWERS,* M.B.e.,

have
advances have
Recent advances
scale. Recent
in scale.
tAA on a 66 in
deflection of 11/j-A
~eters
current meters
d.c. current
ultrasensitive d.c.
semiportable ultrasensitive
produced semiportable
fAA.
0.2 pA.
with f.s.ds as low as 0.2
i „
idea
some idea
have some
should have
you should
When using a d.c. meter, you
meter
basic meter
the basic
of the
value of
resistance value
of the approximate resistance
Typical
Special-pr:rpose. Typical
Meter, Special-pL-rpose.
D.C. Meter,
B. Galvanometer-type D.C.
Fig;
Fig. 8,
can
and can
current, and
f.s.d. current,
the f.s.d.
on the
movement. This depends on
measured.c. measurerefined d.c.
for refined
instrument for
non-electronic instrument
ultra-sensitive
non-electronic
general-purpose
typical general-purpose
but for typical
vary between makes, but
790 IJS).
type 7901/S).
galvanometer type
Sea/amp " galvanometer
ments (W. G. Pye " Scalamp
the
that the
thumb isis that
of thumb
rule -of
laboratory meters a useful rule
100,000
approximately 100,000
as approximately
taken as
be taken
resistance in ohms can be
range.
sensitive range.
most sensitive
the most
in the
tAA in
in //A
divided by the f.s.d. in
of
resistance of
have aa resistance
will have
meter will
tAA meter
10 //A
For example a 10
as
far as
as far
this isis as
However, this
tAA and 100 mV f.s.d. However,
10 pA
across
drop across
voltage drop
the voltage
that the
about 10 kQ. This means that
go. ■
meters go.
portable meters
non-electric portable
straight" non-electric
""straight"
about
movement isis about
meter movement
laboratory meter
the average laboratory
measured.c. measureuncritical d.c.
for uncritical
Multimeters are all right for
effect
the effect
from the
arise from
may arise
this may
from this
Differences from
lOOmV.
100 mV. Differences
inaccurate
become inaccurate
to become
tend to
They tend
ments around the lab. They
ingenerally inthat isis generally
resistor that
"swamping, series resistor
of the "swamping"
fAA.
or 55/'-A.
V or
100m
about 100
below about
when you try to measure below
mV
temperaprovide temperato provide
movement to
cluded in the basic meter movement
turn
must turn
you must
measurements,
d.c.
For
accurate
low-level
d.c.
measurements,
you
compensation.
ture compensation.
three
are three
There are
instruments. There
to more sophisticated instruments.
has
sensitivity has
voltmeter sensitivity
specify voltmeter
A traditional way to specify
special
own special
its own
with its
each with
these, each
main categories of these,
nowadays itit isis
but nowadays
ohms-per-volt," but
been as so many " ohms-per-volt,"
meters:,
galvanometer-type meters,
ultra-sensitive galvanometer-type
advantages:
advantages; (a) ultra-sensitive
deflecfull-scale deflecfor full-scale
current for
specify the current
more common to specify
voltmeters.
digital
(c)
meters,
amplifier-aided
(b)
amplifier-aided
meters,
(c)
digital
voltmeters.
same
the
to
comes
This
range. This comes to the same
sensitive range.
tion in the most sensitive
current
f.s.d. current
the f.s.d.
RM,
resistance R
thing, because the meter resistance
OT, the
Thus
I= V /RM.
by I=V/R
related by
are related
V are
voltage V
I, .and
and the f.s.d. voltage
Meters
Electrical Meters
Ultra-Sensitive D.C. Electrical
M. Thus
to aa
equivalent to
ohms-per-volt -movement
a 20,000 ohms-per-volt
movement isis equivalent
(Galvanometers)
fAA movement. · ·
A= SO /'A
1/20,000 A=50
lightening
by lightening
meter by
of aa meter
sensitivity of
current
d.c. current
basic d.c.
You can increase the sensitivity
how aa basic
out how
pointing out
It scarcely needs pointing
type
the ""galvo,
to the
rise to
gives rise
This gives
the pivot movement. This
current-voltage
multirange current-voltage
as aa multirange
galvo" type
meter is made to act as
G.
W. G.
by W.
example by
good example
typical good
moving-coil
A moving-coil
instrument of which a typical
type. A
lab. type.
purpose lab.
general purpose
meter of the general
galvanthe galvanin the
names in
Other names
8. Other
switched
by switched
shunted by
is shunted
SO !'-A f.s.d. is
Pye is shown in Fig. 8.
movement of say 50/'A
Cambridge
Controls, Cambridge
Industrial Controls,
and
a,re Baldwin Industrial
ranges, and
ometer field are
current ranges,
higher current
parallel resistors _. in the higher
Electroselenium,
Evans Electroselenium,
Mcinnes, Evans
The
ranges. The
Instruments, Dobbie Mclnnes,
voltage ranges.
the voltage
in the
resistors in
padded out by series resistors
Weston.
never
warning never
S.E. Labs, and Weston.
the warning
is the
this is
of this
main practical importance of
susceptibility
us susceptibility
are its
galvo are
the galvo
current
to aa current
switched to
when switched
meter when
to aa meter
The main drawbacks of the
volta9e to
to apply a voltage
(typiresistance (typiinput resistance
low input
its low
and its
pass
can pass
current can
high current
destructively high
range because a destructively
to damage by shock and
varies
tAV varies
100pV
for 100
deflection for
Scale deflection
movecally 25-1500 ohms). Scale
the movedamage the
and damage
coil and
low-resistance coil
through the low-resistance
device,
low-impedance device,
As aa low-impedance
Sin. As
to Sin.
-!-in to
typically from )in
ment or bend the needle.
measuring
to measuring
suited to
more suited
really more
are
however, the galvo is really
laboratories are
in laboratories
measurements in
Meters used for d.c. measurements
!in
of iin
deflections of
are deflections
sensitivities are
means of
by means
which, by
instruments which,
small currents; typical sensitivities
mostly multirange instruments
of
the
improved the
have improved
designs have
Recent designs
fAA. Recent
range
to lOin for 11 pA.
wide range
measure aa wide
panel, measure
front panel,
rotary switches on the front
lab.
ordinary lab.
robust ordinary
for robust
but for
galvo, but
pro"handlability"
have prothey have
too, they
often, too,
Very often,
" handlability " of the galvo,
of current and voltage. Very
of
form of
some form
to some
turn to
nowadays turn
shows
Fig. 77 shows
measurements. Fig.
use most engineers nowadays
a.c. and resistance measurements.
vision for n.c.
categories :
two categories:
into two
fall into
These fall
in
(B in
A V0-8 (B
The AVO-8
amplifier-aided meter. These
multimeters. The
a selection of typical multimeters.
features .
special features.
its special
with its
each with
and. digital, each
analogue and
multimeter ""workhorse."
world-wide multimeter
the illustration) is aa world-wide
workhorse."
multimeter
call aa multimeter
engineers call
Even as far away as Russia, engineers
Other
script). Other
their script).
in their
ABO in
an "AHVO" (written ABO
Valve Voltmeters
Philips
and Philips
Taylor and
.include Taylor
use include
multimeters in common use
Salford
from Salford
instruments from
illustrated); and instruments
extypical exfew typical
(examples illustrated),
which aa few
of which
The general-purpose v.v.m., of
Daystrom
The Daystrom
Weston. The
Sangamo Weston.
Instruments and Sangamo
multithe multioust the
to oust
tended to
has tended
9, has
Fig. 9,
amples are shown in Fig.
or • meter for uncritical measurements.
kit or
in -kit
obtained in
be obtained
can be
.MMl U, which can
(Heathkit) .MM1U,
the
all the
do all
can do
It can
measurements. It
·
high
very high
has aa very
addition has
in addition
and in
assembled form, is also -popular.
popular. •.
work of a multimeter and
d.c.
highest d.c.
the highest
with the
easily with
Multimeters can cope ·easily
the
in the
M.O in
10MO
to 10
of 11 to
order· of
the order
input impedance (of the
electronics
normal electronics
in aa normal
with in
met _with
conwith concompared with
voltages and currents met
as compared
range), as
most sensitive voltage range),
low-level
the low-level
in the
limitations in
have limitations
laboratory, but they have
thus
v.v.m. thus
The v.v.m.
k.O). The
100 kO).
best 100
ventional multimeters (at best
multiportable multitruly portable
for truly
sensitivity for
field. The limits of sensitivity
the
than the
less than
much less
measured much
being measured
circuit being
disturbs
disturbs the circuit
ultrasome ultrabut some
f.s.d. but
and Il·V
ftA and
meters are about 50 /'-A
V f.s.d.
does:
. multimeter does.
to
down to
go ·down
127A go
Taylor 127A
the Taylor
sensitive meters such as the
howlimitations, howits limitations,
has its
general-purpose v.v.m. has
The general-purpose
of
deflection of
full-scale deflection
have aa full-scale
ones have
ever. The cheaper ones
although
range although
sensitive range
most sensitive
the most
in the
1 V in
only about 1V
Ltd.
Transistor~ "Ltd.
*Newmarket Transistors
*Kewmarket
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· Fig. 9. Valve-voltmeters, 'Ceneral-purpon,,
;General-purpo~.
Typical amplifier-aided instruments used for
fo r
routine d.c. measurements. (A) KLB " Paco"
Poco"
V70; (B)
(8) Heathkit VIA]
VlA; (C)
(C) Avo H.I.
H.l. 108
transistorized; (D)
{D) Hewlett-Packard 4I0C.
410C.

better units go down to 100mV
lOOmV f.s.d. As a result, runof-t!he-mill v.v.ms are not really suited to accurate meaof-the-mill
surements of voltage below about 100 mV.
Until recently, too, they generally used valves and
were ""tied
tied to the mains." But transistorized versions
such as the AVO HI-108 at C in Fig. 9 make it possible
to operate them from batteries, so that they now achieve
the portability of the multimeter (which of course does
not require a power supply for d.c. measurements).
Although the v.v.m. is essentially a voltage measuring
device, general-purpose instruments often include
internal resistances by which current measurement can
be made by measuring the voltage drop across the resistance.
The v.v.m. has two main advantages over the multimeter. It measures voltages in high resistance circuits

Fig. 10. Valve-voltmeters,
Special-purpose.
Typical
Typkal
ultra-sensitive
valve-voltvalve-volt·
meters in common
common use
use for
refined precise d.c,
d.c. measuremeasure·
ments. (A) Philips GM6020
GM602Q
microvoltmeter; (B) W. G,
G.
Pye 11360 nanoammeter;
hanoammeter;
(C) Ekco Electronics N6I6A
(C)
N6/6A
electrometer;
vibrating-reed electrometer;
(D) Hewlett-Packard 425A
microvoltmeter.
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much more accurately and the internal linear amplifier
provides a simple -overload protection circuit because
the amplifier stages
stages- limit
limit or "bottom" under an overload and do not pass it on to the delicate
delkate meter
met·e r movement. (It should be pointed out, however, that the
better multimeters do have meter overload protection
circuits.)
Some names in general-purpose valve voltmeters
(apart from KLB, Avo, Heathkit and Hewlett Packard
illustrated in Fig. 9) are Airmec, Furzehill, Philips,
Salford and Taylor.
Special-Purpose Valve Voltmeters
More sophisticated v.v.ms are available for d.c.
d.c. measurements in the millivolt (or microvolt) and microamp (or

Vl*
♦

«, :

B
3
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Kas·a ma,
E.I.L. Kasama,
Dawe, E.I.L.
Instruments, Dawe,
Avo, Cambridge Instruments,
.
IndustriaL
Marconi, McMurdo, Thomas Industrial
normal
few normal
be few
would be
there would
that there
At first it might seem that
in
But in
instruments. But
refined instruments.
lab. requirements for such refined
in
revolution in
quiet revolution
been aa quiet
has been
there has
the past five years there
to
on to
them on
bringing them
steadily bringing
is steadily
electronic circuitry that is
the
This isis the
use. This
general-purpose use.
the lab. benches for general-purpose
effect
field effect
transistors, field
silicon transistors,
v.h.f. diffused silicon
advent of v.hi.
new-generation
These new-generation
circuits. These
transistors, and thin film circuits.
orders
three orders
curr·e nts three
leakage currents
by leakage
devices are characterized by
components.
germanium components.
of germanium
those of
of magnitude ·less
less than those
than
l·ess than
much less
currei:Hs much
l·e akage currents
Germanium devices with leakage
come
to come
years to
the years
in the
but in
unusu~l, but
microiunp are unusual
a microamp
currents
leakage currents
devices ·with
with leakage
general-purpose silicon devices
commonplace.
be commonplace.
will be
nanoamp will
than aa· nanoamp
substantially less than
input
its input
where its
this, where
of this,
example of
Le.t. is a tyilical
he f.e.t.
T
The:
typical example
.only
'J'he only
megohms. The
of megohms.
impedance can be . many tens of
lab.
have lab.
.to have
is to
satisfactorily is
devices satisfactorily
w ay to test .such devices
:way
currents
ultra-low currents
th¢se ultra-low
•equipment capable of measuring these
·
· and voltages.
"
™
•

a
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•
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instruments
digital instruments
electronic digital
Typical electronic
Voltmeters. Typical
Digital Voltmeters.
II . Digital
Fig. II.
Fig.
measured.c. measureprecision d.c.
special precision
and special
routine and
for routine
used for
becoming widely used
MeasureDigital Measure(B) Digital
Z-1202-B; (B)
Digitec"
Wayne-Ke rr "" Dig/tec
ments. (A) Wayne-Kerr
ments.
" Z-/202-B;
DM2022.
ments DA12022.

some
shows some
10 shows
Fig. 10
nanoamp
==millimicroamp)
mp) regions. Fig.
nanoamp=millirnicroa
instruments.
these instruments.
commercial examples of these
so
v.v.ms: so
rdined y.v.ms:
very refined
exis.r for very
Two main problems exist
For
"zero-drift". For
and "zero-drift".
l·e akage" and
called "grid-current leakage"
the
of the
grid-current of
the grid-current
measurements, the
very low current measurements,
curthe curwith the
compared with
significant compared
input valve becomes significant
valves
"electrometer" valves
rent being measured. Special "electrometer"
currencs
grid currents
having grid
and having
running at low anode volts and
valve
convenl:ional valve
on aa conventional
down on
times down
about a hundred times
such
With such
problem. With
this problem.
have been designed to meet this
of
fractions of
to fractions
down to
currents down
electrometer instruments, currents
voltages
can voltages
as can
accurately, as
a nanoamp can be measured accurately,
GM6020
Philips GM6020
the Philips
is the
such is
of such
p..V region. Typical of
in the pV
other
the other
Of the
10. Of
Fig. 10.
in Fig.
shown in
1.1.A f.s.d.) shown
fl V j 100 pA
(100 /iV/100
down
provides down
11360 provides
Pye 11360
W.G. Pye
the W.G.
instruments shown, the
curmeasures curN616A measures
Ekco N616A
10p..Vjl0p..A f.s.d.; the Ekco
to IQpV/lOpA
high-impedance
from high-impedance
A from
I0- 11 A
to 10""
w-s8 to
ents in the range lO"
rrents
Hewlett-Packard
the Hewlett-Packard
gauges; the
ionization gauges;
sources such as ionization
range ..
f.s.d. range
10MV flOMA f.s.d.
425A has a 10;/V/10uA
other
above, other
mentioned above,
Apart from the four companies mentioned
Airmec,
are Airmec,
field are
v.v.m. field
special-purpose v.v.m.
firms in the special-purpose

Volt m eters
Digital
git al Voltmeters
· Di
low
extremely low
of extremely
measurement of
the measurement
Another
Another approach to the
This
voltmeter.·This
digital voltmeter.
the digital
is the
voltages is
· d.c. currents and voltages
inan inwith an
voltage with
unknown voltage
works by comparing the unknown
in
reading in
the reading
displaying the
and displaying
ternal voltage reference and
the
over the
advantages over
five advantages
has five
form. The d.v.m. has
number form.
Fir st, itit
far. First,
so far.
discussed so
other types of instruments discussed
which
readout, which
numerical readout,
of aa numerical
gives the convenience of
pointer
in aa pointer
as in
interpreted as
does not have to be carefully interpreted
the
that the
such that
readout isis such
its readout
instrument. Secondly, its
Thirdly,
automatically. Thirdly,
out automatically.
printed out
readings can easily be printed
always
because itit isis always
accuracy because
it is capable of extreme accuracy
capFourthly, itit isis capstandard. Fourthly,
inbuilt standard.
working against an inbuilt
special
of aa special
that of
as that
high as
as high
able of a sensitivity almost as
for
constant for
is constant
error is
its error
Fifthly, its
purpose valvevoltmeter. Fifthly,
relathe relawhere the
meter where
analogue meter
an analogue
like an
all readings (not like
deflection,
scale deflection,
full scale
of full
terms of
in terms
specified in
tive error, specified
scale).
the scale).
down the
goes down
increases as the needle goes
both
oust both
to oust
tending to
are tending
d .v.ms are
For all these reasons, d.v.ms
exare exThey are
meters. They
amplifier-aided meters.
d.c. meters and amplifier-aided
transistorare transistorthey are
general, they
in general,
tremely robust now that, in
simple
fairly simple
from fairly
available from
are available
ized, and they are
sophisticomplex sophistihighly complex
to highly
up to
units up
limited-performance units
the ""elecas the
use as
wide use
very wide
find very
cated versions. They find
elecsystems.
logging systems.
heart " of data logging
tronic heart"
Fig.
in Fig.
illustrated in
are illustrated
Two typical commercial d.v.ms are

.» - .1<. *..
IS
D. C.
for D.C.
Fig. 12. Recording Instruments for
strip
of strip
Measurements. Typical examples of
PhilipsPR2400A
chart and XY recorders. (A) Philips
PR2400A
Mose- .
(B) Hewlett-Packard "" Moserecorder ; (6)
strip recorder;
autoplotter.
ley " 135A XY autoplotter.
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Precision D.C.
D.C. Measurement
Measurement Standard
Standard
Instruments
In an electronics laboratory
laboratory you
you must
must hold
hold some
some form
form
of standard against which
which to
to check
check d.c.
d.c. measuring
measuring equipequipment. Fig. 13
13 illustrates
illustrates two
two good
good examples
examples of
of this
this type
type
of reference instrument.
instrument. The
The first
first (A)
(A) isis the
the Avo
Avo preprecision d.c. current meter which
which is
is used
used merely
merely by
by placing
placing
it in series with
with the
the meter
meter to
to be
be checked
checked and
and passing
passing the
the
same current through
through both,
both, or
or placing
placing itit in
in parallel
parallel with
with
a voltage meter to check
check voltage
voltage readings.
readings. Other
Other widely
widely
used precision reference
reference d.c.
d.c. meters
meters are
are the
the Weston
Weston S66,
S66,
and Cambridge ·Instruments
Instruments Pattern
Pattern T
T laboratory
laboratory
standards.
The other common lab.
lab. d.c.
d.c. reference
reference instrument
instrument met
met
with is the d.c. potentiometer,
potentiometer, of
of which
which aa typical
typical example,
example,
the W.G. Pye 7569/P,
7569 /P, is
is illustrated
illustrated also
also in
in Fig.
Fig. 13.
13. This
This
has its own inbuilt
inbuilt taut-suspension
taut-suspension galvo
galvo null-detector.
null-detector.
By means of this and an
an accurate
accurate internal
internal potentiometer
potentiometer
the value of voltages down
down to
to tens
tens of
of microvolts
microvolts can
can be
be
read off accurately and
read
and compared
compared with
with the
the voltage
voltage reading
reading
on the meter to be
Many
be tested.
tested.
Many other
other companies
companies
potentiometers, but
market d.c. potentiometers,
but they
they are
are too
too numerous
numerous to
to
here.
list here.
Fig. IS.
13. Precision
F'l'ecision Standard D.C.-Measuiement
D.C.-Measul'ement Instruments.
Instruments. Typical
Typical
examples of instruments
" Preinstruments used fbi
for reference
reference purposes:
purposes: {A)
(A)Avo
Avo"
Pre~
cision Meter
Meter"; (6)
(B)X,W.
W. G.
G. Pye
Pye 7569jP
7569JPportable
portable potentiometer.
potentiometer.
11. Models
Modeh: at present
present commercially
commercially available
available vary
vary in
in
size from the miniature Digitec
Digitec of
of Wayne-Rerr
Wayne-Kerr (at
(at A)
A)
up to the Digital Measurements
Measurements DM2022
DM2022 (at
(at B),
B). MicroMicrominiature circuitry now
now being
being developed
developed points
points to
to the
the
d.v.m. of the future being
being no
no larger
larger than
than an
an Avo
Avo and
and
equally portable.
portable.
Many companies apart
apart from
from the
the two
two mentioned
mentioned now
now
market d.v.ms, including
including Electronic
Electronic Associates,
Associates, FerFerranti, Gloster,
Gloster, Hewlett-Packard,
Hewlett-Packard, International
International ElecElectronics) Racal, Research Electronics,
tronics,
Electronics, Roband,
Roband: Scientific
Scientific
Furnishingfo::, Solartron,
Furnishings,
Solartron , Southern
Southern Instruments,
Instruments.

Recording Instruments
Instruments for
for Measuring
Measuring D.C.
D.C.
While digital voltmeters can
can be
be used
used to
to print
print out
out readreadings, there is often
often aa lab.
lab. requirement
requirement for
for some
some concontinuous recording measurement
measurement of
of d.c.
d.c. parameters.
parameters. These
These
fall into two categories;
categories: instruments
instruments for
for measuring
measuring d.c.
d. c.
voltage or current
current as aa function
function of
of time
time (i.e.,
(i.e., strip
strip or
or
chart recorders), and
and instruments
instruments for
for measuring
measuring two
two
d.c.
d.c. values against
against one
one another
another (i.e.,
(i.e., XY
XY plotters).
plotters). In
In
Fig. 12.
12- arc
are shown two
two typical
typical examples.
examples.
The Philips strip recorder
recorder type
type PR2400A
PR2400A at
at AA isis
typical of chart recording
recording instruments,
instruments, which
which are
are available
available
commercially from such
as Advance,
such firms
firms 'as
Advance, Beckman,
Beckman:,
Bryans, Cambridge Instruments,
Instruments, Everett
Everett Edgcumbe,
Edgcumbe,
Evershed and Vignoles,
Vignoles, George
George Kent,
Kent, Graphic
Graphic InstruInstrument Research, Hewlett-Packard,
Hewlett-Packard, International
International ElecElecSmiths, Southern
tronics, Smiths,
Southern Instruments
Instruments and
and West
West
(Rustrak).
The Hewlett-Packard 135A
135A XY
XY plotter
plotter illustrated
illustrated also
also
at B in Fig. 12
12 is again
again aa typical
typical example
example of
of the
the type
type of
of
instrument for recording two
two d.c.
d.c. measurements
measurements against
against
one another. XY plotters
plotters are
are commercially
commercially available
available also
also
from such firms as
as Advance,
Advance, Bryans,
Bryans, International
International ElecElectronics, Scientific Furnishings,
Furnishings, and
and Smiths.
Smiths. In
In my
my own
own
field of transistor engineering,
engineering, XY
XY plotters
plotters find
find aa good
good
use in drawing the characteristic
characteristic curves
curves of
of aa transistor,
transistor,
e.g., the variation
variation of
of collector
collector leakage
leakage current
current against
against
collector voltage.
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Practical Aspects
Aspects of
of D.C.
D.C. Measurements
Measurements
largely
So far we have considered
considered largely which
which instrument
instrument you
you
use to measure what.
what. It
It would
would not
not be
be out
out of
of place
place now
now
to record some practical
practical advice
advice on
on how
how to
to use
use d.c.
d.c. measurmeasuring instruments—here
instruments-here is
is my
my list
list of
of do's
do's and
and don'ts.
don'ts.
(1) Do select correct
correct instruments
instruments for
for measurements.
measurements.
(2) Do study instrument
instrument handbooks.
handbooks. (Have
(Have you
you
looked on the back of an
an Avo?)
Avo?)
(3) Do use meter in
in position
position recommended
recommended by
by maker.,
maker. .
(4) Do remember that
(4)
that aa meter
meter can
can ·read
read differently
differently
standing ·up and on its
its back.
back. .
·
(5) Do check and adjust zero
zero reading
reading regularly.
regularly.
(6) Don't switch straight
straight on
on to
to the
the expected
expected range
range but
but
start in a higher range
range and
and work
work down.
down.
(7) Do check and double check
check range
range selected
selected before
before
starting to measure.
.
(8) Do select finally the
the range
range where
where the
the reading
reading
fuil-scale.
comes above y} full-scale.
(9) Don't blindly trust
trust what
what you
you see
see on
on the
the meter.
meter.
(10) Do cross check the
the reading
reading (even
(even ifif only
only by
by thinkthinking " Is this sensible? ").
").
(11) Do estimate the
loadthe error
error caused
caused by
by instrument
instrument ·loading of the circuit.
(12) Don't read aa 3%
3% meter
meter to
to three
three decimal
decimal places.
places.
(13) Don't try to test
test voltage
voltage with
with aa meter
meter switched
switched to
to
a current range.
(14) Do always switch
switch aa multimeter
multimeter to
to its
its highest
highest a,c.
a.c.
voltage range after use.
use.
(15) Do let valved electronic
warm up
"
electronic instruments
instruments ""warm
up"
before making precise measurements.
measurements.
probes carefully
(16) Do hold probes
carefully (leakage
(leakage across
across your
your
fingers can vitiate low level
level measurements—and
measurements-and be
be
unpleasant or dangerous at high
high levels!).
levels!).
meter (treat
(17) Don't bump a meter
(treat itit like
like an
an egg).
egg).
(18) Do (until recalibrated)
recalibrated) label
label an
an instrument
instrument that
that
has had a shock.
(19) Don't try to repair
repair an
an instrument
instrument yourself:
yourself: leave
leave
it to the experts.
(20) Don't unintelligently
unintelligently believe
believe instruments
instruments hold
hold
their calibration indefinitely.
indefinitely.
(21) Do have meters calibrated
calibrated regularly.
regularly.
short-circuit the
(22) Do short-circuit
the terminals
terminals of
of aa sensitive
sensitive meter
meter
after use.
(23) Do keep out dust (by
(by covering
covering when
when not
not in
in use).
use).
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPME
RECENT
RECENT .TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENTS
Gallium Phosphide Diode Light
Modulator
Modulation of light by electroluminescent semiconductor diodes, usually
gallium arsenide, has been known fmfor
some time (Wireless World, August,
1963, p. 370, August, 1964, p. 377).
In Applied Physics Letters (October 1)
1)
it is reported that .Bell
Bell Telephone Laboratories have demonstrated
light modulation, from an external
source, using gallium phosphide diodes·
diodes..
Modulation of light emitting diodes
(laser type) has been achieved by various
methods, for instance by variation . of
forward bias, by electro- or magnetooptic effects)
effects, by direct variation of energy
levels or by variation of laser resonance
characteristics. The gallium phosphide
electro. . optic effect in
modulator uses the electro-optic
which piezolelectric crystals become bire(Pockle.s effect, akin to the Kerr
fringent (Pockles
effect). The two resultant polarized
components travel at different velocities
and a variation in velocity due to1 the
field gives.
gives a phase modulation which can
be converted to amplitude modulation by
passing the light through an · output
polarizer or analyzer. A reverse bias is
applied across the p-n junction and light,
e.g. {rom
from a laser, is directed down the
junction and confined to the junction
region due to discontinuities in refractive index at the junction boundary.
With 31 volts across the junction a
phase difference of 140a
140° was recorded (at
'}{; of the light
sug;gesting that 88
5460 A) suggesting
88%
can be amplitude modulated. The diode
operates at room temperature.

Freehand Graphical Input for
Digital Equipment
A system designed to convert freehand graphical information on a realtime basis into digital form which can
then be stored, was described in a note
BEE
by P. W. Woo published in IIEEE
by
Transactions on Electronic Computers
October 1964. The stored information
can be displayed using a c.r.t. projection system and, in particular, on to the
he designer to
drawing board, enabling ·tthe
see his drawing.
Several devices exist for such analogue-to-digital conversion but the
system described (see Fig. 1) overcomes
most of their drawbacks. Ultrasonic
vibrations are transmitted periodically
and alternately from · x- and y- transducers mounted along the edges of lJ^
glass tablet and are received by a · pen
transducer. The time delay between
transmission of a pulse and its reception
WORLD, FEBRUARY
Wireless
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\

CRT PROJECTION SYSTEM
Fig, I. Freehand
graphical input and
display system.

1-----...,----lAMPLIFIER

at the pen gives the co-ordinates of
the pen and this information is converted into digital form and stored in a
computer memory. When the information is required it is converted into analogue form and fed to a c.r.t. projection
system and can conveniently be displayed on the glass slab.
Attenuation in the glass is minimized
by using Rayleigh or surface waves as
the mode of propagation and these are
generated from longitudinal waves by
mounting the barium titanate transducers at the critical angle (determined by
Snells law) on a Lucite wedge.
A microswitch actuated by pressure
I I

exerted on the pen causes a timing
generator to start a counter and a binarv
binary
trigger which operates alternately tw~
two
AND gates is used to drive the x- and
y- transducers (Fig. 2). On arrival of
a vibration pulse at the lithium sulphate
pen transducer the counter is stopped,
reset and the count gated out to a
digital memory. The :p.ext
next timing pulse
then causes the other co-ordinate to be
obtained.
Reflections from
from the discontinuity at
the edge of the glass opposite to the
transducers are required to be suppressed, and masking tape around the
edges has been found to be satisfactory.

I
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Fig. 2: Input system.
system
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General view of interior with one "lid",
carrying one of the power amplifiers, open
INPUT SOCKETS

POWER PLUG
CABLEFORM TO >
POWER AMPLIFIER
6-WAV TAG STRIP

HEAT SINK

POWER AMPLIFIER

HE new amplifier was built as an integrated stereo
THE
system containing two power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
loudspeaker
but
Loudspeaker coupling capacitors and
an.d all controls, ·but
omitting the mains power supply unit, since the amplifier was to be operated occasionally from batteries in
open air public address functions for example.

T

Metalwork:-This was made entirely from 18 s.w.g.
Metalwork:—This
aluminium alloy as shown in the drilling and assembling
diagrams. Construction was quite straightforward, and
]J.ank bushes simplified the assembly.
the liberal use of hank
The controls were mounted on a sub-panel behind the
front panel to hide the unsightly bushes. ·
The metalwork was finished in black crackle enamel
and stoved for 15
IS minutes in the kitchen oven at the
"Regula" mark; . too much heat will spoil the
lowest "Regulo"
finish. After stoving,
staving~ the panels should be left at room
temperature for several days to allow the paint to harden.
In order to achieve efficient earthing, the paint should
be removed at all connecting surfaces before assembling
asse·mbling
the unit, and also at the co-axial input sockets. The
only earth connection to chassis is signal earth at the
input.
·
Heat sinks for the power amplifiers were integral with
the chassis, being mounted on pillars below the top and
bottom cover plates. It is important to maintain an
earthed plate between the output transistors and the
pre-amplifier (to avoid capacitive feedback) and also
between the two channels to minimize · crosstalk.
The holes in the heat sinks (Item 9) should be
thoroughly de-burred before mounting, and a mica
washer,
washer; smeared either side with silicone grease (ideally)
or Vaseline, placed between the power transistor and
the heat sink. The small plastic bushes should be inserted into the fixing holes from the heat sink side, so
as to extend through into the power transistors, and the
6B.A. X|
X~ inch screws should be tested after assembly to
make sure they arc
are insulated from the · heat sink. A
solder tag is used to · make connection to the collector
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SPECIFICATION FOR COMPLETE STEREOPHONIC
SYSTEM
Output power
..
.. 10 watts per channel ·
Frequency response.
. . 35c/s to 20kc/s within 3dB
response . .
Ikc/s and
Total harmonic distortion..
distortion . . 0.3% at 1kc/s
and 10
10 watts
watts
Stgnal-tp-noise
ratio {at
Signal-to-noise
(at .... 70dB (with controls level)
7
10W
output and with
50dB (with max. treble boost)
10
W '*output
boost)
earthed input)
.. Radio —
60dB at lOkc/s
Channel separation..
separation . .
-60dB
-50dB
Mic. —
50dB at lOkc/s
10kc/s
Both figures improve by 15dB at
Ikc/s
1kc/s
Power requirements
.. 40 volts at 800mA d.c. (max.) or
150mA (average) for 10 watts
150 speakers
in two ISO
Controls
..
..
.. Input Selector (Microgroove,
Standard, Radio, Microphone,
Tape Replay), Treble, Bass,
Filter, Volume, Balance, Function (Stereo, Reverse Stereo,
Mono)
Size. .
..
..
.. OJin
3|in . Xx 7)in
9!in X
x 3!in
7!in deep.
deep ..
panel10!in
4jin
Front panel
10) in x 4|in
Weight
..
..
.. 5 lb 8 oz
temperature. • 40° C
Max. ambient temperature..
PERFORMANCE . OF POWER AMPLIFIER
Power output
..
.. 10 watts at 400 c/s
Total harn.onic
harn:onic distortion .... 0.2% at Ikc/s
1kc/s and 10 watts
.. Less than 0,250
Output impedance
0.25 0
Jnput impedance ..
Input
. . 33k
£1
■
33k0
Input
Jnput voltage for 10 watts
output ..
..
., lOOmV
1OOmV
..
Voltage gain constancy
• • Within ± IdB
1dB from 30c/s to 20kc/s
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Fig. 17.
See Fig.
(transistor case). See
power
the power
with the
supplied with
normally supplied
plastic bushes are normally
transistors.
printed
on printed
constructed on
were constructed
Wiring:—The
Wiring:-The amplifiers were
printing
hand printing
right hand
and right
left and
both left
using both
circuit boards, using
conthe contothe
connections to
simplify connections
and simplify
symmetry and
to preserve symmetry
the
off the
taken off
connections taken
All connections
·s upplies. All
po:w er supplies.
trols and power
supplies)
power supplies)
and power
controls, and
outputs, controls,
inputs, outputs,
board (i.e., inputs,
greatly
This greatly
type). This
(Harwin type).
pins (Harwin
terminal pins
were made to terminal
be
to be
boards to
enables boards
also enables
and also
assembly, and
simplifies final assembly,
be
also be
may also
(It may
difficulty. (It
without difficulty.
stage without
removed at a later stage

i \
IK
CTV
showing
drawing showing
Perspective drawing
/6. Perspective
Fig. 16.
pre-amplifier
assembly of metalwork. The pre-amplifier
either
on either
mounted on
circuit boards are mounted
side of item (6).
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transistor
all transistor
for all
pins for
terminal pins
fitting terminal
found worth while fitting
event
the event
in the
replaced in
be replaced
may be
transistors may
leads; in this way, transistors
The
board.) The
the board.)
of the
back of
the back
to the
access to
of accident without access
plates
mounting plates
the mounting
to the
bolted .to
are bolted
boards are
printed circuit boards
each
under each
spacers under
additional spacers
bolts, , with additional
1,1sing
Using 6B.A. bolts^with
joints.
soldered joints.
the soldered
for the
clearance for
board to provide clearance
log/antilog
to log/antilog
connectors to
correct connectors
In order to ensure correct
to
turned to
be turned
should be
control should
the control
(RV33),), the
ter (RV
potentiometer
potentiome
wiper
from wiper
resistance from
the resistance
and the
rotation) and
(50 % rotation)
mid-setting (50%
The
gang. The
each gang.
for each
measured for
track measured
the track
to each end of the
in
wiper in
:to wiper
resistance to
highest resistance
the highest
with the
two terminals with
the
to the
connected to
be connected
should be
8-9kf1) should
this position (about 8-9kO)
in
min in
RY min
(marked RV,
pre-amplifi er (marked
on each pre-amplifier
earth point on
the
and the
20(b)) and
Fig. 20(b))
diagram Fig.
wiring diagram
circuit wiring
the printed circuit
max.
RV 3 max.
to RV3
terminals to
lower resistance terminals
important
layouts itit·is
alternative layouts
While there are many alternative
is important
shown
as shown
throughout , as
earths throughout,
power earths
and power
signal and
to separate signal
control
the control
on the
important on
especially important
This is especially
in Fig. 24. This
not
wire '~ isis not
earth wire"
single "" earth
potentiometers,
potentiome ters, where aa single
satisfactory..
satisfactory
top
one top
with one
unit · with
main unit
the main
The photograph shows the
1
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cover and power amplifier removed. Interconnections
Interconnections
between controls and boards are given in Figs. 22
22 and
and 23.
23.

. The OAS diOdes
diodes in the ·power
power amplifiers should
should be
be
fitted into small metal clips and bolted to
to the
the heat
heat sinks:
sinks
between the power transistors.
The two lever switches were mounted by removing
removing
the two bolts holding the wafer, and then re-assembling
re-assembling

Assembly:-A six-way terminal block was fitted
Assembly:—A
fitted in
in
each channel as shown to facilitate
facilitate inter-board
inter-board wiring.
wiring.

Fig. 18. Drilling and bending details
details of metalwork items
items (/)
(I) toto (4).
(4).
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the switch bolted
bolted to
to the
the special
special bracket
bracket on
on the
the subsub·
panel.
witing may be accomplished
The wiring
accomplished in
in aa series
series of
of looms:
looms;
one complex double loom for
for the
the front
front panel
panel controls,
controls,
and two looms for
for the
the power
power amplifiers;
amplifiers; these
these latter
latter are
are
about six inches long
long to
to allow
allow the
the covers
covers to
to be
be removed.
removed.
Looms are not essential,
essential, but
but wiring
wiring should
should be
be kept
kept short.
short.
Twisted pairs should be used
used for
for the
the mains
mains lead
lead toto the
the
pilot lamp.
lamp.
switch and for the pilot
The front panel was made
made as
as two
two units:
units: one
one in
in ki in
in
Perspex and one in aluminium.
aluminium. The
The latter
latter was
was painted
painted
the two
two were
were then
then assembled
assembled with
with aa
a glossy grey, and the
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g
sheet of tracing paper
paper in
in between,
between, on
on which
which the
the letterin'
lettering
.
had been printed. 1
The problem of : ensuring
ensuring correct
correct earthing
earthing and
and the
the
elimination of earth loops
loops must
must always
always be
be borne
borne in
in mind
mind
during construction; failure
failure to
to do
do this
this can
can result
result inin high
high
·
distortion levels.

Power Supply Switching:-When
Switching:—When the
the unit
unit isis to
to be
be run
run
it isis convenient
convenient to
to switch
switch the
the power
power
from the mains, it
supply unit with a switch
switch ganged
ganged to
to RVt·
RV,. Although
Although this
this
generally frowned
frowned upon
upon for
for use
use in
in high-quality
high-quality
practice is generally
equipment (on the grounds
grounds that
that the
the volume
volume control
control will
will
7l
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(a) Printed circuit pattern
Fig. 20. (a)
for . one pre-amplifier (left
(left and
right hand sides to be transposed
for the other amplifier). Large
fixing holes -gin
ma/
-Jrin dia.
dia •.· All pads may
(0.036in), except
except
be drilled No. 64 (0.036in),.
for transistor connections and
connections
holes for all external connections
which may be No. 51
5 I (0.070in)
(0.070/n) for
H2I0IB,
Harwin terminal lugs, Type H21018,
used in prototype.
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MIN

■RV2
WIPER
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• RV2 MAX
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R
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•

I
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-

-sia-3
Sla.-3
-Sla-| 8,2
Sla.-1 &2

socket.
Inputsocket.
MagneticInput
theMagnetic
rearofofthe
therear
mountedononthe
20(a). RR1~isismounted
Fig.20(a).
ofFig.
undersideof
theunderside
on the
viewedon
as viewed
boardas
pre-amplifier board
Fig. 20(b). Components on the pre-amplifier
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soon become noisy), it is desirable
here to ensure that the volume control is on the minimum setting at the
instant of switching on. This reduces switching surges and .will propro· ·
teet
tect the speakers if (for example) an
input device has been connected
incorrectly.
The connections to the 6-way
power plug are
11 & 2—Mains
2-Mains switch
3 &
3
& 5—40V
5-40V A &
& B
B
4
—Power
-Power earth
6
—Pilot
-Pilot lamp
The pilot .lamp
lamp supply is rectified
since the earth return is made via
the power earth line. If a single 40V
supply is used the lamp supply may
be a.c.
If battery supplies are to be used
(and the unit is ideally suited to
these, since the quiescent current is
under 40mA) then pins 33 & 55 may be
connected together, and switched by
the other pole of the double pole
switch on RV44.• The use of a single
40-volt supply (from either battery or
mains unit) will produce a slight
increase in crosstalk—negligible
crosstalk-negligible to
many ears—and
ears-and if this is acceptable,
the switching of both mains and 40volt lines by RV,
R V. can be a normal
feature. However, if the 40-volt line •
is switched, the 2000uF
2000,uF reservoir
capacitor in the power supply unit
should be shunted by aa 10 kilohm
resistor to discharge the power supply
when it is switched off.
1

Testing: As with all transistor
apparatus, a little care when first
switching on the newly built equipequip· .
ment will often save an expensive
catastrophe.
The four units (2 power amps and
2 pre-amps) should be tested indiindi~
vidually, applying the vokage
voltage in
m
steps, preferably from · a dry battery,
and monitoring the current so that
the presence of any fault condition is
discovered before damage is done.
done.
Inputs should be connected to ground
groimd
for this test, and transistor voltages
compared with the typical values
quoted. It should be noted that
since the power amplifier has overall
d.c. feedback a fault will affect the
whole amplifier.
When all units are operating indiindi,
vidually they may be assembled into
the case, and the final wiring comcorn,
·
·
pleted.
Note that with the heat-sinks
shown, continuous testing at full
Fig. 21. Printed circuit pattern and component positions of one power amplifier.
amplifier.
Drilling
Drining details as for
for Fig. 20{a).
20(a). The two
power transistors are mounted separately
(see Fig. 17).
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control (RV3 )
balancecontrol
thebalance
connectingthe
methodofofconnecting
for method
textfor
See text
components. See
Fig,
peripheral components.
and peripheral
controls and
boards, controls
circuit boards,
of circuit
Interconnections of
22. Interconnections
Fig. 22.
potentiometers.
potentiometers.
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INPUT
IN'PUT DATA
DATA FOR
FOR PRE-AMPUFIER
PRE-AMPLIFIER

TABLE Ill

Sensitivity at
Sensitivity
at
Switch
Function I
Input Impedance
I1 kc/s
kc/s
Switch. Position
Position I Function
'Input
Impedance
I1
Microgroove Magnetic 4mV
iooka
· Mi~rogroove
JOOkU
4mV
400tnV I
Crystal*
Crystal* 400mV
68kQ
68kU
I M"""''
8mV
Standard
Standard
Magnetic
l2
IOOkU
Magnetic 8mV
iooka
800mV
Crystal*
68kU
Crystal* 800mV
68ka
80mV
Radio
92kQ
33
Radio
SOmV
92kU
4
SmV
4
SmV
Microphone
92kU
Microphone
92ka
55
Tape
replay
3mV
Tape replay
3mV
92k£2
92kU

Transistor ·

I

•With
lk!l resistor
resistor across
across Magnetic
Magnetic Input
Input A.
A.
•With IkQ

I

i

cc
-1.9
-1.9
-3.9
-3.9
- 2.6
-2.6

-40
-40

-0.155
-0.1

-40
-40
- 18.9
-18.9

40 volt
40
volt supply,
supply, quiescent
quiescent current
current=
= 25
25 mA
rnA (total),
(total).
14 mA). Output
14mA).
Output 18.9
18.9 volts.
volts.

ee
-1.3
-1.3
- 1.95
-1.95
-19
-19
-18.8
-18.8
-18.8
-18.8
-0.01
-0.01

(Output
(Output stage
stage current=
current=-

TABLE IV

Transistor
Transistor

bb
-1.3
-1,3
-1.9
-1.9
-1.4
-lA

40;
volt supply,
supply, dropping
dropping to
to 13
13 volts
volts after
after Rgj
Ru
40j volt

Range
Range of
of Model
Model 88 AVO
AVO meter
meter

bb
-1
-1.5.5
-2.2
-2.2
-19.1
-19.1
-18.7
-18.7
--,19
-19
- 0.15
-0.15

Type
Type

Gain
Gain

I

Voltage
Voltage

Typical
Typical

Number. - - -·----I--(T_Y_P_ic_a.l_)
(Typical) _ ,....,...w_o_rk_in_g
Working__ ~~
Types
~-u_m_be_r_
p-n-p
High
p-n-p
High
66
I OC44
OC44
Sinal( signal
signal
(100)
Small
(100)
XXAI02*
A102*
high frequency
frequency
high
--2·--1--P-:-·-n---,p----M-(-~-h-)m--1---4-o---:1-~-~-f-J·-(*-2
p-n-p
40
Medium
OC77
(50)
ACYI7
XBI2I*
1 NKT227
NKT227
----------------·----·1---·-- - - -1
p-n-p
Medium
33
p-n-p
Medium
40
40
OC77
OC77
(30 at
at 100mA)
IOOmA)
(30
ACYI7
ACYI7
XBI21*
XBI2I*
NKT227
NKT227
-------------------·1------1------44
n-p-n
40
n-p·n
Medium
2N388A
40
2N388A
Medium
(30 atat 100mA)
2N335A
IOOmA)
· r2N385A
(30
SYLI750
SYLI750
-----·-1-----1----------------p-n-p
55 &
& 66
p-n·p
Medium
40
OC29
Medium
40
OC29
Power
at 3A)
3A)
OC35
(30 at
Power
(30
OC35
OC36
OC36
2N457
2N457
2N257
2N257
NKT401
NKT40I
GET572*
GET572*
1

ee

------1.15
-1.15
--1.75
1.75
-1.25
-1.25

.

1

i

PRE-AMPLIFIER TRANSISTOR
PRE-AMPLIFIER
TRANSISTOR VOLTAGES
VOLTAGES
Transistor
Transistor
Vtl
Vtl
Vt2
Vt2
Vt3
Vt3

c

-2.2
-2.2
-18.7
-18.7

.C

Vtl
Vt2
Vt3
Vt4
Vt5
Vt6

(Measured on
on appropriate
appropriate
(Measured

-4oV

1

-4oV

PRE-AMPUFIER

PRE-AMPLIFIER
INPUT S
INPUTS

·,

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

POWER-AMPLIFIER
INPUT

OUTPUT

♦Obsolete
*Obsolete type
type which
wh ich may
may still
still be
be available.
available.

SPEAKER
EARTH

iNP'liT---- SiGNAL
EARTH

EARTH

SiG'NAL' - - - 'Powtii
EARTH

EARTH

oV

4 TO
TO CHASSIS
CHASSIS HETALWORK
METALWORK
AND HENCE
HENCE OTHER
OTHER CHANNEL
CHANNE~
» AND
Fig. ~4.
earthing of
of printed
printed circuits.
circuits.
24. Correct earthing
power should not be undertaken
undertaken except
except in
in 2-second
2-second
5-second ""rest
periods''
in between.
betwe.en. This
This
bursts with 5-second
rest periods
" in
gives, incidentally,
incidentally, enough
enough. time
time to
to make
make aa reading,
reading, folfollowed by sufficient to write
write down
down the
the reading
reading and
and set
set
the frequency to the next
next value
value before
before reconnecting
reconnecting the
the
input.
Noise:-The performance of the
the amplifier
amplifier with
with regard
regard
Noise:—The
and, when used
to noise an<i,
used with
with aa mains
mains unit,
unit, hum,
hum, isis
extremely good, being
better than
than 70
70 dB
dB down
down on
on full
full
being better
output.
A word of warning however:
however : the
the noise
noise depends
depends almost
almost
entirely on Vtl
Vd and Vt2
in the
the pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier and
and Vt
Vt 11 in
in
Vt2 in
the power amplifier, ·and
and although
although the
the operating
operating conconditions are chosen to
to minimize
minimize noise,
noise, the
the occasional
occasional
specimen may be found unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory in
in this
this respect,
respect,
when
i~ should be changed.
changed. In
In fact
fact transistors
transistors are
are exexwhen it
parameter-the author
author has
has found
found
tremely variable in this parameter—the
variations of 50dB
SOdB in noise
noise factor
factor between
between transistors
transistors of
of
the same
'Same type from the same
same packet.
packet. Transistors
Transis-tors with
with
a doubtful past history of
of use
use (or
(or abuse)
abuse) are
are particularly
particularly
to be .avoided
a voided on this account.
account.
Table III gives typical voltages
voltages on
on the
the transistors
transistors as
as
an aid to
to. setting up
up and
and fault
fault finding
finding in
in the
the main
main
amplifier,
amplifier.
Several new transistors
transistors have
have appeared
appeared which
which are
are
and aa list
list of
of transistor
transistor equivaequiva...
suitable for .the design, and
Ients
included in
in Table
Table IV.
IV.
lents has been included
f6

Errata:—In Table 1,
Errata:-In
1,0p.
p. 33 of
of the
the January
January issue
issue the
the value
value
of R8 should be 22 kk£2,, and
and in
in Fig.
Fig. 66 the
the network
network referred
referred
to is, of course, that of
of Fig.
Fig. 4.
4.
In Fig. 2, R„
R 288 and R,,,
R 29 should
should be
be connected
connected to
to the
the
left-hand end of R,
R 26s.•
It is regretted that an incorrect
incorrect block
block was
was inserted
inserted in
in
the position (Fig. 12,
12, p.
p. 7)
7) which
which should
should have
have been
been
occupied by the circuit
circuit of the
the original
original power
power amplifier.
amplifi·er.
The correct circuit is given
given below.
below.
r---------------T----:)-40\

RJ
1R3
DI :
c~

RJ

>R+

Cz
o---jJ 1-..._+--1
INPUT

SIGNAL
EARTH

}

^
.-u-^

|R|6

C

5T f10

r'

?

H

4A

Fig. 12. Circuit of
of original
original power
power amplifier.
amplifier.
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MANUFA-CTURERS' -PROD-U-CTS
MANUFACTURERS'

PRODUCTS

ACCESSORIES
AND ACCESSORIES
EQUIPMENT AND
NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

The
deep). The
5/16in deep).
Gin and 5/16in
cans sizes (fin
range
capacitance range
ANP series covers the capacitance
general
and general
data and
with data
A LEAFLET with
V
range 33 V
voltage range
i'- F and voltage
-F to 470 ,uF
15 1'mF
with
engineers with
service engineers
notes to assist service
current
leakage current
125 o C. The leakage
to
75
V
at
125°
replacesemiconductor replacethe problem of semiconductor
not
be not
to be
quoted to
at rated voltage is quoted
band
medium-wave band
ment in long- and medium-wave
at
minutes at
three minutes
2 1-'.A after three
greater than .2>A
replace- . 'greater
of replacekit of
receivers is included in a kit
tantalum
high-purity tantalum
Sintered ·high-purity
25 o C. Sintered
25°
have
Mullard's have
ment semiconductors Mullard's
electrodes
twin electrodes
the twin
powder is used for the
A.M.
10+
title "" 10
introduced under the title
+11 A.M.
unit
p~r unit
area per
to give maximum surface area
an
not an
is not
leaflet is
Pack.'' The leaflet
Transistor Pack."
reclaim, remaker's claim,
This; the maker's
volume. This,
similar
of similar
list of
but aa list
equivalents list, but
noise
lower noise
factors, lower
power factors,
sults in better power
other
from other
prepared from
types and has been prepared
reliability.
levels and improved reliability.
data.
published data.
manufacturers' published
details
further
for
303
2WW
2WW
303
for
further
details
kit
the kit
of the
The semiconductor section of
amplifier
(a.f. amplifier
comprises an OC45 (a.f.
Transformers
Miniature Mains Transformers
audio
(low-consumption audio
stages\ OC71 (low-consumption
stages),
(oscillator2 X OC44 (oscillatoroutput stages), 2XOC44
transmains transA NEW range of miniature mains
output
(audio output
2 X OC81 (audio
mixer stages), 2XOC81
cubic
than aa cubic
formers, that occupy less than
stages),
driver stages),
stages), 2 X OC81D (audio driver
Belthe Belby the
announc-e d by
inch of space, is announced
oscillator-mixer
2 x AF117 (r.f., i.f. and oscillator-mixer
2XAF117
Cowley
385-387 Cowley
clere Company Ltd. of 385-387
The
(detector). The
stages) and an OA90 (detector).
dimensions
actual dimensions
Road, Oxford. The actual
Ss.
£4 5s.
price of the pack is £4
weigh
they weigh
and they
tin, and
X 1 X |in,
1-d-2 X1X
are 135
details
further details
for further
301 for
2WW
2WW 301
1toz.
approximatelry
approximately Ijoz.
operate
to operate
designed to
These units are designed
sup50 c/s sup240-volt 50c/s
from either 110 or 240-volt
Function Generator

Pack
Transistor Service Pack

Generator
Incorporating Ramp Generator
simultaneous
.from providing simultaneous
APART from
and
sawtooth and
sine, sawtooth
:square, sine,
outputs of square,
volts
25 volts
to 25
up to
triangular waveforms of up
c/s
0.001 c/s
range 0.001
p.-p. over a frequency range
function
255 function
10 kef s, the Model 255
to lOkc/s,
IncorElectronics IncorExact Electronics
generator from Exact
ramp
separate ramp
porated incorporates aa separate
delaying,
of delaying,
generator which is capable of
generator.
main generator.
the main
triggering or gating the
different
of different
variety of
This enables a wide variety
sine,
basic sine,
of basic
waveforms composed of
probe proto be
sawtooth to
square, triangle and sawtooth
frelow fremany low
fulfiL many
·s hould fulfil
duced and should
as
fields as
such fields
in such
quency requirements in
and
electronics and
vibration, medical electronics
instrucomputer programming. The instruduty
ment is.
(excluding duty
is . priced at £353 (excluding
and isis
charges) and
and other Government charges)
Living:through Livingavailable in this country through
ston Laboratories Ltd., of
Camden
31 Camden
of 31
Road, London, N.W.I.
N.W.l.
Road,
2WW
02 for
details
further details
for further
2WW 3302

Non-polar Tantalum
Electrolytics
A RANGE
elecRANGE of non-polar tantalum elecA
ANP, isis
designated ANP,
trolytic capacitors, designated
and
being produced by the dielectric
dielectric and
of
Ltd., of
magnetic division of Plessey-UK Ltd.,
similar
Although similar
Towcester, Northants. Although
in appearance to the A
CasAHS "" Casand AHS
A and
conare conunits are
tanent"
ANP units
the ANP
tanent " types, the
two
in two
housed in
siderably smaller and housed
FEBRUARY
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volts.
12 volts.
at 12
rnA at
plies, and provide 40 mA
including
available including
Several types are available
and
board and
circuit board
ones for printed circuit
comone comalso one
and also
chassis applications and
screening
MumetaJ screening
pletely enclosed in a Mumetal
with aa
diameter, with
tin diameter,
X I Jin
can l-Jin
1tin high X1
end.
one end.
at one
bush at
Jin hollow fixing bush
tin
2WW
details
further details
for further
304 for
2WW 304

Recorder/
Continuous Loop Recorder/
Reproducer
applications
industrial applications
DESIGNED for industrial
loop
continuous loop
is the Type GL-2810 continuous
from
machine from
recorder and play-back machine
DiviElectrodynamics Divithe Consolidated Electrodynamics
14
of 14
Ltd., of
Howell Ltd.,
sion of . Bell and Howell
The
Surrey. The
Commercial
Commercial Road, Woking, Surrey.
half-inch
tape transport accommodates half-inch
them
drive them
can drive
and one-inch tapes and can
1~in
from l|in
speeds from
six speeds
at any one of six
60in/ sec.
to 60in/sec.
instrument
this instrument
Applications for this
and
vibration and
of vibration
include analysis of
structural
from structural
acoustic data recorded from

separate
incorporating aa separate
function generator incorporating
Model 255 function
Exact
from Exact
applications,from
frequency applications,
ramp generator, for low frequency
U.S.A.
Electronics Inc. of Oregon, U.S.A.

ten
contains ten
pack. ItIt contains
Mulford transistor service pack.
Mallard
transistors and aa diode.

recorder/reproContinuous
Continuou:> loop recorder/reproducer introduced by the ConsoliDivision
dated Electrodynamics Division
Ltd.
of Bell and Howell Ltd.
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recordings, and
tests, .pressure transient recordings,
ana
waveforms
parameters whose recorded waveforms
are complex. The instrument
instrument can also
also
environmental testing
testing and
be used for environmental
and
requiring comcomlife testing of products requiring
input signals.
signals.
plex analogue repetitive input
tWW
lWW 305
305 for
for further
further details
details

High-power Ultrasonic
Magnetostrictive Transducers
THE 500 Series of ultrasonic
ultrasonic magnetomagnetooperate from
strictive transducers which operate
either 20 or 30 kc/s power supplies
supplies and
and
up to
to 500
500
are suitable for converting up
ultrasonic vibravibrawatts of energy into ultrasonic
tions is announced by Omega
Omega LaboraLaboraStreet, London,
tories Ltd., of 57 Union Street,
London,
S.E.l. At present four different
different models
models
that have
are available, two that
have 150-watt
150-watt
two· that have
have 500-watt
ratings and two
500-watt
ratings. One from each power
power range
range isis
suitable for 20kc/s
20 kc Is operation and
and the
the
other is designed for use
use at
at 30
30 kc/s.
kc/s.
The lower power models operate with
with
while the
the higher
higher
direct air cooling while
power transducers utilize forced-air
forced-air
cooling. The construction of
of these
these units
units
static pressures
pressures can
is such that static
can be
be
operations (for
(for
applied during welding operations
which these units are primarily
primarily intended)
intended)
an angle,
both axially and at an
angle, and
and probe
probe
tips for longitudinal vibrations or
or .shear
shear
wave application can be supplied
supplied ifif
required.
Suitable power supplies, rated up
up to
to
500 watts, are also available
available for
for these
these

*1

^

S48BL..A Iferili

Magnetostrictive S00
500 watt transducer
transducer from
from
Omega Laboratories Ltd.

proportionall ..temperature
·· Standard
St-<Jndard -tO
W kW .<pr~tiona·
temperature
control
control unit
unit ·from
from Kent
Kent Precision
Precision Electronics
Electronics
Ltd.
Ltd.

Northern Scientific NS-513 digital
digital memory
memory . Sub-miniature
Sub-miniature relay
relay with
with 2-A
2-A contact
contact ratings,
tatings,
oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.
atat 30
30 V,V, developed
developed by
by Hi-G
Hi-G Incorporated,
Incorporated.

units.

2WW
details
2WW 306
306 for
for further
further ·details
Digital Memory Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope
A MAGNETIC-CORE memory and a
feedback error-sensing circuit form
form the
the
heart of the Model NS-513 digital
digital memmemory oscilloscope that has been
been developed
developed
by Northern Scientific Incorporated,
Incorporated, of
of
Wisconsin, U.S.A., to extract
extract recurring
recurring
signals buried in noise and
and present
present them
them
either in digital form or on
on an
an internal
internal
c.r. tube.
·
Simply, the method employed by
by this
this
instrument involves averaging
averaging the
the level
level
of signals present at aa large
large number
number of
of
co-ordinate points (512 in fact). The
The sigsigprovide aa high propornals of interest provide
proporlevel at the
the .co-ordinco-ordintion of the average level
the level
ate points because the
level of
of the
the
random noise (being positive
positive and
and neganegative) tends to cancel
cancel itself
itself out
out and
and thus
thus
average figure.
add very little to the
the average
figure. The
The
of the averaged
signal-to-noise ratio of
averaged sigsignal is proportional to the
the square
square root
root of
of
the number of .signals averaged
averaged and
and to
to
obtain a tenfold improvement another
another
hundred co-ordinate points
points have
have to
to be
be
·analysed.
_
analysed.
The sampling rate of
of the instrument
instrument
is 25,000 per second and
and the
the overall
overall
accuracy is quoted to be within
within 0-1%.
0·1 %.
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Signals from 0-1
0·1 to 100
100 volts
volts can
can be
be
impedance
accommodated and an input impedance
of 1M
1M L
11 is achieved at all attenuator
attenuator
settings. Sweep speeds range
range from
from 002
0·02
to 200 seconds per sweep.
The NS-513 is available in
in the United
United
Kingdom .through High Volt
Volt Linear
Linear
Ltd., of 11 Cardiff Road, Luton,
Luton, Beds.
Beds.
Excluding duty and other Government
Government
charges, the instrument costs
costs £3,630.
£3,630.
2WW
2WW 307
307 for
for further
further details
details

Temperature Control Systems
Systems
SOLID-STATE temperature control
control
control of elecinstruments to provide control
electrical furnace temperatures
temperatures up
up to
to
2,000°C with an accuracy of
of 0.5
0.5 %
% are
are
announced by Kent Precision
Precision ElecElectronics Ltd., of Vale Road,
Road, Tonbridge,
Tonbridge,
Kent.
Conventional temperature transducer
transducer
elements that provide a signal
signal proporproportional to temperature of the
the furnace
furnace are
are
used and their output isis compared with
with
a reference signal. The
The resultant
resultant d.c.
d.c.
voltage is used to control
control aa thyristor
thyristor
power output stage which
which regulates
regulates the
the
power to the heating
heating elements
elements of
of the
the
furnace. In the instruments for
for larger
larger
systems, where the heating
heating current
current

exceeds 100A, low-power thyristor
thyristor outoutput circuits are used to
to drive
ddve either
either aa
saturable reactor—for
reactor-for proportional
proportional concontrol-or electromagnetic
electromagnetic' contactors
trol—or
contactors for
for
straightforward on-off control
c:9ntrol of
of the
the
elements.
heating elements.
",. ·
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Relay ' :.
Subminiature Relay
A SMALLER version of the
the half-size
half-siZe
crystal-can relay (with the
the trade
trade mark
mark
Half-Pint) has been developed
developed by
by Hi-G
Hi-G
Incorporated, of Spring . Street
Street and
and
Route 75, Windsor Locks,'
Locks';' Connecticut,
Connecticut,
relay, · designated
designated
U.S.A. This new relay,
in in height
Series K, is only 0.400 in
height and
and
the requirements
tequirements
is designed to meet all the
of MIL-R-5757D/9. The
The switching
switching
through aa retime has been improved through
reduction in the mass of
of the two-pole,
two-pole,
contact assembly
assembly . and
double-throw contact
and
under standard conditions of
or' nominal
nominal
. coil voltage at 25 °C,
oc, typical make
make times
times
of around 2.5 milliseconds and break
break
as low as 11 millisecond have
have been
been
times as
ratings are
are quoted
achieved. Contact ratings
quoted
30 volts
volts d.c.
d.c. and
to be 2 A (resistive) at 30
and
the ambient · temperature range
range of
of the
the
· relay is —65°C
-:-65oC to
to +125°C.
+125°C.
2WW
309 tor
for further
2WW 309
further details
details
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"4 ' Echoplex " scrambler for amateur and low cost commercial
applications. (Kahn Research Laboratories.)
communication applications,

Company , U.S.A.
Bio-medical laser system from the Raytheon Company,

w

Dawe Type 1133 Sonicwelder, complete with automatic timer,
being used to weld plastic containers.
Communicationss Scrambler
Communication
PRIMARILY intended for use by radio
amateurs but also suitable for low cost
commercial communication networks, is
Echoplex "
the new version of the " Echoplex"
scrambler unit from Kahn Research
Laboratories
L aboratories Incorporated, of 81 South .
Bergen Place, Freeport, Long Island,
New
ew York. It is an audio processing
N
device which encodes the input by
separating it into six frequency elements
filters . Two
with six band-pass audio filters.
of the filter outputs are fed directly
to the transmitter, two others are passed
through a one second delay circuit and
the other two through a two second delay before being fed to the transmitter.
In the receiving mode this procedure is
simply reversed. The " Echoplex " is
a passive device with variable gain, up
to 7 dB, and has monitoring facilities.
details
2WW
fur ther details
for further
310 for
2WW 310
Bio-Medical Lasers
A LASER system (MS-2) comprising
heiiuma:1d a c.w. heliuma pulsed ruby laser and
neon laser is announced by the RayThe lasers are
theon Company.
primarily intended for bio-medical use
but the system can also be used for
FEBRUARY
WORLD, February
Wireless
IRELESS World,
W

Six-channel amplifier for low signal level applications.
(Fenlow
(Fen/ow Electronics Ltd.)

I ngeneral laboratory applications. Included is a "Laser Applicator" which
is used as a sighting device and also to
measure the output energy.
l;1ser, a modiThe water-cooled ruby laser,
fication of the Raytheon LH8, can be
pulsed at five-second intervals with an
adjustable output of up to 50 joules.
The input energy is monitored and the
repeatabk
output level is claimed to be repeatable
2 %.
to within 2%.
The output of the
helium-neon laser is also adjustable up
helium-neon
to a maximum of 20 mW at 6328A.

2WW 311 tor further details

2WW 311 for further details

Welderr
Ultrasonic Plastic Welde
AN ultrasonic welding machine for
welding rigid thermoplastic materials
is announced by Dawe Instruments
W·e stern Avenue, 'Acton,
Acton, LonLtd., of Western
don, W.3. Known as the Type 1133
Sonicwelder, it comprises a transistor
20 kc/s generator and a con250 watt, 20kc/s
verter employing a ceramic lead zirOutput is
conate transducer, whose ·output
concentrated and intensified by a transformer (or horn) which acts as a connector to one of the items to be welded.
Heat is only generated at the junction
of the two components and provides an

almost instantaneous weld. Quite
sturdy materials can be joined using
this process.
detai Is
further details
for further
312 for
2WW 312
. 2WW
Ninety-watt Transistors
IDENTIFIED as the CQT range, a
IDENTIFIED
new series of p-n-p germanium 90-watt
power transistors, suitable for audio and
lntroswitching applications, has been introduced by the Brush Clevite Co. Ltd., of
Rants. The range
Hythe, Southampton, Hants.
comprises six units, which are all cased
T0-3 cans, and have maximum
''in
in Type
T ype TO-3
collector-to-emitterr voltage ratings from
; collector-to-emitte
40 to 140 V. The 'frequency at which
the gain is at unity is 200 kc/s.
o f these
As an example of the price ·Of
transistors, the Type CQT 1075 (which
has a V
VcBE
CBE of 140V, a maximum I00 of
25 A and a minimum d.c. current gain
of 40 at 10 A, 2 V) costs 42s 6d for
medium quantity supply.
details
fur ther details
for further
313 for
2WW
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Multi-channel
Multi- channel Amplifier
A NEW six-channel amplifier, with
varia~le from
separate gains individually variable
ro amplify low
330 to 2,400, designed to
330
79
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level signals from thermocouples, strain
gauges and transducers is announced by
Fenlow Electronics Ltd., of Springfield
Lane, Weybridge, Surrey.
This unit, known as the Type R6, is
standard
suitable for rack-mounting in standard
19-in assemblies and having an input
impedance of 100 Mil
Mn does not load the
source. Photo resistive choppers are
are
s::mrce.
used ip
in, the amplifiers and give them a
drift characteristic of less than
than 0.2
0.2 /jV
fl. V
per degree C. The bandwidth of the
20kcls and an output curamplifiers is 20kc/s
rent of 25 mA
rnA can be obtained, thus
making them suitable for driving ultraultra ..
violet recorders.
2WW
2WW 314
J 14 for
for further
further details
details

Two-wat't photocell with aa diameter of only
only
Two-watt
O.Sin developed by the
the Clairex Corporation.
Corporation .

Two-watt Photocell
A NEW range of small, high wattage
been dephoto-conductive cells has been
veloped by the Clairex Corporation in
in
the United States.
States. The range provides
a choice of photosensitive materials, including cadmium .sulphide and selenide,
and offers a variety of combinations of
resspectral response, sensitivity and resapplications.
ponse time to suit different applications.
The continuous dissipation rating for
these devices is two watts. Known as
the CL5M
CLSM Series, these units are available in the United Kingdom through
W almore Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd.~ of 11-15
11-15
Walmore
Betterton Street, Drury Lane, London,
W.C.2.
2WW 315
2WW
315 for
for further
further details
details

Model . HSA-2 spectrum analyser from
from
Intercontinental Instruments Incorporated
Incorporated

Low-frequency Spectrum
Analysers
TWO spectrum analysers, one covering
Ic/s
1
cIs to 4kc/s,
4 kc Is, and the other covering
20 c/s to 30
kc/s, have been
20cls
30kcls,
been developed
by Intercontinental Instruments Incorporated and are now
now available in
this country through the instruments
division of Claude Lyons Ltd., of 76
76
Old Hall Street, Liverpool, 33 (southern
offices .Hoddesdon, Herts).
Both instruments employ transistors
throughout and are somewhat similar.
The one that covers the lower fre-

queucy
quency band, the HSA-1, features an
an
in-line digital display, which is accurate
accurate
to 1% .in
in the wave analyser mode, and
an internal sweep generator for autoan
matic frequency scanning. A special
matic
special
feature of this instrument is the incluoscillator
sion of a beat frequency oscillator
analysis
whose output is equal to the analysis
frequency and moves in synchronism
with the sweep oscillator. This enables frequency to be measured to an
accuracy of 0-5
0· 5 c/s.
cIs.
The other, the HSA-2, is a dual function instrument inasmuch as it can be
be

las « jam
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INFORMATION SERVICE FOR PROFESSIONAL READERS
To expedite requests for further information
information on
on products
products appearing
appearing in
in
the
each month,
month, aa
the editorial and advertisement pages of Wireless World each
sheet of reader service cards isis included inin this
sheet
this issue.
issue. The
The cards
cards will
will be
be
19.
found between advertisement pages 16 and 19.
for all
a!l inquiries
inquiries dealing
dealing
We invite readers to make use of these cards for
with specific products. Many editorial items
items and
and all
all advertisements
advertisements are
are
coded with a number, prefixed by 2WW, and
and it
it is
is then
then necessary
necessary only
only to
to
enter the number(s) on the card.
Readers will appreciate the advantage of
of being
being able
able to
to fold
fold out
out the
the sheet
sheet
of cards, enabling them to make entries
entries while
while studying
studying the
the editorial
editorial
and advertisement pages.
Postage is free in the U.K., but cards must be stamped
stamped ifif posted
posted overseas.
overseas.
to obtain
obtain the
the additional
additional
This service will enable professional readers to
information they require quickly and easily.
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Self-contained vacuum encapsulation casting
and potting plant, with mixing and dispensing
unit for use with expoxy resins,
resins, from BarlowWhitney Ltd.
used as a manually-tuned wave analyser
used
and as an automatic-scanning spectrum
and
analyser. Features of the HSA-2 include a beat frequency output, automatic frequency tracking and an output
suitable
suitable for oscilloscope display.
2WW
2WW 316
316 ·for
f or further
further details
details
Vacuum Encapsulation Plant
AN entirely new range of standard
vacuum equipment specially designed
for the electrical and electronics indusindus~
~ries
tries for encapsulation, casting and potting processes using the latest epoxy
resins is announced by Barlow-Whitney
Ltd., of Coombe Road, Neasden, London, N.W.10.
· All models are completely self-contained and only require connection to
to
normal factory services. Table diameters from 12 to 24 in are included in
special
the standard range, and for special
applications a number of -optional
optional
features can be added. These include
valve
a remotely operated dispensing valve
for handling small components, and
measuring flasks—with
flasks-with and without
stirrers-to
precisely
stirrers—-to enable users to precisely
dispense measured quantities of mixed
resin.
2WW
317 for
for further
further details
details
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Regulated Power Supply Kit
CAPABLE of ·delivering
at
delivering up to 1.5 A at
any specified voltage
vqltage · within
within the
the range
0.5 to 50 V d.c. is the easily-assembled
easily-assembled
Heathkit IP-20U. · Transistors
Transisrors are used
used
throughout this power supply which
features an automatic current limiting
device to protect the load, as well as its
(Continued on
orz page
page~
&
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relay
overload . relay
own circuitry, and an overload
oversevere .overagainst severe
for the protection against
short.
direct short.
of aa direct
loading as in the case of
when
watts when
136 watts
The instrument draws 136
any
from .any
operate from
will operate
and. will
fully loaded and
60 c/ s
to.60c/s
40 to
V, 40
250 V,
to 250
100 to 125 or 200 to
include aa
features include
Specification features
supply. Specification
line
mV; line
15 mV;
of 15
load regulation figure of
change
0.005% change
than 0.005%
regulation of less than
p.sec
25 /isec
supply; 25
in supply;
for a 5% deviation in
impedance
output impedance
transient response; output
and
10 kc/s and
to lOkc/s
0.1!1 from d.c. to
less than 0.111
The
frequency. The
n above this frequency.
().5 £1
less than 0.5
net
in; net
11 in;
6t XX 11
9t XX 61dimensions are 94
at
priced at
is priced
kit is
16lb. The kit
weight is 161b.
month
next month
available next
be available
£35 88ss and will be
Gloucester.
o.f Gloucester.
Daysttom Ltd., of
from Daystrom

SWW 318 for further aetails
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Switch
Rotary Switch
Edge
fdge Control Rotary
rotary
single-pole rotary
TEN-POSITI ON single-pole
A TEN-POSITION
stator
board stator
circuit board
printed circuit
switch with a printed
31-32
of 31-32
Ltd., of
is announced by N.S.F. Ltd.,
This
W.C.l. 'This
London, W.C.I.
Alfred Place, London,
particular
of particular
be of
switch, which should be
instrumentatio n
the instrumentation
in the
interest to those in
stackfor stacksuitable for
and control ·fields,
fields, isis suitable

adjustable
an adjustable
has an
ing (up to 12) and has
P<>siany posito any
rotation to
stop that can limit rotation
contacts
The contacts
10. The
tion between 22 and 10.
bemake bethey make
can be arranged so that they
Terminal
versa. Terminal
vice versa.
fore they break or vice
eyeto eyedirectly to
connections can be made directly
which
board, which
circuit board,
printed circuit
lets on the printed
user
meet user
to meet
be varied to
incidentally can be
requirements.
details
further details
2WW
for further
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Receiver
V.H.F.fU.H.F. Receiver
Portable V.H.F./U.H.F.
opera- ·
single-channel operaDESIGNED for single-channel
and
band and
470 Mc/s band
tion in the 430 to 470Mc/s
Type
new Type
the new
is the
band is
Mc/s band
t he 70 to 90 Mc/s
·the
the
from the
receiver from
TR40/20 transistor receiver
Company, ··
Communicatio ns Company,
VHF/UHF
VHF /UHF Communications
Somer- ·
Crewkerne; Somerof 16 Abbey Street, Crewkerne,
for
designed for
unit designed
portable unit
set. It is a portable
channel
kc/s channel
25 kc/s
with 25
use in systems with
supertriple superthe triple
spacing and operates in the
double
the double
and . the
u.h.f. and
het mode at u.h.f.
battery
Low battery
v.h.f. Low
superhet mode at v.h.f.
receiver
this receiver
consumption is a feature of this
batmercury bateight-volt mercury
and the internal eight-volt
70
approximately 70
tery is ·claimed to give approximately
loudspeaker isis
internal loudspeaker
hours use. An internal

incorporated
are incorporated
.p{ovided
provided and facilities are
systems
aerial ·systems
ohm aerial
for connection to 75 ohm
TR40 /20
The TR40/20
required. The
be required.
should it be
in.
8 X 7 X 2in.
measures 8x7x2
weighs 4 lb and .measures
translow~power transcomplementar y · low-power
A complementary:
transistors isis
using transistors
mitter, Type TT40, using
rewith ·this
us·e with
being developed ·. for use
this reis aa
development is
under development
ceiver. Also
A1so under
transmitter-rec eiver,
combined portable transmitter-receiver,
simprovide simwill provide
TRT I 40, which will
Type TRT/40,
plex or duplex facilities.
details
further details
for further
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320 for
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Transistor
Metal-on-Oxide
Metal-on-O xide Transistor
effect
field effect;
OXIDE
A METAL-ON-OXIDE
field
METAL~ON-:
of
conductance of
device with aa ·transfer
transfer conductance
Ray~
the Rayby the
been: announced by
11 mho has been
as
known as
theon Company. The device, known
noise
lownoise
(RM3036) has aa low
the Mho-Amp (RM3036)
generator
with aa generator
1 kc/s with
(2 dB at Ikc/s
figure (2dB
be
to be
said to
is said
1 M'D) and is
impedance of l-Mfl)
an
As an
stable. As
extremely temperature stable.
tran:..
the tranits application
illustration of its
application the
active
only active
the only
as the
used as
sistor has been used
circuit
amplifier circuit
audio amplifier
element in an · audio
an
and an
dB and
7o dB
of •70
gain of
providing a power gain
distortion.
5% distortion.
at 5%
output of 11wa~t
watt, at
details
further details
for further
321 for
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Detector
Transient Detector

regulated
IP-20U regulated
Heathkit Model IP-20U
supply.
power supply.
TR40f20
Type TR40/20
receiver Type
v.h.f.fu.h.f. receiver
Portable v.h.f./u.h.f.
ComVHFJUHF Comthe VHF/UHF
by the
being manufactured by
Company.
munications Company.

for
suitable for
260 IA transient detector suitable
Model 2601A
mV
tOO mV
from 100
peaks from
measuring voltage peaks
lncorLaboratories IncorV. (Huggins Laboratories
to
to 5,000 V.
. porated).

printed
with aa printed
switch with
Edge
Eage control rotary switch
Ltd.).
stator (N.S.F. Ltd.),
circuit board stator
1965
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shortdetect shortcan . detect
that · can,
AN instrument that
their
quantize ·their
duration transients, quantize
polarity,
their polarity,
amplitudes ·and determine their
driv.:.
for drivsuitable for
output suitable
and .provide
provide .an output
devices, isis
ing counting · and recording . devices,
from
cietector from
.transient detector
26(HA transient
the Model 2601A
of
Incorpor~ieci, of
Huggins Laboratories . Incorporated,
ofinput
number of
California, U.S.A. .· A number
input
instrument
this instrument
for this
probes are .available for
negative
and negative
positive and
and enable positive
upand upnano-seconds and
transients of 50 nano-seconds
voltage
The voltage
be measured. The
wards to be
mV
100mV
from 100
is from
instrument is
range of the instrument
S,OOOV.
to 5,000
V.
the
is the
2601A is
Model 2601A
A feature of the Model
adjustment
threshold adjustment
inclusion of two threshold
directly
calibrated directly
are calibrated
controls. These are
other
the -other
and the
positive and
one positive
in volts, one
level isis
pre-set level
the pre-set
negative, and once the
'instruthe instruon the
exceeded neon indicators on
counter-relay
internal counter-relay
ment light, an internal
an
and an
operates and
operates, another relay operates
to
applied to
is applied
pulse is
oscilloscope trigger pulse
sockets.
the external sockets.
available
al•so available
·■ Other models which are also
Tilof 44 TilLtd., of
Laboratories Ltd.,
from B & K Laboratories
W.1,
London, W.l,
ney Street, Park Lane, London,
2606.
the 2606.
and the
2604 and
include the Type 2604
four
to four
up to
accept up
The first of these can accept
conthreshold conone threshold
inputs, but with only one
up
accepts up
other accepts
the other
trol for each, and the
only
has only
also has
and also
to six input probes and
The
probe. The
per probe.
control per
one threshold control
which
probes, which
the probes,
input impedance of the
mV toto
100 mV
range 100
cover the voltage range
voltage
their voltage
with their
5,000 V, increases with
MD.
100 MO.
MD to 100
ratings from 11 Mil
details
further details
for further
322 for
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NATO

v. L.F.

STATION
~. :.:~:;i

,.

CUMBERLAND .
IN CUMBERLAND
TRANSMITTER IN
RADIOTELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER
HIGH-POWER RADIOTELEGRAPH

highfour highof four
series of
HE second of a series
THE
the
augment the
power v.l.f. stations to augment
the
for .the
communications facilities for
the
on the
been built on
navies of NATO has been
brought
was brought
coast of Cumberland and was
November.
of November.
into service at the end of
is
operation is
The other station already in operation
will
others will
at Cutler, Maine, U.S.A., and others
of
site of
The site
be in Australia and Italy. The
G.P.O.
the G.P.O.
which the
the British station, for which
building
the building
has been . responsible for the
operation, isis aa
future operation,
and will be for its future
the
between . the
airfield between
disus.e d airfield
700-acre disused
at
Cardumock at
and Cardumock
villages of Anthorn and
the
on the
peninsula on
the extremity of a peninsula
bev.l.f. isis beof v.l.f.
Solway Firth. The use of
unaffected
being unaffected
cause of its reliability, itit being
and
disturbances and
by most ionospheric disturbances
no
are no
tj:}ere are
and there
explosions, and
nuclear explosions,
higher
with higher
are with
there are
skip ·zones
""skip
zones"" as there
from
refi.ection from
on reflection
frequencies relying on
the ionosphere.

T

Aerial System
aerial
the aerial
is the
station is
A feature of the station
rhombicof six rhombicsystem, which consists of
for!l'adial forin a radial
shaped sections arranged in
as
masts as
13 masts
by 13
mation and suspended by
mast
centre mast
The centre
diagram. The
shown in the diagram.
ring
inner ring
the inner
in the
those in
is 748ft tall, those
618ft.
periphery 618ft.
the periphery
678ft and those on the
2,148ft
are 2,148ft
ring are
The masts in the outer ring
are
chombics are
six rhombics
All six
from the centre. All
uniform
giving aa uniform
fed simultaneously, giving
steelof steelis of
aerial is
~iagram. The aerial
polar diagram.
diameter,
in diameter,
cored aluminium, about lin in
working
the working
enabl'e it to withstand the
to enable
perceptible
without perceptible
voltage of 120 kV without
conditions
weather conditions
corona under adverse weather
withstand
to withstand
strong enough to
and also .be strong
a heavy coating of ice.
suspended
the suspended
An interesting aspect of the
82

to
adopted to
method adopted
is the method
aerial system is
event
the event
in the
prevent excessive tensions in
The
wind. The
or wind.
of overloading due to ice or
of
each of
of each
corners of
insulators at the four corners
halto halattached toare attached
the six aerial panels are
the
at the
sheaves at
through sheaves
yards which pass through
mast heads and down to automatic
automatic
winch isis
Each winch
winches on the ground. Each
lower-limit
and lower-limit
fitted with upper- and
pay
to pay
halyard to
<&witches which allow the halyard
switches
reaches
reading reaches
out when the tension reading

·rhe
tons. The
.31 tons.
of 31
load of
the predetermined load
the
on the
dial on
on aa dial
loading is registered on
24
to 24
relayed to
appropriate winch and relayed
room.
control room.
central control
slave dials in the central
seccross secThe masts are of triangular cross
memleg memcorner leg
tion with solid round corner
braced
loading, braced
bers, to minimize wind loading,
On
framt;work. On
together with a lattice .framework.
use
the use
·for the
made for
each mast provision isis made
hoist
m~inte1;1ance hoist
s.e lf-dimbing maintenance
of a self-climbing
prinpinion prin.and pinion
rack and
operating on the rack

618-ft
the618-ft
ofthe
oneof
from one
viewedfrom
panel viewed
aerial panel
an aerial
ofan
end of
the end
at the
assembly at
Insulator and corona ring assembly
outer
O!Jter masts.
FEBRUARY
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transare transcages are
ciple. The actual hoist cages
to
neces·s ary to
not necessary
portable so that itit isi.s not
Incidentally ,
mast. Incidentallyj
have one for each mast.
strucmast strucstayed mast
the stayed
calculations for the
caLculations
sub-conthe sub-conby the
out by
tures were carried out
with
Co., with
Constructio n Co.,
tractors, B.I.C. Construction
at
computer at
EDSAC2 computer
the aid of the EDSAC2
Cambridge University.

Stalbility
Frequency
!ity
Frequency Stabi
station
the station
for the
contractors for
The main contractors
Systems
Electronics Systems
Contfuental Electronics
were Continental
received aa
who received
Texas, who
Inc., of Dallas, Texas,
in
contract in
.dollars) contract
(105M .dollars)
fixed-price
,fixed-price (10.SM
the
on the
began on
96!, and work began
November
Notember-11961,
Continental
spring. Continental
followirlg spring.
sitein
site
in the following
trans- ·
the transbuilt the
and built
Electronics designed and
drive
m w drive
250 mW
comptis.es aa· 250
mitter "which Comprises
fre-working freoori::ria]- ' working
its .hbrtnail
stag:e,
stage, "and at .its
deliverof delivercapable of
19kc/s is capable
quency of i9kc/s
the
into the
kW into
500 kW
of 500
power of
ing a peak power
of
capable of
is capable
transmitter is
aerial. The transmitter
freusing frebauds using
SO bauds
keying speeds up to 50
modulation.
amplitude modulation.
quency-shift or amplitude
quertcy-:shift
installed
is installed
g·e.nel'ator unit is
The frequency generator
frequency
normal frequency
the normal
If the
in duplicate. If
automaticall y
is automatically
spal'le is
generator fails, the spare
The
milliseconds . The
iln ·fiv.e
switched
five milliseconds.
s·w itched in in
generating
frequency generating
stability of the frequency
101010
in lO
part in
± · 11 part
equipment
equi'Pment is within +■
9 per month.
10
in
part
1
±
per day and ± 1 part in 10 per month.
steps
in steps
set in
be set
can be
, The output frequency can
kc/s.
16-20kc/s.
range · 16-20
the range
of 100 c/s over the
drive
and drive
synthesis and
The frequency synthesis
manufacand manufacequipment was · designed and
also
who also
Crawley, who
lby Redifon, of Crawley,
tured by
console.
control console.
station's control
constructed the station's
construcved
Continental
of Continental
Redifon are associates of
9

the
The position
f>Osition of the
NATO v.l.f. station at
Anthorn, Cumberland,
is shown on this sketch
map.
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of
majority of
the majority
provided the
Electronics
Eiectronics and provided
the
ofthe
administrati on of
the staff for the ·administration
the
of the
installation of
the installation
project
e ct and for the
proj.
transmitting equipment.
the
at the
being at
The transmitter building, being
exbeen exhas been
system, has
centre of the aerial system,
electrical
against electrical
1scr·eened against
tensively screened
connected
s•c reening isis connected
los·s·es
losses and this screening
earthradial earththe radial
to the
of wires to
via a mesh of
gauge
of 88 gauge
consists of
wire system. This consists
intervals
zo intervals
at 2°
radially at
copper wire laid radially
have
joints have
All joints
foot. All
.and
and at a depth of 11 foot.
corbi-metallic corobviate bi-metallic
been welded to obviate
building isis
the building
in the
rosion. All metal work in
system.
earth system.
bonded to the earth
!bonded

Aerial Tuning
inhelical inby aa helical
The aerial is resonated by
average
an average
with an
tall with
20ft tall
ductor nearly 20ft
with
series with
In series
12ft. In
winding diameter of 12ft.
lOft
with aa 10ft
va-riometer with
_18ft tall variometer
this
•this is an ,18ft

six
The layout of the six
rhombic-shaped
rhombic-shaped secaerial
tions of the aerial
suspended
which is suspended
stayed
from thirteen stayed
Antriangular towers. Anthorn
tho.m has the largest
aerial system inin
Europe the distance
between two opposite
star "
· points of the " star
mile.
being nearly
nearly aa mile.

- ~

;

··---------------------------------------,.
the !
shows the
photograph shows
! Our cover photograph
build- !
transmission buildfeeder from the transmission
! feeder
ring ! ·
distributor ring
! ing to the aerial distributor
mast !
central mast
th e central
suspended around the
! suspended
:
120ft.
at a height of some 120ft.
:
·----------------------------------------·
I
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diameter
8ft diameter
and -,' an 8ft
diameter
diameter, stator · and
tunfer tunused for
variometerjiss used
rotor. This variometer
and aa
kc/s and
t6:..2o kc/s
range 16-20
ing over the range
adjusts
automaticall y adjusts
smaller variometer automatically
the
in the
changes in
to changes
capacitaoce to
a.erial capacitance
aerial
condiweather condiby weather
aerial
a·erial system caused by
motorare motorvariometers are
tions. Both variometers
from
controlled from
driven and are remotely controlled
variometers
Both variometers
the operating console. Both
Litz
with Litz
wound with
are wound
and also the helix are
cable 3.4in in diameter.
airare airvalves are
The radio-frequency
radio-freque ncy valves
highvapour highcooled and the mercury vapour
provided
are provided
valves are
voltage rectifier valves
equipment
protection equipment
with overload protection
power
remove power
to remove
operate to
which will operate
microabout 55 microin about
from the transmitter in
to
due to
interruption due
seconds. To avoid interruption
the
equipment the
other equipment
failure of valves or other
kW
275 kW
duplicate 275
of duplicate
built of
transmitter isis built
individuworked individube worked
sections which can be
all-y or in parallel.
ally
stage
output stage
the output
tank~circuit for the
The tank-circuit
comprises
transmitter comprises
th.e transmitter
of the
e ach half of
of .each
conform conof toroidal form
inductor of
a fixed inductor
plate
aluminium plate
parallel with aluminium
nected in paraUel
Inductive
capacitors. Inductive
variable oil-filled capacitors.
loop
pick-up loop
coupling is used with aa pick-up
Couptoroid. Coupthe toroid.
. through the centre of the
via
effected via
aerial-circui t isis effected
ling to the aerial-circuit
.Jing
the
enable the
which enable
matching networks ·which
both
or both
either or
by either
energized by
be energized
aerial to be
the transmitter.
halves of the
station Isis
the station
for the
supply for
The power supply
two
but two
mains but
1he mains
normally taken from the
normally
instaJ.led
been installed
have been
600 kW generators have
ElecEnglish Electhe English
by the
tor emergency use by
for
responsible
also responsible
were also
(who were
tric Company (who
of
Each of
sub-·station). Each
for the electrical sub-station).
started
be started
can be
which can
these generators, which
contransminter conmain transmitter
the main
remotely from Che
indesupply indeto supply
sole, is connected so as to
transmitter
the transmitter
of the
pendently one half of
and miscellaneous
miscellaneou s loads.
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LETTERS TO -THE EDITOR
LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

The Editor doer, not necessarily endorse opinions expressed by his
his correspondents
correspondents

Transistor High-quality Audio
Audio· Amplifier
Referring to Mr. Dinsdale's article on his improved transistor
amplifier, I was interested in his opinions on the avoidance of
of
earth loops and asymmetrical currents.
Whilst it cannot be denied that these problems exist, I feel
that his two proposed methods of avoidance are not the only
methods.
methods.
His suggestion of two separate power packs is, of course,
the academic way of solving the problem, but from the point
of
Also,
o~ view of manufacture, prohibitive on expenditure.
causes some disdis~
Ius alternative method, as used in this design, causes
his
tortion.
states.
tortion on mono reproduction, as he states.
Having been in the course of design of high-quality ampliampli~
fiers for the past year, I have some experience
experience and would
method
therefore like to bring to the attention of the author aa method
whic~
which I have found to be most satisfactory. - . It is
1s only
on~y necessary to prevent
prevent: these currents from flowing
m
earher stages of both amplifiers
amplifiers and the
the attached sketch
sketch
in the earlier

carried out the modifications put forward, with very pleasing
pleasing
results.
However, I am puzzled by two points. In an appendix,
Ho~ever,
Mr. Dinsdale
the dependence of channel separation
~ir.
Dmsdale calculates the
in a sum-and-difference type of pickup on load. My own
m
calculations give a rather different result, although the concluc~lculations
swns
sions are the same.
Referring to the circuit shown in the appendix, and
and using
the same symbols,
~ymbol~, but putting
P"';ltting Zv + Zh
Zn —
+ R == X,
X c,:, the
the two
currents, /i,
l L and i'r
lR are given
gtven by
/L.Xc —
iL.Xc
- ZK.ZH
iJt.Zn == en - C\'
ev . ........ ... -. . . • . . . . (1)
and -iJ..Zn
h.-Zn -r
and
+ ?r.-X
iR.X,,(; =- Cr
en--- ey
ev.... ................ (2)
(2)
(1) and (2) lead to
eY
ev
"- — Xc +
(Vi
KJ
Zn ' ' ' ' • •' ''' ''''
(3)
/.„
Xc + Zh
eH
ev _
Xc- ~_:::-z~i -+- Xc
- Zh
Zn · .... · · .... · .... · · .. · .. · (4)
Xc e

'■
.

1
R =--=

Assuming that

X

+

ei-I = 6r
e.R "i- er., i.e., the sum of the two channel

signals,

- and

- PRE-AMPL.

I EARLY STAGES
OF
POWER AMPLIFIER

ev -= es
e& —
- ei.,
e~., the difference between them,
then 3 and 4 become
2Zn
2Xc
_
.
2Xc
2Zh
ZL =--= X2 ::___::--z
--~-- - . eL +- X 2
Z2
c
H
c n • eR
and

2Zh
X^c^ZV
(2 . Xc. ei, + 2 . Zn . ck)
|
I EARLY STAGES
|PRE-AMPI. r~ :
OF
POWER AMPLIFIER
i
i

outlines
outline~ my method which entails running four separate
earth lines
hnes from -the
the smoothing capacitor. As will be seen,
no common
n?
coilll?on impedance path now exists, the smoothing capacapa•
cttor
bemg true a.c. earth.
citor being
London, S.W.8.
ARTUS,
C. ARTUS,
Radio Laboratory, Decca Radio & Television.
Television.
The author
autho1· replies:—•
replies:-.
I was very
ve~y interested
inte!ested to see the
~he solution proposed by
by
Mr. Artus, since
smce this
thts seems almost ideal.
tdeal. The even-harmonic
distortion signal is now developed across the earth _leads to
to
the two sections of the power amplifier and is in fact within the
main feedback loop as I originally suggested, but without
the undesirable high resistance of 10 ohms.
. Furthermore
Fu!ther~ore this solution is easily utilized with the printed
ctrcutt design
destgn proposed, by taking the additional earth lead
circuit
from one side of R18 (which is of course omitted). In
In the
practical design described I suggest that the power plug
plug
should be made at least 8-way to accommodate the additional
leads.
J.
J . DINSDALE
I1 FOUND the article " Transistor High Quality Audio
Audio
Amplifier " by
J. Dinsdale in your January issue most interestAmplifier"
by}.
ing, as I recently built the original amplifier, and have now
now
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and

E
. R
EnR —
= tE
l R.. R

R z2--;}2
—
(2 . Xc
= .,.,
x._2 ;~-=Xc.. Cr
e&

+i 22 .. Zh
ZI-I.. er.)
CL) ...
... (6)
(6)
A-. Z,-ii
I am
not
entirely
clear
from
Mr.
Dinsdale's
equations
what
a.~
definition of channel separation is being used. However, I take
~efimtwn
take
it to be the ratio of signal from the required channel
1~
channel to the
the
signal from
sxgJ?.al
fr?m the unwanted channel in either of the two outputs.
Thts
ratto, from (5) and
and· (6) above, is given by:—
by:This ratio,
■·
X„
Zv
Zh
R
Ch
1,
X.,
Zv T
+ Zn
ZH -f
+
R
Channel
anne separation
separat10n =-.c; =—
ZH -.
.
Zh = . ZH
R for
=
corn
_ pared with
- -~--- for R large compared
Zh
z~~
Zv 4Zv
+ Zh
ZH
It follows that for good separation, R should ·be as large
large as
as
possible.
th~nk this conclusion can
c~n be reached more quickly
.In fact, I think
without resorting
wtthout
resortmg to these calculations.
calculatiOns. When R is an opencircuit, or very high, the voltage El
~ircuit,
EL equals en —
- - -:- ev =" es.er>. As
As R
is lowered,
~s
lowere~, so that significant current flows, the current carrying
mformatton
information for one channel will .clearly .generate a signal in
the other output through the common impedance Zn.
Zu. AssumAssum~
ing
~ng that R is still large compared with Zh
ZH +
+ Zv, then the output
in, say,
IJ?.,
say,, the left-hand
left-h.and channel is !i,
ir. .. R,
~' and the
th~ cross-coupled
cross-c~mpled
signal into
stgnal
mto the right-hand
nght-hand channel is
ts approximately
approxtmately i'r,.
l L • Zh.
Zn.
The separation
separation is then, as befofe,=—.
befofe,~.
Zn .
Zu
The.
The second point is concerned with the value of Rs8 in the
22k.Q
pre-amplifier. Was this intended to be printed as 22kO
rather than 22il?*
220?* A value of 22kQ
22kf! yields a calculated
ca~eillated total
apologies:·),es.-Ed.
*With apologies,
yes.—Ed,
WIRELESS
WORLD, February
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,
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Dinsdale's
(Mr. Dinsdale
rnA (Mr.
2.7 mA
of 2.7
supply of
volt supply
12 volt
current drain from a 12
s
220
whereas 220
rnA), whereas
2.7 mA),
also 2.7
drain isis also
current drain
figure for the total current
from
gain from
all gain
removes all
also removes
220 also
rnA. 220
3.3 mA.
of 3.3
leads to a figure of
v~lue
200fLF, aa value
as 200/xF,
given as
C 1 isis given
capacitor Ci
the amplifier! The capacitor
ratmg,
voltage rating,
Its voltage
22k0.
than 22k
220 than
suited to decoupling 220
more Suited
O. Its
Were
22k0. Were
made 22kO.
were made
R 8 were
if Ra
exceeded if
6 volts, would also be exceeded
220?
R88 == 220?
ofR
basis of
the basis
on the
calculated on
C 1 calculated
the value and rating of C,
RYDER-SMI TH
'C. RYDER-SMITH
N.W.3.
S.S.'C.
London, N.W.3.

·
replies:The author replies:—
the
out the
pointing out
for pointing
Ryder-Smith for
Mr. Ryder-Smith
to Mr.
I am most grateful to
inadvertently
separation. II inadvertently
channel separation.
of channel
derivation of
error in my derivation
spot
to spot
failed to
and failed
terms, and
cross-coupling terms,
the cross-coupling
overlooked one of the
figures
Ryder-Smith's figures
Mr. Ryder-Smith's
re-reading. Mr.
subsequent re-reading.
this on subsequent
results
support results
conclusions support
the conclusions
and the
correct, and
be correct,
appear to be
practice.
obtained in practice.
of CCl1
value of
22k0. The value
be 22kThe
should be
R 8 should
of Rg
The correct value of
constant
time constant
the time
line; the
supply line;
the supply
via the
is large to avoid feedback via
frelow frevery low
prevents very
successfully prevents
R 11 ) successfully
and Rn)
(C 1 and
of 2 seconds (Ct
be
otherwise be
would otherwise
circuit would
this circuit
wt~ich this
quency oscillation to which
voltage
working voltage
The working
gain. The
power gain.
prone due to the very high power
should
R 29 should
and Rao
R 28 and
that Ras
out that
point out
would point
5.5. I would
C 1 is about 5,5.
of Ci
Fig. 2.2.
in Fig.
shownin
as shown
not as
R 26 , 1101
of Rao
side of
hand side
be taken from the left hand
correct.
circuit is correct.
The printed
y
J.J. DINSDALE
DINSDALE

Wire
by Wire
Distribution by
Television Distribution
by
made by
points made
the points
of the
some of
to some
reply to
to reply
I SHOULD like to
41).
(p. 41).
January (p.
of January
issue of
Mr. Young in your issue
space
the space
in the
that in
pity that
that itit isis aa pity
Young that
I agree with Mr. Young
th~
all the
into all
go into
to go
possible to
not possible
is not
article itit is
of such a short article
did
but II did
like but
would like
one would
as one
detail as
technical matters in as much detail
which
ofwhich
(severalof
bibliography (several
the bibliography
in the
references in
tifteen references
provide fifteen
some
least some
at least
in at
fill in
should fill
which should
systems) which
v.h.f.
are devoted to v.h
f. systems)
Young's
Mr. Young's
with Mr.
agree with
however, agree
not, however,
of the gaps. I do not,
of
realms of
the realms
into the
deviated into
has "" deviated
article has
contention that my article
basic
the basic
of the
some of
mentioned some
have mentioned
certainly II have
relay politics ": certainly
relay
and aa
h.f. and
an h.f.
between an
choice between
the choice
cost factors which influence the
feel itit isis aa
as II feel
this as
for this
apology for
no apology
make no
v.h.f. system, but I make
fail
often fail
matters often
technical matters
on technical
written on
great pity that articles written
the
was the
what was
reader what
non-specialist reader
the non-specialist
clear to the
to make it clear
equipment
the equipment
of the
design of
the design
prompted the
economic reason that prompted
economic
instance.
in the first instance.
v.h.f.
the v.h.f.
with the
briefly with
too briefly
dealt too
Mr. Young feels that I have dealt
explain
should explain
but II should
system but
h .f. system
the h.f.
system in comparison with the
article
the article
write the
to write
me to
prompted me
which prompted
that one of the reasons which
oublished
been pubiished
has been
more has
that more
fact that
the fact
was the
instance was
in the first instance
was
:fdt itit was
and II felt
systems and
h.f. systems
about h.f.
about v.h.f. systems than about
balance.
time to redress the balance.
relay
h.f. relay
that h.f.
think that
should think
Young should
Mr. Young
II am surprised that Mr.
ruin
financial ruin
the "" financial
avoid the
to avoid
order to
in order
born in
networks were only born
made ·itit
had made
thought II had
networks." II thought
of old audio-only networks."
of
audio
on audio
used on
as used
cable as
quad cable
unscreened quad
that unscreened
abundantly clear that
(see
signals (see
television signals
distribute television
to distribute
systems could not be used to
of
type of
new type
some new
Thus some
issue). Thus
1964 issue).
Oct. 1964
Fig. 10, p. 501, Oct.
case
any case
in any
networks in
audio networks
existing audio
to existing
cable had to be added to
system,
h.f. system,
an h.f.
of an
advantage of
economic advantage
the economic
and, were it not for the
rather
coaxial rather
added coaxial
have added
to have
easy to
as easy
just as
it would have been just
Hownetworks. Howexisting networks.
to existing
cable to
pair cable
than special balanced pair
carrying
of carrying
capable of
cable isis capable
pair ·cable
balanced pair
ever, the special balanced
ever,
private
in private
loudspeakers in
energize loudspeakers
to energize
power to
audio ·at
at sufficient power
disof disway of
cheapest way
the cheapest
is the
this is
since this
homes directly and since
the
that the
fact that
the fact
with the
coupled with
programmes, coupled
tributing audio programmes,
these
h.f., these
at h.f.,
signals at
television signals
carry television
could also carry
same pairs could
h.f.
use h.f.
to use
decision to
the decision
influenced the
which influenced
were the factors which
proof
further proof
If further
signals. If
television signals.
the television
rather than v.h.f. for the
in
started in
been started
have been
systems have
h.f. systems
new h.f.
is needed, plenty of new
.
existed.
previously existed.
towns where no wire previously
in
systems in
v.h.f. systems
of v.h.f.
use of
the use
of the
aware of
well aware
I am, of course, well
assume
Young assume
Mr. Young
should Mr.
why should
but why
America but
Europe and North America
Kingdom?
United Kingdom?
the United
of the
ahead of
countries ahead
that this places these countries
and
used and
are used
systems are
v.h.f. systems
only v.h.f.
U.S.A., only
the U.S.A.,
In point of fact, in the
the
at the
wire at
by wire
signals by
their signals
received their
homes received
only 1.9% of TV homes
only
were
figures were
corresponding figures
the corresponding
U.K. the
end of 1963. In the U.K.
6.05%.
of 6.05%.
total of
making aa total
h .f. making
by h.f.
4.4% by
1.65% by v.h.f. and 4.4%
purchaser
the purchaser
to the
happens to
what happens
about what
Mr. Young is worried about
1965
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Most
house. Most
move house.
to move
decides to
he decides
when he
receiver when
of a wired receiver
also
whichisis also
sold which
than sold
rather than
hired rather
fact; hired
in fact,
wired receivers are, in
If,
problem. If,
no problem.
there isis no
so there
receivers, so
the trend for aerial receivers,
sold
be sold
always be
can always
purchased itit can
however, a wired receiver isis purchased
company.
operating company.
back to the local operating
the
on the
breakdowns on
of breakdowns
effect of
the effect
Mr. Young is worried about the
Mr.
coaxial
on aa coaxial
fault on
that aa fault
mind that
in mind
bear in
network but he should bear
whereas
programmes whereas
the programmes
all the
of all
loss of
to aa loss
system might well lead to
system
of
loss of
the loss
to the
lead to
only lead
might only
system might
h.f. system
a fault on a multipair h.f.
rupture, II
cable rupture,
complete cable
of aa complete
case of
the case
one programme. In the
receive
coold receive
receiver could
aerial receiver
an aerial
of an
subscriber of
quite agree that a subscriber
quite
(which
systems (which
v.h.f. systems
to v.h.f.
subscribers to
many subscribers
something, but how many
maintain
to maintain
want to
would want
areas) would
fringe areas)
in fringe
more often than not are in
the
all the
order all
working order
in working
aerials in
V aerials
III and Band V
Band I, Band HI
breakdowns?
occasional breakdowns?
with occasional
deal with
to deal
able to
be able
year round just to be
year
R. 1.
I. KINROSS

"Units"
basic
of basic
illumination of
Ray's "" illumination
Cathode .Ray's
MUCH as I admire " Cathode
some
ofsome
propagation of
his propagation
against his
protest against
must protest
matters, I feel I must
World.
Wireless World.
month's Wireless
last month's
in last
article in
his article
hardy old fallacies in his
that
statement that
his statement
question isis his
important question
To be brief, the most important
pure
be aa pure
must be
kind must
same kind
the same
of the
quantities of
""the
the ratio of two quantities
that
obvious that
so obvious
seems so
This seems
dimensions." This
number, with no dimensions."
the
on the
depends on
truth depends
its truth
but its
it, but
examine it,
we do not pause to examine
the
wish the
we wish
ifwe
and if
kind",
same kind
the same
of the
of"
meaning of
" quantities of
", and
electrostatic
the electrostatic
that the
decide that
may decide
we may
statement
true, we
statement to be true,
of
quantities of
not quantities
are not
charge are
of charge
electromagneti c measures of
and electromagnetic
kind.
the same kind.
help
may help
sugar may
of sugar
example of
Ray's "" example
A return to " Cathode Ray's
quantity
the quantity
estimate the
may estimate
sugar, II may
of sugar,
packet of
here. If I have a packet
measurbvmeasuror bv
mass, or
its mass,
determining its
of sugar by weighing, thus determining
are
These are
volume. These
its volume.
determining its
thus determining
ing the packet, thus
equate
toequate
expectto
normally expect
not normally
would not
different operations, and II would
are,
they are,
though they
obtained, though
quantities obtained,
the quantities
the dimensions of the
them,
equate them,
could equate
sugar. II could
of sugar.
quantity of
of the quantity
both measures of
the
dimensional ""constant",
introducing aa dimensional
however, by introducing
constant", the
"mass"
the "mass"
defining the
equations defining
the equations
of the
one of
density of sugar, into one
quantities.
measured quantities.
physicallymeasured
the physically
terms of the
or the "volume" in terms
measurby measurcharges by
electrical charges
estimate electrical
may estimate
In a similar way, I may
them
moving them
by moving
or by
them, or
between them,
electrostatic forces between
ing the electrostatic
the
measuring the
and .measuring
example) and
for example)
(spinning them round, for
the
that the
astonishment that
no astonishment
be no
need be
There need
magnetic forces. There
prothese profrom these
resulting from
charge resulting
of charge
definitions of quantity of
may
Again II may
dimensions. Again
same dimensions.
the same
cedures do not have the
the
in the
constants in
dimensional constants
more dimensional
or more
one or
prefer to introduce one
and
same, and
the^ same,
dimensions the
the dimensions
make the
definitions in order to make
namely
electricity, namely
of electricity,
property of
embody aa property
these constants will embody
procedure .isis
This procedure
waves. This
electromagneti c waves.
the velocity of electromagnetic
the
because the
only because
suggest, only
electrically, II suggest,
sometimes adopted electrically,
reliable
and reliable
universal and
such aa universal
be such
to be
appears to
wave velocity appears
and
not, and
prob~l;Jly not,
sugar isis probably
of sugar
density of
the density
constant, whereas the
dens1t1es.
different densities.
of different
substances of
we also have other substances
presumably
statement presumably
the statement
on the
comment on
to comment
I should also like to
and
ofeEand
dimensions of
the dimensions
what the
knows what
nobody knows
intended to read " nobody
and pfl
that eE and
imply that
to imply
seems to
Hfl are."
true, itit seems
is true,
this is
While this
are." While
or
experiment or
which experiment
dimensions, which
certain dimensions,
possess (separately) certain
mystery
of mystery
air of
an air
gives an
This gives
determine. This
theory may one day determine.
happened
hashappened
thathas
all that
unwarranted; all
quite unwarranted;
to the matter which is quite
instead
constants instead
dimensional constants
two dimensional
introduced two
is that we have introduced
of
definitions of
the definitions
make the
to make
required to
is required
of only the one which is
equal.
dimensionally equal.
charge dimensionally
electromagneti c charge
electrostatic and electromagnetic
exbe excannot be
quantities cannot
electrical quantities
Thus I disagree that electrical
system
c.g.s. system
the c.g.s.
that the
<;>r that
ones, or
mechanical ones,
of mechanical
pressed in terms of
matters
on matters
d1sagreement on
Much disagreement
unsound. Much
is fundamentally unsound.
largely
their largely
if their
avoided if
be avoided
might be
dimensions might
of units and dimensions
for
case for
The case
realised. The
generally realised.
more generally
arbitrary nature were more
arbitrary
conof congrounds of
on grounds
argued on
be argued
can be
systems can
m.k.s.A. or other systems
that
idea that
the idea
for the
As for
necessity. As
logical necessity.
venience, but not from logical
history, I.I
past history,
to past
consigned.to
l;Jein~ consigned
rapidly being
c.g.s. units are rapidly
that is1s
that that
show that
w1ll show
papers will
sc1ent1fic papers
think a glance at a few scientific
hardly the case.

~

GIBBS
F. GIBBS
D. F.
Bristol.
■"S)
D.
.
.
.
replies:The author replies:—
m
go in
wlll go
people will
wh1ch people
to which
lengths to
the lengths
It is remarkable the
impressed
much impressed
been much
recently been
have recently
order to avoid change. I have
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by this in quite a different field (see
(see correspondence
correspondence under
under ·
the heading " A new deal for vector diagrams
diagrams "" in
in many
many of
of the
the
1964 issues of the I.E.E. journal.
Electronics
and
Power)
journal,
and Power)
·nn
s
which some normally intelligent
intelligent people have avert
. d their
avert:d
their
gaze from the abhorred thing that would call
call for change
change in
in
their habits and on that inadequate basis have
have made
made untenable
untenable
criticisms of it.
Coming to ""Units",
Units Mr. Gibbs accuses me of propagating
" some hardy old fallacies ", which of course he
he is
is quite
quite
entitled to do if he can substantiate the charges.
charges. As
As an
an
example of his own clarity of thought he has
introduced
has introduced aa
term " quantity " of sugar, by which he seeks to
persuade
us
to persuade us
that the term ""electric
electric charge
" comprises two dimensionally
charge"
different quantities, measured in e.s.u. and e.m.u.
e.m.u. respecrespectively. But in doing this he uses " quantity "" loosely
loosely and
and
unscientifically to include two quantities that arc
are clearly
clearly not
not
of the same kind and which occasion no surprise when
when they
they
turn out to have different dimensions. Electric
Electric charge,
charge, on
on
the other hand, is surely the same kind
kind of
of thing
thing no
no matter
matter
how it is measured. There are many different ways of measurmeasuring volume, for example,
but
but any method
method that
th<tt gave
gave it
it dimendimen3
sions other than L
v~ would have to be looked at
at rather
rather carecarefully. (Still more so if they appeared with fractional indices,
indices,
like the c.g.s. units of electrical quantities!) :! Even if volume
volume
and density it is
is arrived at via mass and
is still L
L;.. The
The question
question
of greater
greatet.· or less reliability or constancy as between the
the
density of sugar and the velocity of electromagnetic waves has
has
nothing to do with the principle.
If Mr. Gibbs has discovered that electrical units
units can
can be
be
expressed in terms of mechanical units only, in contradiction
to · Maxwell and many more modern authorities, he ought
ought to
to
tell us what they are, or is he too modest to risk
risk the
the fame
fame that
that
would accrue?
If I "
"seem
seem to imply that cE and /tJL possess (separately) certain
certain
dimensions",
lVir. Gibbs object, when he himself
dimensions ", why should Mr.
himself
in the next sentence says they are dimensional?
that c.g.s. units are rapidly being consigned to
My evidence that:
to ·
past: history is the fact that nearly all the books
past
books on
on electrical
electrical
engineering on both sides of the Atlantic written
written in the few
years since m.k.s.A. units were officially approved have
have
and-more surprisingly—that
surprisingly-that they have
adopted them, and—more
have been
ado:
p ted to a notable extent by physicists in books and Univeradopted
University
sity departments. I have already referred to those who
who are
are
unwilling to make the effort to change from the familiar to
to the
the
unfamriar,
unfami'iar, and who even seek to defend this inertia by a show
show
of argument. But this can only delay, not
not prevent,
prevent, the
the
change.
"CATHODE RAY
RAY"
"

Resistance and Reactances in Parallel
Resistance
YOUR correspondent in the January issue correctly assumes
that the construction for parallel resistances and reactances
is not novel. The earliest reference to itit appears to be
be
E. Orlich, Archiv fur Electrotechnik, Vol. 8, 1919,
1919, p. 187.
187.
It is referred to again by H. Rukop in the same journal,
journal,
p. 446, 1929. More recent references include E. W.
W. Bochne,
Boehne,
l·
.E.E.E. Transactions, July 1963, and a note
I.E.E.E.
note by
by myself,
myself,
I.E.E., Vol. Ill,
Proc. I.E.E..
111, No.
No. 2, February 1964.
I agree with your correspondent's view of the educational
educational
benefit of the construction and this is demonstrated in the
the
two latter articles by its use in the solution of other problems.
problems.
Aberdeen
E. WILKINSON
WILKINSON
Robert Gordon's Technical College
COllege
If Mr. de Visme is able to inspect a copy of
of Vol. 22 of
of ExperiExperimental Wireless and The Wireless Engineer, he will find
find in
in the
the
Dec. 1924 issue, p.
143, a method, identical to his own
p.143,
own and
and
including the case of LCR in
in parallel,
parallel, expounded
expounded by
by F.
F. M.
M.
Colebrook. Anybody intending to use these
these methods for
for any
any
but the simplest cases say, to solve
solve aa ladder
ladder network,
network, is
is advised
advised
to start with an outsize sheet .of
of paper and
and several
several coloured
coloured
pencils.
·
pencils.
Graphical methods of this kind are also
also covered
covered in
in "" ConCon.tinuous
tinuous Wave Wireless Telegraphy
" (1921) by
Telegraphy;,
by Dr.
Dr. W.
W. H.
H.
Eccles but the more
mort: complex examples
examples in
in this
this book
book are
are drawn
drawn
in a confusing manner.
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which the
· It is interesting to note the frequency with
with ·which
the "wheel"
"wheel"
tends to be reinvented as one generation
generation of
of engineers
engineers fade
fade
out and the new boys take
take over.
over. A
A recent
recent example
example of
of this
this
was the screen coupled circuit
circuit discussed
discussed in
in .letters
letters in
in the
the Feb.
Feb.
and March 1964 issues of W.W.
W. W. This
This arrangement
arrangement was
was
used by Du Mont in their
th'=ir Model 208
208 oscilloscope
oscilloscope brought
brought out
out
about 1940. Certain U.S.A. literature
literature at
at the
the time
time described
described
the relevant part of the circuit as
as cathode
cathode coupled
coupled but
but 90%
90%
of the coupling was via
via the
the common
common screen
screen resistor.
resistor.
Another example is the cascode or
or White
White cathode
cathode follower
follower
circuit which has been treated as aa new.
new . circuit
circuit in
in several
several
technical journals in recent years. This arrangement
was
arrangement was used
used
in the Mk3 or Alk4
A.I,
radar
sets,
also
dating
back
Mk4 A. I. radar sets, also dating back to
to
around 1940.
Blackburn.
R. S.
HATCH
s; HATCH

Information Storage and ·Retrieval
HOW very
very. reassuring to see in the January
January issue
issue so
so sane
sane an
an
editorial on this .subject!
Omitting the fact that it is often cheaper
and
quicker
to
cheaper and quicker to
find something out in the lab.
lab. than
than, to
to make
make aa search
search for
for the
the
information, there are two fundamental difficulties
difficulties here
here
which are rarely considered.
that
in
many
areas
considered . . The
The first
first is
is that in many areas
of science, the information obtained
obtained by
by university
university people
people is
is
virtually useless for industrial purposes: it
it is
is expressed,
expressed, too,
too,
in a shorthand or jargon
few
outside
in
jargon which
which is
is comprehensible
comprehensible to
to few outside
the charmed academic circle. The
The reverse
reverse may
may also
also be
be true,
true,
but since very few academic scientists
scientists are
are even
even interested
interested
in industrial matters, relatively
in
relatively little
little damage
damage is
is done.
done.
The second point is that when one makes aa search,
search, one
one is
is
usually looking for something—such
something-such as
as aa line
line of
of thought—
thoughtwhich is not present explicitly, but may be
be fitfully
fitfully and
and faintly
faintly
suggested in terms which would mean nothing at all
all to
to an
an
abstractor.
Now that techniques are overlapping each other so
so very
very
much more than they once did, a file in some central
central office
office
indicating what every firm in the country was
was actually
actually doing
doing
or producing would be far more help than any
centralized
any centralized
information service. Nobody can advertise in all the journals
journals
all the time, especially those firms which are small
small and
and rather
rather
specialized in function.
Bolton, Lanes.
P. C. SMETHURST
SMETHURST

CLUB NEWS
BIRMINGHAM.-The February programme of
BIRMINGHAM.—The
of the
the Slade
Slade Radio
Radio
Mull;:trd film show on
Society includes a Aiullard
on the
the 25th
25th which
which will
will be
be
held in the
the Great
Great Hal!
Hall of the College of
of Advanced
Advanced Technology,
Technology~
Gosta Green, at
at 7.30.
7.30.
DERBY.-" The short-wave listener
DERBY.—"
" isis the
listener"
the title
title of
of the
the talk
talk
to be given by B. J. C. Brown (G3JFD)
(GBJFD) at
at the
the meeting
meeting of
of the
the
Derby & District Amateur Radio Society on
10th.
on February
February lOth. At
At
the February 24th meeting M. Shardlow and J. Anthony
Anthony will
will give
give
a technical film show. Weekly meetings
meetings are
are held
held at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at 119
119
Green Lane.
HECKMONDWIKE.-T
HECKMONDWIKE.—The
he month's meetings
meetings of
of the
the Spen
Spen Valley
Valley
Amateur Radio Society include aa lecture
lecture on
on model
model control
control by
by
F. Sharpe, of the
the Leeds
Leeds Model
Model Boat
Boat Society,
Society, on
on the
the 4th
4th and
and aa
lecture on radio-active isotopes
J.
A.
Edwards,
isotopes in
in every-day
every-day life
life by
by]. A. Edwards,
of Research Electronics, on
on the
the 18th.
18th. Fortnightly
Fortnightly meetings
meetings are
are
held at 7.30 at the Grammar School,
Sc:;hool, High
High Street.
Street.
·
LEAMINGTON.-Fortni ghtly
LEAMINGTON.—Fortnightly
meetings
of
the
Midmeetings
of
the
MidWarwickshire Amateur Radio
Radio Society
Society are
are held
held in
in the
the Civil
Civil Defence
Defence
Training School, Harrington
Harrington House,
House, Newbold
Newbold Terrace,
Terrace, at
at 7.45
7.45
on alternate Mondays.
Mondays. At
At the
the meeting
meeting on
on February
February 22nd
22nd the
the
third in aa series
deal
with
valves
series of
of lectures
lectures on
on radio
radio theory
theory will
will deal with valves
and ·transistors.
transistors. ·
WELLINGBOROUGH
WELLINGBOROUGH.—Two
.-Two lectures
lectures on
on hi-fi
hi-fi are
are to
to be
be given
given :
this
this month
month to
to members
members of
of the
the Wellingborough
W ellingborough Radio
Radio Club
Club by
by '
D.
D. Clarke.
Clarke. On
On the
the 11th
11th he
he will
will deal
deal with
with fundamentals
fundamentals of
of
hi-fi and
and on
hi-fi
on the
the 18th
18th with
with home-made
home-made equipment.
equipment. Weekly
Weekly meetmectings
are
held
at
7.45
at
Silver
Street
Club
Room.
\ngs are held at 7.45 at Silver Street Club Room.
.
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Enquiry
Industry Enquiry
Electronics Industry
Electronics
A DETAILED study on the extent and causes of the import
of electronic products into .the U.K. with a view to "improv" improving the present balance of trade in electronics" is being
undertaken by the Economic Development Committee for the
Electronics Industry. This is one of several
several "little
" little Neddies"
Neddies "
he National Economic Development Council to
set up by tthe
look into various branches of industry. Mr. George Brown,
the First Secretary of State, who is
is also
also chairman
chairman of
of
.E .D.C., recently met Sir Edward Playfair, the chairman
N
N.E.D.C.,
effecits
of
of the Electronics E.D.C
E.D.C.,., because of
of criticisms
criticisms of
effectiveness. It is felt by some members of industry that there
there is
likely to be confusion and overlapping between the electronics
Neddy"" and the committee for the electronics industry
little Neddy
""little
proposed by the new Ministry of Technology which is now
t he ""sponsoring"
the
sponsoring " department for the industry.
embers of the Electronics E.D.C. include J.
he twelve m
T
The
members
D uckworth, managing director, National Research DevelopDuckworth,
Corp. ; W
ent Corp.;
m
ment
W.. D. H
H,. Gregson, general manager, Ferranti;
Ferranti;
r. G
armer, deputy chairman, Pye; D
C. A. W. H
Harmer,
Dr.
G.. G
G.. MacMacelford,
arlane, director, Royal Radar Establishment; R. T
F
Farlane,
Telford,
director and general manager, Marconi Company; and A.
·
·
Weinstock, chairman, G.E.C.
Litiga tion
Pa tent Litigation
Transistor Patent
CLAI·M by three American companies-Western
A CLAIM
companies—Western Electric~
Electric,
Laboratories and American Telephon~
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Telephone and
Telegraph-to
Telegraph—to extend the period of the patent (No. 694,021)
covering "apparatus
" apparatus employing bQdies
bodies of semiconducting
ustice Lloyd-Jacob in aa
ejected by Mr. JJustice
aterial " was rrejected
m
material"
he
eserved judgment in the High Court ori
rreserved
on January 11th. TThe
application, which was heard in the Chancery Division
before Christmas, was opposed by a number of British companies* led by Pye of Cambridge. The judgment concerns
pa<tent covering the original transistor but not the many
the patent
subsequent patents covering developments resulting in later
later
devices.
devices.

**Avo,
Avo, Dawe Instruments, Decca, Electronic
Electronic Instruments,
Instruments, Farnell
Farnell Instru
Instru"ames Scott
Tabulators, JJames
and Tabulators,
C omputors and
Int ernational Computers
ments, International
ments.
Scott (Electronic
(Electronic
Engineers), Muirhead and Co., Rank Precision Industries,
Engineers).
Industries, Wayne
Wayne Kerr
Kerr
Saunders·(Electronics)
H . Saunders
W . H.
Laboratories, W.
Laboratories,
(Electronics) and
and W. Mackie.
Mackie.

B.B. C. Stations
More B.B.C.
T HE Postmaster-General has approved in principle the
THE
the
B.B.C's plans for building a further 19 low-power relay
stations to extend and improve the coverage of the 405-line
television service and its v.h.f. sound
sound services. The stations .
ranswill be in general use "translators"
" translators " which receive the •ttransmissions from an existing station and relay them on another
channel.
elay stations for
Under these plans (Stage 4) r·
relay
for both television
and v.h.f. :sound
sound will be built in the Scilly Isles, and at
Campbeltown, Argyll; Kingussie, Inverness; Lochgilphead,
Argyll; Dolgellau, Merioneth; Llanidloes, Montgomery;
Ballycastle, Mayo; and Kilkeel, Down. Stations for
for television
only will be at Aldeburgh, Suffolk; Bodmin, Cornwall;
Cornwall ; Whitby, Yorks; Ayr; Ballater, Aberdeen;
Bude, Cornwall;
Girvan, Ayr; Cardigan, Portrush, Antrim; and at Llangollen,
Denbigh, where a v.h.f. sound transmiNer
transmitter is already in
in use.
A relay station for v.h.f. sound will be added at
at Weardal-e
Weardale
where a television transmitter is being built under Stage 3.
With the completion of Stage 4 in about the middle of
1966 the total number of relay stations built by the B.B.C.
win
will have reached 66 for television and 48 for
for v.h.f. sound.
he nominal coverage of BBC-1 will then be 99.5 per cent
T
The
p opulation and that of the v.h.f. sound
of the ,population
sound service 99.7
per cent. So far 27 television stations and 16 v.h.f. sound
stations have been brought into service.
Wireless
World, FEBRUARY
February 1965
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New Year Honours
recipiems of awards in the New Year Honours
AMONG the recipients
List are the following in the world of radio and electronics.
K.B.E.

arlington, B.Sc.,
nstructor Rear-Admiral Charles Roy D
IInstructor
Darlington,
A.M.I.E.R.E., director, Nav:al
Naval Education Service.

C.B.E.

D' A. Marriott, D.F.C., assistant director · of sound broadR. D'A.
casting, B.B.C.
c~sting,
;:r_I. (Ov.
F . J. E. Tearle, B.Sc.Tech., managing director, A.E.
F.
A.E.I.
(Overseas) Ltd.

O.B.E.

~a Broadcasting
D
D.. A. Lightfoot, director, Northern Rhodes
Rhodesia
Corporation.
C. L. Page, assistant controller, television administration,
B.C.
B.
B.B.C.
H . Pi:nker:ton,
J. H.
Pinkerton, · 1ately
lately controller of telecommunications,
Malaysi:a.
Penang, Malaysia.
J.
J , G. Preston, lately controller of telecommunications
Malaysi1a.
(traffic), Malaysia.
.I., J;).I.(:.,·
E . Tobin, B.Sc., A.C.G
W . J. E.
W.
A.C.G.I.,
D-I-C., A.M.I.E.E., staff
engineer, G.P.O.
.E.
.I.E.R.E., Corps.
Lt. Col. JJ,. Vevers, M
M.I.E.R.E.,
Corps, of R.E.M
R.E.M.E.

M.B.E.

riment:al officer, Signals Research
S. G
G.. Bishop, senio.r
senior expe·
experimental
,. & Develo.pment
Development EstabHshment.
Establishment.
V. J. Cox, B.E.M., chief development engineer, Aviation
Division, Ekco Electronics.
W. Hogg, production superintendent, Sperry Gyroscope Co.,
Stonehouse, Glos.
F. JJ.. F. Properjohns, A.M.I.E.R.E., electrical inspectorate,
Ministry of Aviation.
A. E. Robertson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., head of engineering
training dept., B.B.C.
e ctor (engineering),
T . Symonds, assistant dir·
E
E.. J. T.
director
Postmaster-General's Dept., Sourt:h
South Australia.
J. C. Walling, Ph.D., senior
senior physicist, low-temperature
low-temperature
, physics, Mullard Research Laboratories.
A. J. Woodward, works manager, electronics dept., Ferranti
Ltd., Hollingwood, Lanes.

B.E.M.

R. S. James, Laboratory
laboratory mecnanic, D.S.I.R., Radio Research
Station, Slough.
foreman~, G.E.C. ·- Telecommunications,
A. W. Morgan, foreman,
A,
'Middlesbrough.
Middlesbrough.

0. Telephones
C.M. for G.P.
P.
P.C.M.
G.P.O.
A TEN-FOLD increase in the capacity of existing shortdistance speech channels (up to 25 miles) between telephone
exchanges may soon be achieved by the use of pulse-code
service. The
modulation by the Post Office telephone servi:ce.
.P.O. is at present conducting field trials of th;
G
G.P.O.
thee system on
a cable route · between Guildford and Haslemere, Surrey.
Using coding and decoding equipment built by Standard
Telephones and Cables, the four-wire cable can now handle
23 instead of the normal two conversations~ne
conversations—one pair of
wires carrying the " go
go"" channels and the other pair the
"return"
" return" channels. Wireless World was invited to take
part in comparative tests
tests and could detect no deterioration
of speech quality from that of normal transmission-the
transmission—the
only noticeable difference being the absence of background
noise.
This method of transmission, which incorporates the
principle of time division multiplex, was devi~ed
devised in 1937 by
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A. H. Reeves, of Standard Telecommunication LaboraLaboratories. Only recently, however, has -it
it become economic for
telephone services (through the advent of low-cost transistors) and it is now being widely used in the U.S.A.
U .S.A. For
long-distance communication, frequency multiplexing is the
more economic system.
In the Guildford-Haslemere equipment, the speech waveforms are sampled in sequence at a rate of 8,000 samples
per second and each sample is quantized to one of 125
125 voltage levels. Each quantized sample level is then signalled to
the receiving end by · a train of · eight
eigqt binary digit pulses.
This requires a bandwidth of about 1.5 Mc/s.
Me/ s. The
The transtransmitted pulses are regenerated by transistor repeaters ininserted at intervals of 2,000 yards along the cable and again
at the receiving end where the speech waveforms arc
are reconreconstituted.
·
Pilot~tone
Ster eo Tests.—Technical
Tests.-Technical - details and the
Pilot-tone Stereo
schedule of .tone transmissions being radiated during the new
. series of stereo tests introduced by the B.B.C. on December
15th are given in Information
available from the
Informa:tiort Sheet 1602
1602· availaple
Engineering Information Department, Broadcasting House,
London, W.l. The Zenith-GE
Zenith-:-GE (pilot-tone) transmissions
at,e radiated from Wrotham, Kent, on 91.3 Mc/s on Tuesare
daysJ Wednesdays and Thursdays from .143,0-1500
days,
1430-1500 and
from 1515-1545.

Colour transmissions, using the 625-line N.T.S.C. system,
from Crystal Palace (Channel 33) were resumed by the
the
B.B.C. on January 18th. The schedule is: 'Tuesday
Tuesday to
a
film
Friday 1600-1630 colour bar and slides with possibly
possibly a film
on Fridays/Tuesday
Fridays; Tuesday and Thursday films and occasionally
occasionally live
live
pictures from the studio will be radiated for about an hour
from the close-down of BBC-2, but not after midnight. Notes
on the transmissions are given on Information Sheet
Sheet 4201
4201
obtainable from the Engineering Information Dept. of the
B.B.C.
The evolution
evolut!~n of cathode-ray · tubes for · television, the
the
reasons for each major stage of development over .the past 25
years and, in simplified form, the associated electron-optics
are given in "Electrons in Picture Tubes"
Tubes, the fifth in the
rt:he
Mazda series of "Electron"
booklets. This
" Electron " educational booklets.
This 2424page booklet written by B. Eastwood, chief engineer of the
Thorn-AEI Applications Laboratory, is intended ' for · the
apprentice technician level and is obtainable free from
ThomfromThornAEI Radio Valves & Tubes Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2.
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g The
Index
to Volume70 (1964) is now available price Is1• (postage 3d). Cloth
Th•
Clo<h 1
;|§ binding
binding cases
cases with
with index
index cost
cost 9s,
9s, including
including postage
postage and
and packing.
packing. Ourl
Our§
will undertake
undertake the
the binding
binding of
of readers'
readers' issues,
issues, the
H~ publishers will
the cost
cost being
being 30s
30s §
~
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per volume
volume including
including binding
binding case,
case, · index
index and
and return
return postage.
postage. Copies!
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lliffe Press
Press Ltd.,
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1
cf o 4
4 lliffe
lliffe Yard,
Yar.d , London,
London , S.E.I7,
S.E.I7, with
with aa note
note of
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sender 's name
name and
and§
1~ address. AA separate
separate rote,
r.ote, confirming
confirming despatch,
despatch, together
together with
wi~h remittance!
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House,
Stamford
Street,
London,
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be sent to Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
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The first European conference on magnetism is to
to take
take
place in the Technischen Hochschule, Vienna, from the
the 21st
21st
to 24th September. The conference secretariat is Verein
Verein
Strasse
27,
Deutscher Eisenhiittenleute,
Eisenhi.ittenleute, 4 Diisseldorf,
Dusseldorf, Breite
Brdte·
27,
from whom registration forms and further details are
~are availavailable.
An Instrument Industry Conference is
is being
beip.g organized
organized
by the British Scientific ·Instrument Research
Research Association
A~socia. tion and
and
will be .held at the Grand Hotel, Eastbourne, on May 13th
13th &
&
14th. It will .be concerned with hew
new materials and processes
in instrument manufacture. Registration
R·egistration forms
forms and
and the
the conconference programme are
arc not yet available but provisional bookbookings can be made though Miss A. E. S. Mills, B.S.I.R.A.,
South Hill, Chislehurst, Kent.
A new hall, with a display area of about 75,000 sq
A
sq ft,
ft, is
being built at the site of the Hanover Fair to accommodate
,the
t he electronics section which has grown considerably. Applications have been received from nearly 500 manufacturers
of electronic equipment to participate in this year's · show—
showApril 24th to May 2nd. The London agents
agems are
are: Schenkers
Sohenkers
Ltd., 13 Finsbury Square, E.C.2.
Micro-circuit welding techniques are being demonstrated
at the factory of Hirst Electronic Ltd., Gatwick Rd., Crawley,
Sussex, for two weeks commencing 8th February. Hirst,
Hirst, who
who
are the U.K. distributors for the precision micro-welders
micro-welders
manufactured by the Hughes Aircraft Company, of California, will be pleased to send invitation cards to
to interested
interested
engineers.
Special courses during the Spring Term at Hendon College
College
of Technology include one on logic algebra
algebra and
and its
its application
application
to :systems
systems design comprising seven weekly evening lectures
beginning February 16th (fee 50s). A practical transistor
course of six laboratory sessions begins on March 3rd (fee
35s). There is also a six-lecture course on television, covering
both 625-Hne
625-line and colour, which :starts
s tarts on January 28th
28th (fee
(fee
20s).

A Museum Piece!—The
which was
Piece!-The first Leo computer, which
was
produced by J. Lyons & Co., the caterers,
caterers, and has been in
in
use since February 1951, was finally switched off
off on
on January
January
4th. It has
ha:s been used by Government Departments as well
well
as by many commercial companies. Parts of _this historic
historic
computer, which contains more than 7,000 valves .and aa half
half
a ton of mercury in 1ts
its store, will be given
given to
to the
the Science
Science
Museum.
Errata

— On page 19 of this
"Miniature Selenium Rectifiers".
Rectifiers".article in the January issue the right-hand side
side of
of the
the first
first

ape Production.—For
Test T
Tape
Production.-For the
the automatic
automatic production
production of
offrequency
frequency
test tapes for magnetic reproducers, Telefunken
test
Telefunken have
have developed
developed aa
punched-tape .controlled
controlled system comprising a Magnetophon 24 rerecorder,
corder, a programmed oscillator amplifier
amplifier and
and (on
(on the
the right)
right) aa series
series
of vertical print rollers which mark
mark the
the relevant
relevant frequencies
frequencies on
on the
the
back of the tape.
88
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equation
should Start
the fifth expression in this
eq~ation
start ==
= —, In
• •r In the fifth expression in this
.
.
T2 .
2
column for cos?irt
cos 2 7Tt read cos 20t
0t and near the bottom —
~- should
should
T
2
read-—. On page 22, first column, y which appears in three

·. read ~ •. On page 22,
places should be r.

~rst

column,

y

which appears in three
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PERSONALITIES
PERSONALITIES

Chatfield , general manager
Trevor S. Chatfield,
manager
nd, C.B.E.,
F. Neil Sutherla
Sutherland,
C.B.E., M.A.,
M.A.,
Interoot ional (U.K.),
International
(U.K.), . Ltd.,
Ltd.,
M.I.E.E.,
invitationn to
to of Hughes es,
M.I.E.E ., has accepted the invitatio
been
has
,
Scotland
Fife,
of Glenrothes,
Scotland, has been
Glenroth
on
become president
Television
presiden t of the TelevJsi
but
directors
of
board
appointed
to
the
but
d
successio n to Sir
Society in succession
Sir Robert
Robert appointe
Society
manager . Mr.
manager.
Mr.
Eraser
office for
for the
the will continue as general
Fraser who has held the office
Chatfield,
with
Chatfiel d, who is 31 and has been with
became
nd became
past
Mr.r. Sutherla
Sutherland
p.ast two years. M
Internat ional (U.K.) since
since June
June
general manager of the Marconi ComCom- Hughes International
geneml
on manager
1960, joined as producti
production
manager.. A
A
pany when in 1946
1946 it became aa member
member year
promote d to
later he was promoted
to works
works
of the English Electric Group
Group which
which he
he manager,
, and a year after that
that he
he bebeng at
joined in 1922 .after
after graduati
graduating
at Cam~
Cam- manager
manager.. He
He spent
spent the
the
carne general manager
195'8 he became managin
bridge. In 1958
managingg came
the metalof his career in
in the
metaldirector
later early partlaborato
Marconi 's and four years later
director of Marconi's
ries of the
laboratories
the English
English
chairma n of both
also deputy chairman
both the
the MarMar- lurgical
Compan y's Nelson Researc
Electric Company's
Researchh
nts.
coni Compan
Companyy and Marconi Instrume
Instruments.
ment of
development
of
Laborato ries on the develop
Sutherla nd has been
Mr. Sutherland
been one
one of
of the
the Laboratories
rna terials.
semicon ductor materials.
represen tatives on
industry 's representatives
radio industry's
on the
the semiconductor
'fadio
on AdviPostmaster-General's
Television
Postmas ter-Gene ral's TdeviS'i
years,
past two
Commit tee for the past
sory Committee
two years,
.R.E., has
J. P. Atkins, A.M.I.E
A.M.I.E.R.E.,
has beberElectron ic Enginee
presiden t of the Electronic
is president
Engineerengineer:..in-charge of the
come engineer-in-charge
the B.B.C.'s
B.B.C. s
irman
also vice-cha
Association, and also
ing Association,
vice-chairman
transmit ting
London , transmitting
Brookmans
Brookm ans Park, London,
Electron ics
of the
Confere nce of
of the Conference
the Electronics
successi on to
station, in succession
to N. G.
G. LL..
Industry.
Industry ,
Wilkins, who has retired. Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins
joined the B.B.C. in 1926 as
as an
an assistant
assistant
M.I.E.E ., has
engineer . In 1947
1947 he
he
mainten ance engineer.
MacLar ty, O.B.E.,
B. N. MacLarty,
O.B.E., M.I.E.E.,
has maintenance
engineer -in-char ge at
at
r etired from the Marconi Compan
retired
Companyy became assistant engineer-in-charge
apwas
he
Brookm ans Park, where he was_ aporiginall y joined in
which he originally
in 1921.
1921. He
He Brookmans
1959.
in
ge
engineer -in-char
of engineer
pointed engineer-in-charge
in 1959.
was one of ,the
the team of
engineerss who,
who, pointed
B.B.C. in
Eckersle y, set
the B.B.C.
in 1937
1937
with Capt. P. P. Eckersley,
set up
up the
the Mr. Atkins joined the
senior
experimental
station 2MT, in
in Writtle,
Writtle, and after service as
as aa senior mainten
mainten-experim ental stati~on
transof
number
this
a
which this
ance engineer at a number of transChelmsf ord, from
near Chelmsford,
from which
was appointe
mitting stations he was
appointedd
engineer -in-char ge at
assistant engineer-in-charge
at BrookBrookago.
mans Park three years ago.

MacLarty
B.
6. N. MocLarty

been made
A. G. W. Wilson has
has been
made techtechMullard Oversea
nical manager of Milliard
Overseass Ltd.
Ltd.
overseas
in
ble
responsi
and will be responsible
in overseas
of
aspects
l
technica
markets for the technical aspects of the
the
Mullard range of valves, tubes,
tubes, semisemiMr.
nts.
compone
other
conductors
and
components. Mr.
rs :and
conducto
Wilson, who was formerly in
in the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C.
joined Mullard
ent
Departm
Research
Mullard in
m
Researc h Department
announc
also
s
Oversea
Mullard
1948.
Overseas also announcee
as
Bolton
A.
D.
of
ent
appointm
the appointment
of D. A. Bolton as
commercial
and G. H. Tuppen
Tuppen
commer cial manager :and
,
manager
rative
as administ
administrative manager.. Mr.
Mr. Tuppen
Tuppen,
the company
who has been with the
company for
for 38
38
or of
years, was for some time
time supervis
supervisor
of
Departm ent.
the Service Department.
.. .. .i

broadcas ts were
fir:st regular broadcasts
country's
were
count·r y's first
made early in 1922.
1922. In
In 1926
1926 Mr.
Mr.
MacLarty
Researchh
MacLar ty joined the B.B.C. Researc
Department
of the
the Design
Design
Departm ent and was head of
when h~
Departm ent when
Instal1ation Department
and Installation
he
's as
left in 1947 to return to Marconi
Marconi's
as
engineer -in-chief . Seven
deputy engineer-in-chief.
Seven years
years
-in-chief and
later he became engineer
engineer-in-chief
and
Jater
been engineer
for the past two years has been
engineer-y.
consulta nt to
ing consultant
to the compan
company.
t he
head of
S. N. Watson, M.I.E.E
M.I.E.E.,., head
of ·the
departm ent of the
designs department
the B.B.C's EnEnr , has
gineering
past yea•
year,
has
gineerin g Division for the past
presiden t of
of the
the British
British
been elected president
H succeeds
Televisi on Club. H
Amateur Television
succeeds
Townse nd, B.Sc., A.K.C.,
G. B. Townsend,
A.K.C.,
M.I.E.E.,
the past
past
M.I.E.E ., who has served for the
four years.

A. G. W. Wilson

}.
J. C. Walling, Ph.D., who is
is appointe
appointedd
Honours
Year Honours
an M.B.E. in the New Year
List, was leader of the
the team
team at
at MulJard
Mullard
Laborato ries which designed
Research
designed
Researc h Laboratories
r
amplifie
and built the maser amplifier for
for the
the

Dr ].J. C. Walling
Goonhilly
station. Dr.
Dr.
Goonhil ly Down satellite sM~on.
Walling,
degree
WalLing, who obtained his Ph.D. degree
low
on
work on low
Univers ity for
at Leeds University
for work
temperature
Mullard
tempera ture physics, joined Mullard
Laborato ries in 1952.
Research
1952. Afte.r
After
Researc h Laboratories
gtravellin
on
working for four years on travellingwork
his
wave amplifiers
on
amplifie rs he resumed his work on
low-temperature
low-tem perature physics and in particutravellin g-wave masers. He
lar travelling-wave
He is
is 36.
36.
joined
.E., has
John H. Jupe, A.M.I.E
A.M.I.E.E.,
has joined
English ElecResearc h Division of
the Research
of English
ElecComput ers at North
tric-Leo-Marconi
trk-Leo -Ma·r coni Computers
technica l editor. Except
Acton :as
as technical
Except for
for aa
few months in 1952 when
when he
he was
was in
in
Informa tion DiviTechnic al Information
Marconi's
DiviMarconi 's Technical
G.E.C.
sion, Mr. Jupe had been with the
the G.E.C.
some years
years press
press
since 1947. He was for some
technica l
officer but latterly had been technical
information
informa tion officer.
Grad.Ins t.P.,
RSc.,, Grad.Inst.P.,
John
}Qhn R. Hearn, B.Sc
Hewlett-P.acka:rd Ltd.
who
Ltd. three
three
who joined Hewlett-Packard
ment
years ago as a research ·and develop
development
years
appointe d chief
beeri appointed
engineer,, has been
chief enenen:gineer
9 ..·. A
A graduate
graduate of
of
. gineer. He · is "229.
Southampton
Un.ive.r.sity, where he read
pton ·University,
·southam
Heam was for six
physics,
six years
years
physics, Mr. Hearn
the dewo·r king on
Havillan ds working
with · de Havillands
on · the
dewith
ers and
developm ent' of :transduc
sign and development
transducers
and
before
nt. before
telemetr y equipme
strain gauge telemetry
equipment
Hewlett -Packard . .
joining Hewlett-Packard.
t".

the· . appoinr.announc·es the
The B.B.C, announces
appointB.Sc.(Ho ns.),
Henders on, B.Sc.(Hdns.),
ment
nient of H. ' Henderson,
A.M.l.E .E., as head . of
A.Inst.P.,
of the
the
A.Inst.P ., A.M.I.E.E.,
Departm ent ilt
Engineering
at
Enginee ring Training , Department
Evesham
Robertsuccessi on to A. E. RobertEvesham in succession
A.M.I.E .E., who
B.So.(Eng.)~ A.M.I.E.B.,
son, B.Sc.(Eng.)i
who is
is
on took
retiring in April. Mr. Roberts
Robertson
took
at
ing at
electrica l engineer
his degree in electrical
engineering
the University
and, after
after
Univers ity of Glasgow · and,
joined
several years in industry
industry,, joined the
the
several
ance
B.B.C. as an assistant mainten
maintenance
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engineer in Glasgow in · 1936. He
became chief instructor at the Engineering Training Department in 1946, was
appointed assistant head in 1948 and
has been head since March, 1964. Mr.
Robertson was appointed an M.B.E. in
the New Year Honours List. Mr.
Henderson graduated at University
College, London, in 1942 and for three
three
years served as an experimental officer
with the Admiralty, where
where he
he was
was
engaged on radar receiver research and
design. He then taught in London and
and
Leeds before joining the B.B.C.
Engineering Training Department in
in
1952 and has been senior lecturer in the
fundamentals section since 1954.

J.j. Ayres
W. Cawood, C.B., C.B.E., B.Sc.,
B._Sc.,
Ph.D., recently appointed chief
chief scienscientist in the Ministry of Aviation, had
been chief scientist, Ministry of
of
Defence (Army Department) since
September, 1960. Dr. Cawood, who is
57, entered the Scientific Civil Service
Service
in 1938 and served for some eight
eight years
years
in the Headquarters Armament and
Instrument Research and Development
Branches of Air Ministry and Ministry
of Aircraft Production. From 1947 to
to
19.
53 he was deputy director Royal Air1953
craft Establishment, Farnborough. The
new chief scientist of the Army Department is E. C. Cornford, B.A., who
~raduated in mathematics at Cambridge
graduated
111 1938 and the same year joined the
in
the
Ministry of Supply,
Supply. For six years from
from
1945 he was in the guided weapons dedepartment of the Royal
Royal! Aircraft Establishment. In 1951 he was appointed scientific adviser to the Air Ministry and
three years later rejoined R.A.E. where
he became head of the guided weapons
weapons
department. Latterly, Mr. -Cornford
Cornford has
been assistant chief scientific
scientific adviser
adviser
(projects) in the Ministry of Defence.

R. ].
). Clayton

Three managing directors of subsidiary companies in the G.E.C. Group
have been appointed associate directors
of the main G.E.C. Board. They are
J. Ayres, M.I.E.E., R. J. Clayton,
O.B.E., M.A., F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E., and
T. C. Standeven. Mr. Ayres joined
G.E.C. in Coventry in 1921 as a general
engineering apprentice. He joined the
Brush Electrical Group in 1945 where
he held a number of directorships until
moving to the Sears Engineering Group
in 1962. He returned to G.E.C. in
November, 1963, as managing director
of G.E.C.
G .E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd.,
Coventry. Mr. Clayton joined G.E.C.'s
Research Laboratories in 1937, where
he was engaged on research and
development in various fields including
guided weapons. He was appointed
manager of the group of Applied ElecL;1boratories in 1958 and in
tronics Laboratories
1961 became general manager of G.E.C.
(Electronics) Ltd., and has been managing director since 1963. Mr. Clayton
Clavton
·is
is a member of the Radio Research
Board and of the Electronics Research
Council of the Ministry of Aviation,
Aviation.
Mr. Standeven, formerly general manager and managing director of Ultra
Ultra
Dr. Gilbert F. Dutton, head of recordRadio and Television Ltd., joined
ing research at EMI Research
LaboraResearch Labora- . G.E.C. (Radio & Television) Ltd. in
tories, has been awarded the
the Emile
Em:ile BerBerJuly, 1961, as managing director. In
liner Award of the Audio Engineering September
of that year, he became
Society of America " in recognition of
of
director and general manager of Radio
his pioneering work in the ·recording
recording of . & Allied (Holdings) Ltd. and, in 1963
sound and, in particular, the extended
ex,tended
was appointed managing director.
range of phonograph recording." Dr.
Dr.
Dutton joined . the Gramophone ComCom:pany, now
now part of EMI, in 1929. The
The
W. D. Day, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
Berliner award is made annually "for
"for
A.M.I.E.R.E., who has been senior lecan outstanding development in
aq
in the
the field
field
turer in the department of
telecommuniofterecommuniof audio engineering."
engip.eering."
cations and electronics at the Northern
Polytechnic, London, for the past four
years, has been appointed head of the
An honorary
engineering
ho~orary doctorate
doctorate of
of engineering
electrical engineering department at
has been . conferred . by,
by. the
the Brunswick
Brunswick
Wimbledon Technical College. He
Technical · University on Professor
Professor
joined the staff of the Northern PolytechAugust Karolus, the
the. German television
television
nic in 1955 and has been responsible for
pioneer, who is 71 and
and now lives in . studies in advanced engineering, radar,
Ziirich, ·Switzerland.
Zurich,
Switzerland. Dr. Karolus, who microwaves and pulse techniques. He
demonstrated ...an electro-mechanical
electro:.:mechanical
himself studied
studi·e d at the college where he
he
television system using rotating mirrors
mirrors
obtained his degree in special .. mathein 1924,
1924, was
was consultant ·to
in
to Telefunken's
Telefunken's
matics. From 1940
1940 to 1946 Mr.
Mr. Day
Day
television research department from
television.
from
was in the R.A.F. Technical Signals
Signals
1924 until 1945. He was
was for
for some
some
Branch and spent two years in
in Canada
Canada
years· professor of physics at Freiburg
years
as signals officer (Fit. Lt.) at
at the
the Fighter
Fighter •·
University,
University.
Operatipnal
Operational Training Unit. He was also
90

T. C. Standeven

an instructor at several radio schools,
including Cranwell.
CranweU. He is a council
member of the Radar and Electronics
Association. For eight years after the
war he was radio instructor with
with
B.O.A.C. Mr. Day is the author of
""Introduction
Introduction to Laplace transforms for
for
radio and electronic engineers" pubpublished by Iliffe Books.
D. H. W. Busby, deputy manager of
of
Mullard's Service Department for the
past year, .has been appointed
:past
appointed manager
manager
in succession
m
success10n to F. E. Debenham
Debenham who
who
has retired after nearly thirty-six
thirty-six years
years
with
Mr.
y.r~th the company.
Mr. Busby,
Busby, who
who
joined
)omed Mullard
MullaTd in 1950, spent several
several
years in Mullard Applications Labora·tory
tory engaged on the development of
of
audio-frequency equipment and has
contributed to Wireless World
WoYld on the
design ·of
of audio equipment. He joined
Beam-Echo Ltd. in 1958 but later returned to Mullard where he has been
head of the Quality Liaison Department.
Department.
He will continue
continue to
to be
be responsible
responsible for
for
this department.

B. K. Blount,
Blount, C.B.,
C.B., M.A.,
M.A., B.Sc,,
B.Sc.,
D.Phi!.Nat., at present deputy secreD.Phil.Nat.,
tary in
m the Department of
of Scientific
Scientific
and Industrial Research, is
is to
to be
be aa
deputy secretary in the Ministry
Ministry .of
-of
Technology when the D.S.I.R. is disdissolved. Dr. Blount, .who is 56,
56 has
has
been with the D.S.I.R. since '1952.
1952.
Duri~g the war he served in the Army
During
Intelligence Corps, later becoming
director of the Research
Res·e arch Branch
Branch of
of the
the
Control Commission for Germany,
Immediately before joining D.S.I.R.,
D.S .I.R.,
Dr. Blount was director · of
of scientific
scientific
intelligence at the Ministry of Defence.

OBilUARY
OBITUARY
J. H. Owen
Owen Harries, M.I.E.R.E., who
wlj..o
founded the company High Vacuum
Valves (now Hivac)
Hiv~c) and has for the past
past
seventeen years lived
hved in Bermuda where
he set up Harries Microphisics Ltd.,
Ltd.,
_died on January
Janua•r y 9th at the age
age of;
of 58.
58;
Mr. Harries' many contributions to
to the
the
art of valve
an all-stage
.art
val_ve design included an
all-stage
valve· which
Valve
described in this journal
wh1ch he ·described
journ:1I
(20th ' November, 1936).
· .·

NEWS FROM INDUSTRY
NEWS

FROM

INDUSTRY
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internaConsortium.-An ·interna· Defence Consortium.—An
will
which will
tional electronics consortium which
NATO
new NATO
for aa new
compete for contracts for
£110,000,000)
air defence system (worth £110,000,000)
New
the New
in the
early in
was formed in Paris early
consortium,
the consortium,
Year. The members of the
in
knowledge in
pooled their knowledge
which have pooled
and
techniques and
ultra-fast data handling techniques
designed
radar designed
a variety of new forms of radar
Marconi
the Marconi
are the
to overcome jamming, are
Company,
Company, Hughes Aircraft Company,
ThomsonCompagnie
Francaise
ThomsonSigHollandse SigHouston, Selenia S.p.A., Hollandse
A.G.
Telefunken
and
naal-Apparaten, and Telefunken A.G.
system,
defence system,
Contracts for this air defence
Defence
Air Defence
(NATO Air
known as NADGE (NATO
to
expected to
are expected
Environment) are
Ground Environment)
year.
the year.
during the
be announced some time during
provide
will provide
system will
When completed, the system
the
of the
integration of
a comprehensive integration
Hawk/
the Hawk/
NATO early warning chain, the
aircraft
Nike missile network and the aircraft
fighter squadrons in NATO.
Electronics
Contract.-G.E.C. Electronics
Satellite Contract.—G.E.C.
conmain conthe main
Ltd. have been appointed the
for
equipmentfor
tractors for the electronic equipment
of
Ministry of
.the Ministry
by the
1the UK 33 satellite by
includes aa
equipment includes
Aviation. This equipment
Aviation.
system
handling
time multiplexed · data handling-system
satellite
the satellite
for the experiments and for the
telemetry
performance parameters, aa telemetry
telecomand aa telecomMc/s) and
transmitter (136 Mc/s)
power
and power
Mc/s), and
mand receiver (148 Mc/s),
UK 33
equipment. UK
control and regulation equipment.
Anglojoint Anglo.in aa joint
satellite in
thirq satellite
is the third
will
vehicle will
the vehicle
American venture and the
Britain.
in Britain.
built in
be built
be the first to be
Ltd.
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
diviservices divielectronic services
have formed an electronic
the
provide the
to provide
sion at Harlow, Essex, to
for
service for
supply service
industry with a fast supply
components,
the organization's ranges of components,
racking,
sub-assemblies, racking,
circuit modules, sub-assemblies,
on
customers on
advising customers
etc. As well as advising
their
from their
products from
the use of standard products
parent,
their parent.
own resources (including their
Telegraph
and Telegraph
International Telephone and
the
subsidiaries), · the
rmd its subsidiaries),
Corporation, nnd

complemennew division will also carry complemenmanuhardware manutary components and hardware
organization
their own organization
factured outside their
rematters reon matters
and advise technically on
equipment.
special equipment.
lating to orders for special
verEmergency Equipment.—A
Equipment.-A new verlifefor lifesion of the SOLAS transceiver
transceiver for
into
go into
to go
is to
II, is
boats and rafts, the Mk II,
order
An order
Navy. An
service with the Royal Navy.
placed
worth
been placed
h~·s been
w~mh over £60,000 has
Internationai
the International
with
With the manufacturers, the
Marine Radio Company.
TabuInternational Computers and Tabuthree
under three
in under
lators Ltd. have sold, in
1900
new 1900
months, more than 100 of their new
months,
comhave aa comSeries of computers, which
which have
Series
TwentyM. Twentyover £13 M.
bined value of over
from
come from
eight of the orders have come
ZeaNew Zeaoverseas including five from New
four
and four
Africa and
land, four from South Africa
of
machine
first
The
from Australia. The first machine of
the
to the
delivered to
the new Series was delivered
Advanced
of Advanced
Northampton
N.arthampton College of
January.
Technology in January.

Marconi Gear for North Sea Project.
Project.
Marco!li
provide
to provide
•—A
system to
-A radio telegraph · system
mobile
many
communication between the many mobile
·communication
two
and two
Sea and
drilling rigs in the North
North Sea
be
to be
is to
Coast is
shore stations
Stations on the East Coast
the
of the
Both of
set up by the Post Office. Both
Lincolnin Lincolnshore stations ("Humber" in
Aberdeen)
near Aberdeen)
shire and Stonehaven, near
shire
multiMarconi multiwith Marconi
are to be fitted · with
·are
channel
reand rech!l~nel telegraph transmitting and
ceiving systems (costing £150,000)
and
£150,000) and
ce.Ivmg
commuwill
individual commu30 individual
Will provide up to 30
nication
drilling
:the drilling
of the
nication. channels. Several of
equipment
companies have ordered radio
radio equipment
compan~es
housed in
(similar
m transportable shelters ·(similar
housed
to those sold in large quantities
the
to the
quantities to
to
British Army) from the Marconi InterInterBritish
national
national Marine Company.

Centre.-The
Japan
Information Centre.—The
Manufacturers'
Japan Light Machinery Manufacturers'
London
Association recently opened aa London
above
offices above
Information Centre with offices
Oxford
535 Oxford
at 535
the Japan Trade Centre at
3908.)
Park 3908.)
HYDe Park
Street, W.l. (Tel.: HYDe
handle
to handle
up to
set up
The Centre has been set
inproducts inenquiries on many Japanese products
recortape recorand tape
cluding domestic radios and
ders.

A
~n aa
tape-t·ecording service on
video. tape-recording
A · video
rental
Audio
by Audio
offered by
1s now offered
basis is
e ntal . basis
r·
and
Video House,
of Video
Ltd., of
Rentals Ltd.,
VIdeo. Rentals
and Video
27-29 Whitfield
W.l.
Loridon, W.l.
Wl:ntfield Street, London,
27-29

have
Co. have
Supply Co.
Stewart Aeronautical Supply
at
stores at
and stores
office · and
opened a .branch office
Hitchin,
Hunting Gate, Wilbury Way, Hitchin,
of
series of
of aa series
Herts. This is the first of
up
set up
be set
to be
branches to
about eight branches
next
the next
duTing the
throughout the country during
two years.

makes aa
The human eye mokes
·rhe
number of involuntary movements when the gaze is
fixed on aa stationary point.
point.
This is being studied by
by
This
Reading University and aa
protransistorized data · probeen
cessing system has · been
specially developed by the
for
M.E.L. Equipment Co. for
subject
the project.
The subject
wears a contact lens to which
mirror,
is attached aa small mirror,
and his head is held steady
in a frame.
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ComElectric-Leo-Marconi ComEnglish Elcctric-Leo-Marconi
the
from the
order from
an order
received an
puters Ltd. have received
computers,
326 computers,
Leo 326
five Leo
for five
British Post Office for
brings
This brings
valued at more than £2,500,000. This
from
order from
on order
the number of Leo computers on
them
make them
will make
and will
seven and
the Post Office to seven
computers
ofcomputers
user of
the largest "'' commercial "'' user
·the
engineer
an engineer
shows an
in Europe. The illustration shows
for
326 for
Leo 326
first Leo
the first
on the
testing aa logic circuit on
Office.
the Post Office.

radio
Transceive·r s.-The radio
Pocket Size Transceivers.—The
Eleccommunications division of G.E.C. Elecfor
order for
an order
received an
tronics Ltd. has received
transceivers
pocket transceivers
''Lancon" pocket
100 more "Lancon"
Constabulary.
for :the
the Lancashire County Constabulary.
supplied
been supplied
Already 100 of these have been
to the Lancashire police force.

of
Ltd., of
Gresham Lion Electronics Ltd.,
Gresbatn
Middx.,
Twickenham Road, Hanworth, Middx.,
recordmagnetic recordhave formed a separate magnetic
company
ing head department. The company
recordbegan manufacturing magnetic recording heads eight years ago.
Company
The International Nickel Company
as
known as
be known
to be
(Mond) Ltd. is in future to
new
The new
International Nickel Ltd. The
identificathe identificaname further emphasizes the
Inter.the Intercompany, the
tion with the parent company,
Canada.
national Nickel Company of Canada.
centre
The London computer training centre
ComElectric-Leo-Marconi Comof English Electric-Leo-Marconi
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from Hartree
puters Ltd. has moved from
House, Queensway, W.2, to
to Radley
House, 35-39 South Ealing
Baling Road, W.S
W.5..
The first course at the new centre began
on
qn 4th January.
sub-~
Hewlett-Packard Ltd., the U.K. sub
sidiary of the American organization, is
is
and
stan building a new plant and
soon to start
near
Queensferry,
South
at South Queensferry, near .
laboratories at.
Edinburgh. The first phase;
phase, covering
covering
£500,000
80,000 sq ft, will cost nearly £500,000
and extensions during the
the next ten years
years
are hoped to more than
than triple the
the size
size
of the phnt.
plant.
Electronic Instruments Ltd. of RichRichet up
Surrex: . ~ave .sset
up a separate
separate
mond, Surreyj.have
office at 209"Ctescent
209"Crc■-cent Road, New Barnet,·
Barnet,'
Herts. (Tel.: Hadley Green 3083) to
to deal
deal
the sales and service in Southern
Southern
with the
England formerly handled by their Richmond office.
Thom-AEI
& Tubes
Thorn-AEI Radio Valves &
Ltd. have closed their Mazda and Brimar
picture tube · service depot at 853 Bath
Road, Brislington, Bristol. West of EngEngtubes
land dealers should now send any tubes
for which replacement is claimed under
he London depot at
guarantee to tthe
at Brimsdown, Enfield, Middx. (Tel.: Howard
Howard
1201.) Other Mazda . and Brimar proprovincial service depots will be retained,
since they ar,
aree located at premises also
also
used as distribution centres.
From overseas
overseas
From
Germany
The Decca Navigator Company Ltd.
Ltd.
have received an order, valued at
at over
£500,000, for the supply of a number
number
of Decca Navigators
Navigators and true motion
motion
radars from DIA Elektrotechnik, Berlin.
This brings the total . orders for
for Decca
Decca
equipment supplied to East Germany
Germany
since 1962 to well over £1,000,000.

Rohde and Schwarz have received an
order from the German meteorological
meteorological
service for a v.h.f. weather station for
for
receiving pictures ~ransmitted
transmitted from
from
receiVmg
a tion, which
weather satellites. The st,
station,
which isis
to be the first in national use, is
is to
feature
be set up in Offenbach and will feature
a ·punched-tape
punched-tape controlled · aerial.
Holland
received an
an
Telequipment Ltd. have recejved
Reorder from the European Space Refor 12
12 of their
their
search Organization for
oscilloscopes and
and
double-beam portable oscilloscop:!s
the EuroEuro30 plug-in amplifiers for use at the
pean Space Technology Centre
Centre
(ESTEC)
(ES TEC) at Delft, Holland. · The equipment will be used for laboratory work
at the centre.
India
| - .
transponder
A number of Eureka tran.sp'Onder
£56,000,
of
value
the
to
beacons,
£56,000,
Govhave been supplied to the Indian Gov.-.
ernment under the British Aid to
to India
Murphy
programme, by Rank Bush Murphy
Electronics.
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E?>asildon plant
sion system
ciosed-ci~cuit t~l~~i
Mar~oni closed-circuit
A Marconi
television
system inst~lled
installed at.
at JJJ.ecompany's
3jj/: company's'Basildon
plant
p.rqviding visual
in Essex has resulted in the saving of over
over 2,000
2,000 man-hours
man-hours a·a year
year ~hrough'
through'providing
visual
drawings on the shop floor
floor,. Five
five television
television monitor~.
monitors,,/ike
like the
the one
one
reference to production drawing~
Hlustroted,
on the
the shop floor
floor ar.
andd fed
fed from
from an
an indust.fial
industrial television
television
Hlustrated, are placed at strategic points on
camera and control unit based in.tbe
in the print store.
store. This
This l:iase
base station
station also
also includes
includes aa monitor
monitor
unit
and a central control desk which irfcorporates
incorporates aa two-way
two-way communications
communications
unit linking
linking each
each ofof
:
the outstations.
.
■; ,

.

Nigeria
The General Electric Company have
won a contract, valued at £1,750,000,
from the Government of Nigeria for
for
s.h.f.
s.b.f. telecommunications equipment for
for
the first phase of the Nigeria
Nigeria telecomtelecommunications system development . proprogramme providing links betw\!en
between Lagos,
Ibadan, Enugu and Port Harcouvt.
Harcourt.
Sweden
A substantial order for high-power
silicon diodes has been placed with the
International Rectifier Company (Great
Britain) Ltd. by ESAB of Sweden. This
This
order calls for 20,000 diodes and brings
brings
the total number of this particular diode
diode
(70U) purchased by ESAB in the past
past
two years to 50,000.
The Painton Group of Companies
Companies
have now acquired the remaining shares
shares
in Svenska Painton AB Stockholm,
Stockholm,
owned
which now becomes a wholly owned
subsidiary.
■
Syria
The Directorate of Broadcasting and
and
Television of the Syrian Arab Republic
has awarded a contract for
for the supply
supply
of two 5 kW, 625-line television trans·
transransmitters to Pye T.V.T. Ltd. The lttransmit:ters are to be installed on the summit
mitters
summit
of Mount Nabi Matta, which isis near
Nort:h Syria.
Slenfeh in North
U.S.A.
CanEMI-Cossor Electronics Ltd., of Canada, have been awarded a contract by
the United States Navy, worth apapproximately $1 M, for the development
development
of a special ionospheric oblique sounder.
wi.U be used to ascert:ain
It will
ascertain the
the best
operational frequency for long-range
long-range h.f.
communication.
communication.

Beckman Instruments Incorporated,
r e to develop a physioof California, a:
are
logical instrumentation system for
for the
the
Gemini two-man orbital space-craft
over
under three contracts, valued at -over
$150,000, from the National Aeronautics ..

and Space ·Administration
Administration.~ The system
will be used to help safeguard the
the wellwellbeing of the astronauts in flight
flight and
and
will include a unit to artificially stimustimuation: in the
circulation
the legs during
during
late blood circul,
the prolonged period.s
periods of.w\!ightlessness
Of; weightlessness
the.
and iri~ctivity,
inactivity, and devices
devices .· to monitor
·'«■ '
he::rrt and brain.
the heart
brain..
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.'
The first Soviet order for VOR navigational beacons has been placed with
with
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd.
Ltd.
by Aviaexport of Moscow and calls for
for
high.:.power, long-range beacons to
two high-power,
be installed between M-oscow
Moscow and the
Baltic coast.

Agencies
Agencies and
and Agreements
Agreements
Siemens-R.C.A. Data Processing
Siemens—R.C.A.
Agreement.—The Radio Corporation of
of
America and Siemens &
& Halske have
strengthened
and widened their reciproreciprostrengthen~d and
cal agreements .for
for the interchange of
of
information
information iri:
in the data processing field.
This covers·
covers development, manufacture
manufacture
and sales.
Agreement~-:-The . Radio

The Kyoto Ceramic Company, of
of
Kyoto, Japan, have appointed Takbro
Takbro
Industrial Ltd., of Lloyds Bank ChamChambers, 85 Regent Street, Leamington
Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire, t-o
to act
act as their
their sole
sole
U.K. agents.
Pidgeon Ltd. have been ap
Jenkins Fidgeon
ap-..
Compupointed sole U.K. agents for ""Computape ", a magnetic recording tape
tape",
tape
suitable for aa wide range of computer
applications, made by Computron Incor
Incor-..
po11ated, of Massachusetts.
porated,

Tacussel Electronique, of Lyons,
Lyons,
France, · who manufacture a range of
of
electronic . instruments for use in the
the
electro-chemical field,
field, have appointed
appointed
d-mac limited, of 55 Kelvin Avenue,
Avenue,
.K.
Glasgow, S.W.2, to act as their U
U.K.
· distributors.
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DIAG RAMS
FLOW DIAGRAMS
AL FLOW
SIGNAL
SIGN
A~D REDUCTION
RULES FOR WRITING AND

HE use of signal flow diagrams has perhaps been
THE
seeming difficulty of their manidiscouraged by the seeming
TruxaP1 brought them from the
pulation. Mr. Truxal
realm of pure mathematics into that of technology
(at
Roddam 2 very
least as far as I am
am concerned). Mr. Roddamthe
constructing the
considerably simplified the task of constructing
map-but
initial diagram and likened the diagram to a map—but
the map is topological, not geographical. The signal
flow diagram bears a likeness to the London Underground
is
it is
that it
route plan, from which no stranger can guess that
s tations away,
quicker to walk to Trafalgar Square (two ·stations
with an interchange) from the entrance to Strand station
than to the Strand station platform.
with
The Underground route plan is not concerned with
dearly the
geography; its layout is designed to present clearly
order of the stations and the interchanges between
different sections of the system. The signal flow diagram
presents the order in which the signal meets the ""ports
ports ""
to
relations to
(that is, the points in the circuit which bear relations
one another specified by a complete set of equations fully
to outdescribing the circuit) in its progress from input to
put.
flow
s ignal flow
This analogy begins and ends when the ·signal
dements
diagram is used to display the effect of circuit elements
in forming the dynamic characteristic of a given circuit.
Such use of the diagram is illuminating but elementary.
the
The diagram becomes a very powerful tool when the
effects of circuit modifications are to be estimated. In
s·ets out the effect
its concentrated form the diagram sets
element, or group of elements, has
which each circuit clement,
possibility
on the signal quite precisely. As a result the possibility
of design by intent rather than by rule of thumb is
brought much closer. In other words, belt, braces, and .
neces·s,a ry; but it is more likely
a bit of string may all be necessary;
that a good belt alone will prove fully adequate, and
certainly less troublesome.
letter\ stated that his own
Mr. Roddam, in a later letter'',
preference was for another method, for which he claimed
the advantage that it was like knitting and could be laid
down and picked up at will without loss of time. This
started a challenging train of thought: how many hours
e ngineer's time were wasted in picking up the
of every ·engineer's
threads of interrupted problems? What signposts were
necessary?
sary? What should they be? In answering the last
neces·
two questions it soon became clear that they had relefiow
vance
vanc'e only to the framework, since the signal flow
diagram is a simple aspect of the discipline of topology,
and is subject to the logic of that discipline. The .arithcomplex
metic of the diagram is easier than that of the complex
algebra for which it provides a scaffolding and may
profitably be studied independently of the parameters

T

1.
2.2.
3.3.

1,

Synthesis," by J. G. Truxal.
System Synthesis/'
"" Automatic
Control System
Feedback Control
Automatic Feedback
York, 1955.
New York,
Inc., New
Co. Inc.,
McGraw-Hill
Book Co.
McGraw-Hill Book
World
Wireless World
Roddam . Wireless
""Signal-Flow
Signal-Flow Diagrams,"
Thomas Roddam.
by Thomas
Diagrams," by
1960.
March, 1960.
and March,
February
February and
562.
1960, ·p.
Loc.
p. 562,
Nov. 1960,
cit. Nov.
Lac. cit.
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of the circuitry which is the subject of the analysis and
synthesis.
synthesis.
set out
scheme set
As an outcome of these thoughts the scheme
below was evolved. Items 33 and 4 are discussed in the
notes which follow. Item 33 is considered in some detail,
and some elementary theorems of topology are presented.
1. Construct the initial diagram from the equations
the
which apply to the interconnection of elements of the
circuit. The shape of this diagram is not particularly
important, but more, rather than less, space helps to
-0-,
avoid confusion and error. If all ports are drawn —O—,
then it is clear that any lines which cross away from
ports are unconnected.
2. Eliminate all through ports; each transmission path
junction
now runs from an input or junction port to a junction
of
product of
or output port, and the value of each is the product
string."
the values of the initial parameters along the ""string."
Label each of the transmission paths with a lower-case
letter to simplify the manipulation of the diagram. N.B.
ohms- 0- 25 ohms However odd it may2 appear, -- 10 ohms-0-25
becomes 250 (ohms) 3.•
3. Concentrate (a more apt word than simplify or
reduce) the diagram.
4. Examine the concentration and sort the transmisheadings:sion symbols under the headings:—
(i) forward transmission only
(ii) forward and loop transmission
(iii) loop transmission only.
actual
terms of the actual
5. Rewrite the concentration in cerms
transmission parameters, and manipulate these within
the rules of the algebra of the complex variable, taking
account of the observations of 4.

THEOREMS
Y THEOREMS
ELEMENTARY
ELEMENTAR
Axioms
1d.l

--o-

1d,2

X)O
X>0

1d. 2

la. 3

0>

la. ♦

O

1b.

Main port, or minor port when
emphasis required.
signal of value
Input port accepting a signal
x. There is usually only one input
port and the .input
input is assumed to be
of unit value.
Output port.
Test port, when required and neither
input nor output. In practice (though
input
study)
it has nothing to do with this ·study)
it is desirable to state the connected
load which is permissible if the output is not to change by more than
dB L 5°.
(say) 11 dB/p.
Transmission path from · port to
port. Signal flow is valid only in the
direction of the arrow; it is meaningless against the arrow.
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1c. 1
1c. z
1c.3
Ic.i

. •

\

1 ~\

((i)
i) _.,._-+-~~.._—
( ii)

1d.

Minor port.
Through port
port.•

I

Junction port.
port,

~I~

fg
97 Ll
JJ
~
= HI
I •» II
•
L = Kg =
)g == Jfg
= (Jf
{Jf)g
Jfg
Paths in series are multiplied.
multiplied.

~
K

kt-

•t

Q
Q

IH

It is not obvious at first
first sight
sight that
that the
the likeness
likeness of
of signal
signal
flow diagrams to circuit diagrams
diagrams isis misleading.
misleading. Ports
Ports
is aa position
position where
where the
the arriving
arriving
are not circuit joints; each is
signals interact to
to generate the
the signal
signal to
to be
be transmitted.
transmitted.
The interaction is described by the
the arithmetic.
arithmetic. Theorems
Theorems
of this logic are progressive; later
later theorems
theorems do
do not
not concontradict earlier ones, but limit
limit their
their application.
application. Two
Two
cardinal principles apply:
apply; if
if in
in doubt,
doubt, move
move step
step by
by step;
step;
if still in doubt use the
the arithmetic.
arithmetic.

2a. 3

D

_.-1--

~

d

L

e

o

9

N={Kd+Le)f=Kdj
+ Lef
N=(Kd+Le)J=Kd; +Lef
O=(Kd+Le)g=Kdg+Leg
0={Kd+ Le)g=Kdg \ Leg

c

c

c

D

0

C=BdJ
D-^Be
rCf=B{e+df)
D=Be+Cf=B(e+df)

The above two theorems introduce
introduce the
the idea
idea of
of splitting
splitting aa
junction, and this develops into
into the
the procedure
procedure of"
of " peelpeeling " a loop.

G

f

K

D

H=Fj+Gk

The signal at a port is the
the sum
sum of
of all
all signals
signals arriving
arriving at
at the
the
port-except in the case
port—except
case of aa looped
looped port,
port, for
for which
which see
see
theorem 2.c.

,

I

~ ~
~

Q=Pk
Q = Pk

F

c

N

z

The signal arriving at a port is
is the
the product
product of
of the
the signal
signal
at the immediately previous port
port and
and the
the transmission
transmission
parameter.

2a.2~

df

~
L
L eg
^ 00

Theorems (a. elementary; b.
b. and/or
and/or derived)
derived)
pP
_(I

t

~ ~:

~
L
0

2b.

2a, r,
2a.

K
K

~

This symbol indicates aa port
port not
not subject
subject
to the stated (and any
any later)
later) feedback,
feedback, ifif
the information may be usefully
usefully preserved.
preserved.
'the

1e.

ff

I •>

2b. I

This symbol may be added to
to any
any port,
port,
or ~he
the detached label of any port
port when
when the
the
port has been eliminated, when
when the
the loop
loop
has been transferred to
to the transmission
transmission
arithmetic, if the information
information may
may be
be
usefully preserved.

1\

xyz

J

2a.
2d. 55

D = Cf
E = Cg

2c.t

G
G , ^e ^ H
H

G
0

x>tc:=:*t

x~o'

G

H

e(

x>l

I

)o

e
1- ef

•

H

I

ef

H= Ge

= x + Hf
G =X+
Gef
= x + Gej

H

X

=

__!!___
1
- ef
1 "
ef

1ef
l-ef

This theorem cannot be derived
derived from
from the
the previous
previous dia~
diagram techniques. See the
the note
note to
to 2a.2.
2a.2. Port
Port GG isis not
not
schizophrenic; the signal xx is
is not
not referred
referred to
to the
the same
same
zero as the signal G. In aa cathode
cathode follower,
follower, for
for instance,
instance,
the input signal xx is the
the p.d.
p.d. between
between grid
grid and
and negative
negative
rail, while the signal G
G is
is the
the p.d.
p.d. between
between grid
grid and
and
cathode. Applying the procedure
procedure of
of extension:extension:—

E

The signal at a port is transmitted
transmitted along
along all
all paths
paths leaving
leaving
the port.
p

2a.4.~ =

0
D
.I

p+q
/)
+?

•

E
E

I

~.rG
. eH_

(i)~
f

( ii)

X

I

q

E
= Dp + Dq
E=Dp+Dq
= Dip
D(p+q)
+ q)
Paths in parallel are added.
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X

G

I

e

)1:

Oet
2e
"rr
G
9 l-et
i - e/1 G
9

•

H
W

I

peel the
the loop.
loop
Peel

,r

II
e H
I )1:
I • I )1:
I
This diagram regards the
the loop
loop as
as aa modifying
modifying influence
influence
on the signal within port G-detail
G—detail correct.
correct.

(iii)
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A

1

(iv)

1- et
G
e
H
4X _ ___.,
__-41--••--+

~

®et

the loop
loop as
as aa modifying
modifying influence
influence
This diagram regards the
on the signal received by
by port
port G—result
G-result correct.
correct.
X

(V)

I

•

I

I — ef

G

I

e

ef

The "knitting" symbols"
symbols " ^
~ and
and ^
~ are
are useful
useful when
when
interrupted.
the procedure is interrupted.
Another concept is introduced
introduced in
in this
this theorem
theorem which
which
is valid throughout the logic:
logic: No
No path
path may
may pass
pass through
through
the same port twice. It is
is correct
correct to
to eliminate
eliminate port
port H
H
from the path GeHfG—and
GeHfG-and G is
is aa terminal
terminal for
for that
that
path.
C -=
== Bq
Ap -f
+ Cy
Cy
or ■>2
BB === Ap
Zc.
p
q
=- Ap^
Ap + Bqy
Ap

Yy

=
=

A

;I

Opx
CW

?Jo

I

0<7y
Oqr

%•

I

\J(px + qy)
o(px+qy)

qy
I1 --- qy
A = 11 + Bx
apx
= ,,
_Apx ~
1+ _
11 - qy
- <?.V

c
i
I

•

A

t.

Substituting for B
eg

c

c(11 -__

~~))-(T~-hj)
(! __
f/
hj)

egh

whence D

(i
(i —
- hj)
hj)
(I -- -ef
ef)) (1

Non-contiguous loops are not
not coalesced
coalesced and
and summed.
summed.
Each loop generates its own
own feedback
feedback term
term and
and the
the total
total
these terms.
terms.
feedback is the product ·of
of these
2e.l

1

c

pq

A

=

q

B

p

I

A =--= 1I + Bf
B =--= Ae
Aef
, - Aef
So A
A — 11 -~11
e/
' 11 -- ef
e
and B — 1
arid
1 - eef
f
= Ch
D =
cC = Bg + Dj ·
=
- Bg + Chj
Bg
11 - hi

I

The diagrams (hi),
(iii), (iv), (v),
(v), and
and (vi)
(vi) all
all represent
represent the
the
Diagram (ii)
(ii) isis as
as far
far as
as concen.concencorrect result at port H. · Diagram
tration need go, since
since (vi)
(vi) follows
follows in
in final
final translation.
translation.

XX

D

Oetxhj

HH

E:----'---••----,---~1

.

I

•

H

ef

Gh1

D

•

egh

1\

1-

h

I

I

This diagram regards the
the loop
loop as
as aa modifying
modifying influence
influence
on the forward path
path e—result
e-result correct.
correct.

31._

•

A

ef

(vi)

c

e9

I

I

1
1 -

-

px
__p_x___~
11 - qy

D

4-

1 - qy
1-

^fl)ab

- i1 -~+ qy)
- (p;;
[px +
qy)

Contiguous loops are coalesced
coalesced
and summed (within the bracket).
bracket).

C = ---- PI
pq L
1
- (px -+ qy)
1 -

2c. 3

c
I

\deg + ef)

.
_

=

^
tyab
^A

2c.4

.~

.C ·

0'(ef
eqj ++q/i)
(ef +
+egj
gh)

r.

The procedure of summing contiguous
loops isis not
contiguous-loops
not limited
limited
to two loops;
loopsj it may be continued
continued to
to as
as many
many loops
loopsas
as are
are
contiguous.
·
truly contiguous.

^f)de
Cc
tyc/e

D
9

d

I

)lo

D
D
I
•+■

acd
acd

0[(a6 x de) + acf]
A

A -. . · eg .
1 .
•

f

A = I1+Bb
Bh + Cf
B = Aa
=iJc-|-De
C =
Bc + De
D =Cd
= Cd
SoC
=Bc + Cde
So
C =Bc-fCde
Be
-~ Y^de
1-de
B·
Substituting for B
C = Aac
Aac
1-de
l-de

Aacf
^ , +
= 1,1 +, Aab
--·' -\- ,Aacf

1\ — de
, ab —
- ahde
+-- aef
acf
=
+A -.-- - abde ---A---= 11 A-A

.

·

· I - de

.
· \1 -- de
de
·
j
= 1- ------ -.
.. . --- ------,
(ab —
- abde +
+ de
d¢ +
+ aef)
acf)
acd
whence D =
11 =~~c~·
4~ .+
~j:-a-cf)
— (abb ~-~
— abde -~~| de
aef)

e
Ze.z --

2d.
f

-=

A

I

Oet

e

•
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D·

I

acd

.D = I--=--(ab
= abde
abde-~~~Cie-+--~dl)
1 — (ab ·-—
+ de ~ cdf)
9S

acd
_
11 —
— abde + de +- acdf)
~. (afe
(ab-

When the shape of a theorem is recognizable in the
course of an analysis the result is reached faster than if
the arithmetic must be drudged through. The shape
must be exact. It is possible to develop further theorems,
and no doubt those who need them often will do so, or
have done so already.
already. Those above are a reasonable
balance between time saved by safely skipping arithmetic
and time lost by memory's errors.
errors.

The loops ab and de generate multiplying terms and the
" embracing " loop generates a term to be added. It is
"embracing"
not profitable to deduce this theorem from previous ones;
it is to be learned and accepted as it is.

EXAMPLES
Many of the problems which arise in practice are illustrated by considering the following diagram structure.

a

D

=

d

d

=

\:

2f.

\:~

B

I

Ocd

:j
D

..

ce

7

...b

ace

+
+ b. This does not look, and is not,
1l-ed
—cd
very profound. It is to be contrasted with 2g,
2g.
and D =

2g.

e
a

I

\:~
=

A =
- 11
B =
= a + Cd
C =
~ bb + Be
So
B=a+bd-{SoB
= a+ bd+
Bcd
Bed
a + id
bd
= 1l-ed,
— cd
+ bd)c
C = b+, {a
(a+bd)e
..■■. ^
C h
1 cd
l-ed
hb —
- bed ^
+ ac + bed
- ed
1l —cd
ae + b
1ed
1 — cd

~

l(tbd ?cd
B

~:~

b

=

A

ac+b

C

-tl-~·---:o~' or
cd

o'

.

A

ac+b

c
I

cd

iNote me
Note
nie correct and complete transmission path from
A to B.
B . Theorem 2g.
2g.l1 is a particular case of 2f where
the total transmission from the looped port to the port
where the parallel branch ·meets
m eets is included in the loop.
It pays to peel all loops at the earliest port, in the first
instance. Otherwise 2f looks like 2g before the loop
identity is checked.

L\1\
\c

/

>

A

y

C

3b

\y

E

rf ^>

FORWARD
FORWARD Ll to RR
REVERSE
REVERSE RR to Il

-- I \
I \

The total number of possibilities—flow
possibilities-flow in either direction
in each path—is
path-is 128, of which 37 comply with the
requirement that port A is the only input and port E the
only output. Three of the 37 have no feedback loop, and
of the 34 remaining a few are discussed. Discussion of
all 34 would take up more space than is justifiable here;
but it is a rewarding exercise towards fluency in the use
of signal flow diagrams.
3a. REVERSE C
B q*

D

adg

bf

3b.
3b. REVERSE
REVERSE d —'
--· 2g.
2g . 1I

L\1\
L\1\

a/ \c e/
C
Xj/
VE
>c/ >b Y »f
o>
>
>

A
.A/

A

A ae
ac + b CC eg\f
eg + f EE
>
k1 y>—o>
.\jcde
cde

>G
>O

•

0

O>

3c.
3c. II REVERSE
REVERSE a && d
d —
- 2c. 22
B
D
a
A A Cc A eE

/
\/
\
><>
Jb Y—^—X3>
>
f
>

A h C eg+f E
>o- >.. xI e9>>+f o>
O>
>^/n
nr
Oabde
{Jabde Ocde

A=\+Ba
A=l+Ba
B

d
ae + be
- 1
(ed +
+ e/)
ef)
1 —- (cd

D _

B=Dd=Cde=
B
Dd Cde -- Abde
1-ede
I —cde
D = Cc
Ce
J
C=Ab
rBc=Ah-{-Ccde ■=
C=Ab+Bc=Ab+Ccde

This appears obvious, yet the arithmetic is tedious and
requires some care.
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Ab

_ ede
1 —
cde
1

Aabde _
1 — cde
A1ede
A=l
- 1++ 1-cde- (abde +
+ cde)
ede)
1—cde 11 —
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3d. I.f,

b

C= 11 -— (abde +- cde)

~

E
+/)
f)
C(eg +
= C(eg
+ Dg =
= Cf -\E=
f)
+ /)
b(eg +
bjeg
- (ab + c) de
11 —

^

REVERSE a, CC 8c&: e

REVERS.E

>

>o · o ~
AA
>5

E

C

A

( i)

b

f

,
>

A~E
>~b
a/ Vc ej Vy
A / \c/ \ E

>

·

Oetg

- Oabc

. .;

f

>

\

A -= 11 +- Cb;
- 5c
J- Ef;
Ef
Be +
Aa:~· -C =
B = Aa;
Cb:~· B
Dg:~·
= 5lgy
Ce:~· E =
D -= Bd + Cc;
Cefg
+ Ccfe
Bdfg +
Be -+- 54fe
= 5c
So C =

3•

+
= 11, +
A =--=
and
and 5

^ ---'--1I ~
- efg
+ 'dfg)
ab(c +
efg- efg
1
1 — 'ah(c
dfg)
1
C}!_g(~±~g_~
efg~ +1, a^(c
- efg)
= ~~g( - Ceg =
nDJ +
Ai-dfe) Bdg
= 5./!,'
E
E
fc CCA'
yj
D ..
D
_- /)

+

D

AA

=

3e.

(ef + g)
d (ef
be) d
(a + ftc)

1 — cde
1-

(i)

bcdq + adg + bcdg
+ bcdej
adeJ +
bcde; + adej
bj-bf — bcdej
1 — cde
1-

ad(ef
f)
+ /)
b(cdg +
+ bjcdg
+ g) +
--~----~--~~~
...·..... .. (ii)
cde
11 — aftc
diagram:This result suggests another diagram:—
=

I

cdg +f
cdy+f

•

EE

O>

(iii)

Ocde
b
ft

_

D .

f

AA

·i

>o . ~

CC
I

ff

()
6 1 · Oetg
ibd(ef +q)
+9)
1.bd(et

directly
reached directly
be reached
may be
which may
which
by sketching the path AaB ..
. ...
parallel
with
the
path
in
AbC
• •• ·
AbC •••

EE

O>
0>

&: f
a, c, d uf
II REVERSE
reverse a,c,d

C

E

O>

E

J\/\
>0 >b f pf XD>
Vb(c+de)
~>
b, d, e, and g
3e.2 Reverse ft,
From symmetry the answer may be written by comparison
with 3e.l. It is useful to do so; sketch the intermediate
figure from the answer, and check that it agrees with the
data. This exercise is not pointless. It describes one
process of syp.thesis.
synthesis.
9
d, ee & y
C, rf,
REVERSE a, c,
3f. reverse

&
A

-;/
>
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CC

,—
-----~be
^
abc

A

= .

a/ty^\d{ef + n)
r cde
^ Ay
9
J Q \

c' ,
C'
I ~

t,b

~

·~

id(ef + q)
E

aj V
\?
C
AA/ \c/
\ EE
>G 'b Y >f V)>

+

The correct statement, within the present range of
is:theorems, for the case of the " littler flea " is:—

b

B

~.>·
>·
..r

( ii J

'

Ocde .

>~>

--·-·--··-

D
/.)
d)
ag(ce + j)
agice
+ efg
ab(c + dfg) d- a6(c
1
1 —

C &: e
REVERSE eke
3c. 53 REVERSE

b'J +
Whence
5 = ft/
WhenceE

X
()cde
\Jcde

B -- d

2
aJ,? —
adefg 2 + aceg + adefg 2
~ adefg.. adg

B

*

f
-1-i /
XvX " cdg
■ " - -~ cd~Y'
1
1
—
cde
1 - ---- -- -- '1
1 -— cde
f)
(cdg +
b(cdg +f)
cde) {cdg
b(l ·-—cde)
_
ft(l
-/)
_ - --ft(a%+/)
- - - - - ----·(abc +
- (aftc
(I -— cde)
+ cde) (1
(abc +
- (aftc
11 —
11 —
r cde)
added unit transmission ·path is to avoid contiguous
The added
lpop, beware.
WI1en a loop
loops. _Moral:
Moral: _When
loop appears ·on a loop,
3d. 22_ reverse
9
a , d t,&: q
REVERSE a,d
3d.

efg
1
1 -- tfg

^
_

>A
fjcz6c
()abc

(iii)

#£■
dfg_))
~ab(~
, +—

_

+f
cdg +f
b'
A
A'
CC
cdq
EE
.A
>o~---+~----~1~--_.•------o>
0

Oabc
Ocde

dfi.
Aa(c +
^ 5a(c
+ dfg,
& ---l~ efg
I - efg
dfg)
+ j/g)
_
_ a(c +
efg)
+ e/^)
dfg) +
-— ~ab(c
1 — ab{c +
+ rffe)

O>

sketch:mvalid to sketch:—
temptmg, but invalid
It is tempting,

>O

B(c + dfg)
ejg
= - -1
1 -- rfg

CC cdq
+ f EE
cdg +f
A
°>
cde
cde

abc
abc

2, 2g. II
3c.
2c.
2c . 2,
b It&: ff —
REVERSE 6
3c. 2l REVERSE

ab~
A0~E ·-

bt

.

A

C _ -

E

^b Y.
T ~f v.>

>o

0

b

•

c

f

o'efg•

f.

O>

(3
ad
(c + dfq)a,
ab(c+dfg)

This result may be derived from that of 3c.2 by the
symmetry . .
principle of symmetry.
aft(c + dfg + efg ^
{abd +
+ e)fg
=== abc + (abd
ab(c
3.g. A procedure which is helpful on occasion is to set
out the most direct forward transmission in a straight
f.
line. For example, reverse a, c, e, and /.
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3g.

REVERSE a, C,
C, <?
e 8.& /.,
REVERSE

&

>

A

A

">0

b
)o

Oabc

C

b

Output value
value
Output
(ac+ b) (eg+f)

ac b e
(--r=-cae+1 —cde
)( e±2
b
ef
b ((ef+g)
+g)
1-(ab+c)
1 — (ab + c) de
ad (ef-rg)-rb
(ef+g)+ b (cdg
(cdg+f)
ad
+ f)
cde
" 1 — cde

3c!
3.c.1
^5 ,
3.c.3

----·-r=

•3J a.9Z
3.d.2
- '

cag
..,

Ocd(e+fg}

>

The Sort
(i) forward transmission only
only
(ii) forward and loop transmission
transmission
(iii) loop transmission
transmission only
only

3.b.1
3.b.l

I .

E
f

I Reference

C

bf
bf
1-(ab+c)
d (e+fg)
l-(ab
+ c)d(e
+ fg)

(iii)
(ii)
(ii)
----abfg ce
d

(i)
(i)

fg
fg

be

acd

abfg

cde

-—

-—

bf

acdeg

I

Gain and output phase may
may be
be modified
J.11odified by
by altering
altering
one or more
mme of the terms
terms in
in column
column (i),
(i), and
and stability
stability isis
not affected. When stability
stability is
is in
in question,
question, each
'e ach of
of the
the
looped paths must be
be investigated,
investigated, and
and the
the intermediate
intermediate
diagrams set these out. The
The effect
effect of
of the
the terms
terms in
in
columns (ii) and (iii)
(iii) on
on gain
gain and
and phase
phase can
can be
be deterdetermined by differentiation,
differentiation, but
but alterations
alterations are
are limited
limited by
by
the stability requirements.
requirements.
Investigation by signal
signal flow diagram
diagram is
i s no
no substitute
substitute
for assessment of the correct
correct equivalent
equivalent circuit
circuit for
for each
each
component (in the frequency range
range of
of the
the problem),
problem), nor
nor
for an understanding
understanding of the
the algebra
algebm of
of the
the complex
complex
directs attention
attention to
to the
the most
most profitable
profitable
variable, but it directs
terms. Examination of
of the
the diagram
diagram as
as aa topological
topological
entity, setting aside for aa time
time the
the true
true circuit
circuit paraparameters, saves writing time
time and
and labour;
labour; and,
and, by
by reducing
reducing
the number of symbols in view,
view, lessens
lessens the
the risk
risk of
of transtrans ..
position errors from line _to
to line.
line.

CIRCUIT DESIGN
MICROWAVE CIRCUIT
MICROWAVE
DESIGN
ONE of the more striking
striking developments
developments in
in microwave
microwave
since the
the second
second world
world war
war has
has
engineering in the years since
of network
network theory
theory on
on what
what was
was once
once
been the impact of
jocularly described as ""plumbing."
plumbing." The
The reason
reason for
for this
this
lumped-element circuit
circuit theory
t'h eory to
to
interesting application of lumped-element
distributed-element structures
structures has
hl:is been
been the
the great
great expansion
expansion
that has
has taken
taken place
place since
since the
the war.
war.
of microwave
mi::rowave techniques that
No longer are we concerned merely
merely with
with the
the transmission
transmission of
of
microwave signals, but
but with their
their manipulation
manipulation in
in an
an increasin::reasing variety of waveguide and
and coaxial
coaxial systems
systems and
and components.
components.
T
his growing complexity
complexity has
has encouraged
encouraged aa more
more analytical
analytical
This
particular feature
feature of
of this
this has
has been
been
approach in design, and aa particular
the adaptation of existing
existing lumped-element
lumped-element network
network theory
theory
to microwave requirements.
requirements.
An introduction to .these
these design
design methods
methods was
was presented
presented
by the
bhe I.E.E. last December
December in
in the
the shape
shape of
of aa one-day
one-day
Modern techniques
techniques for
for microwave
microwave circuit
circuit
colloquium .on " Modem
by the
the professional
professional group
group on
on micromicrosynthesis." Arranged by
Electronics Division,
Division, the
the event
event was
was
wave techniques
te::hniques of the Electronics
intended to be tutorial in
in character,
character, and
and included
included aa mixture
mixture
of introductory theory and practical
practical design
design papers,
papers. AA comcomprocedure mentioned
mentioned by
by several
several conconmonly used design procedure
on paper
paper aa lumped-element
lumped-element
tributors was first to
to synthesize
synthesize on
network that would provide
provide the
the required
required performance
performance and
and
then transform
bransform the RLC values
values obtained
obtained into
into equivalent
equivalent
coaxial-line elements—capacitors
elements-capacitors into
into openopenwaveguide or coaxial-line
into short-circuited
short-circuited stubs
stubs and
and so
so
circuited stubs, inductors into
on. In some situations,
~ituations, however,
however, this
this method
method could
could lead
lead
and characteristics,
characteristics, and
and
to stubs of
of. unsuitable
unsuitable dimensions
dimensions and
obtained by
by aa more
more direct
direct approach
approach
better results could be obtained
using a technique (due .to
to P.
P . I,I. Richards)
Richards) for
for transforming
·transforming
the complex
complex frequency
frequency variable
variable ss
impedances as functions of the
into .functions
functions of a new
new complex
complex frequency
frequency variable
variable t.t.
The relationship between ss and
and tt was
was f=tanh
t=tanh (Is/c),
(Is/c), 11
being the length
length of the basic
basic transmission
transmission line
line element
element to
to be
be
used throughout the network
network and
and cc the
the velocity
velocity of
of e.m.
e.m.
medium concerned.
concerned. . Starting
Starting with
with .the
the specified
specified
waves in the medium
of the
the circuit,
circuit, the
the designer
designer found
found
frequency characteristic
characteristic of
an impedance function of tt which
whkh approximated
approximated to
to this
this curve
curve
and then derived from this
this function
function the
the required
required lengths
lengths of
of
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open- and short-circuited stubs
stubs to
to be
be assembled
assembled to
to form
form the
the
circuit.
One example of the application
application of
of this
this method
method was
was to
to the
the
design of a three-element
three-element 2-8Gc/s
2-8 Gc/s band-pass
band-pass filter
filter for
for ininsertion in a coaxial transmission
transmission line.
line. The
T he purpose
purpose of
of the
the
filter was to provide a d.c.
d.c; return
return in
in' the
the line
line (connection
(connection
outer conductors)
conductors) for
for aa diode,
diode, and
and the
the
between inner and outer
technique adopted was to use
use aa band-pass
band-pass filter
filter configuration
configuration
with shunt inductive elements
elements at
at its
its input
input and
and output.
output. The
The
d.c. connection was provided
provided by
by the
the short-circuited
short-oircuited shunt
shunt
stubs representing these inductances.
inductances.
Other examples of microwave
microwave circuit
circuit synthesis
synthesis using
using estabestabthe design
design of
of ""multilayer"
dislished network theory were the
multilayer" distributed-element filters for waveguide
waveguide (constructed
(constructed from
from sucsucand
cessive layers of dielectric material
material within
within the
the waveguide)
waveguide) and
the design of tunnel-diode (negative-resistance)
(negative-resistance) amplifiers
amplifiers for
for
microwave frequencies.
£requencies. In the
the last-mentioned
last-mentioned technique
technique the
the
signal was applied to the
the negative-resistance
negative-resistance diode
diode and
and
reflected at increased amplitude,
ampLitude, aa circulator
circulator being
being used
used to
to
separate the incident
incident and reflected
reflected waves.
waves. The
The design
design probproblem was to
to synthesize a lossless
lossless network
network for
for insertion
insertion between
between
tunnel diode
diode (considered
(considered as
as aa parallel
panillel
the circulator and the tunnel
- R and C)
C) that
that would
would allow
allow aa required
required
combination of —
be obtained.
obtained.
gain and bandwidth to be

••"Logic
Logic Without Tears."

In the
the article
article by
by H.
H. R.
R. Henly
H enly
In

in the previous issue
issue we
we regret
regr·e t that
that the
the following
following errors
errors

occurred.
(1) The figure numbers to
to Figs.
Figs. 21
21 and
and 22
22 should
should be
be
interchanged.
(2) Page 49, col. 1,
1, line 10.
10. The
The four
four gates
gates referred
referred to
to
!Should
erased in
in Fig.
Fig. 22,
22, now
now Fig.
Fig.
■should have been shown erased
right-hand gate
gate in
in the
the box
bQx labelled
labelled
21. They are: the right-hand
GATE 1; the right-hand
right-hand gate
gate in
in the
the box
box labelled
labelled
GATE2
and
the
two
left-hand
gates
in
the
box
GATE
two left-hand gates in the box
labelled GATE 3.
(3) Page 48, col. 2, line 18
18 should
should read:
read:—

F ^ATBiC=AAG3 + C = A + B + C
F=A.B.C=A+B+C=A+E+C
WIRELESS
WORLD, Februarv
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,

1965,
1965

Wide-range Transistor Wobbulator

Wide-range

Transistor

Wobbulator

INDUCTANCE
MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
AND MUTUAL
DIVISION AND
CURRENT DIVISION
OF CURRENT
PRINCIPLE OF
USING THE PRINCIPLE
M.A .
JOHNSON, m.a.
c . JOHNSON,
By K. C.

frequency
whose frequency
oscillator whose
A WOBBULATOR is an oscillator
purely
by purely
voltage by
input voltage
an input
controlled from an
can be controlled
generfor generused for
circuit isis used
Such aa circuit
electronic means. Such
tuned
the tuned
of the
alignment of
the alignment
for the
ating sweep waveforms for
same
the same
and the
example, and
for example,
receivers, for
circuits in radio receivers,
frequency- ·
of frequencygeneration of
the generation
for the
principle is required for
frequency
automatic frequency
for automatic
and for
transmissions . and
modulated transmissions
the ·arrange..:
of the
feature of
essential feature
The essential
arrangecontrol systems. The
to
connected to
reactance connected
effective reactance
an effective
ment is that there isis an
mentis
which
of which
oscillator of
the oscillator
of the
circuit of
tuned circuit
controlling tuned
the controlling
voltage
input voltage
an input
to an
response to
in response
the value can be varied in
input
Thus input
movement. Thus
mechanical movement.
of mechanical
without any sort of
be
can be
components can
high-frequency components
containing high-frequency
signals containing
them
follow them
will follow
frequency will
output frequency
applied and the output
.
faithfully.
shunt
to shunt
this isis to
achieving this
of achieving
One straightforward way of
oscillator
of oscillator
type of
ordinary type
any ordinary
of any
capacitor of
the tuning capacitor
diode.
junction diode.
semiconductor junction
biased semiconductor
with a reverse biased
as
decreases as
diode decreases
such aa diode
of such
capacitance of
The effective capacitance
of
widening of
the widening
to the
due to
increased, due
the back-voltage is increased,
availnow availare now
diodes are
suitable diodes
and suitable
the depletion layer, and
series
low series
variation, low
capacitance variation,
of capacitance
able with large ratios of
voltage/ capacitance
tailored voltage/capacitance
specially tailored
even specially
resistance and even
howprinciple, howthis principle,
on this
based on
Circuits based
characteristics. Circuits
voltage
oscillatory voltage
the oscillatory
that the
drawback that
ever, have · the drawback
comparison
in comparison
small in
be small
must be
swing across the diode must
the
that the
so that
voltage, so
controlling voltage,
the controlling
of the
with the range of
the
and the
limited, and
oscillator isis limited,
simple oscillator
power output of a simple
small
only aa small
usually only
obtainable isis usually
frequency variation obtainable
value.
central value.
percentage of the central
comconventional comonly conventional
uses only
which uses
A second method, which
easy
comparatively easy
that itit isis comparatively
fact that
the fact
ponents, relies on the
by
varied by
be varied
can be
gain can
whose gain
to construct an amplifier whose
elements.
active elements.
the active
to the
applied to
biases applied
the alteration of biases
voltage
of aa voltage
output of
the output
from the
connected from
is connected
If a capacitor is
the
in the
as in
then, as
terminal then,
input terminal
the input
amplifier back to the
will
capacitance will
effective capacitance
large effective
familiar Miller effect, aa large
of
gain of
overall gain
the overall
example, the
for example,
if, for
appear at the input if,
gain isis
overall gain
the overall
If the
large. If
and large.
the amplifier is negative and
also
will also
capacitance will
effective capacitance
this effective
then this
made to change, then
whose
oscillator whose
an oscillator
make an
to make
easy to
change and it is fairly easy
well-known ""reactThe well-known
accordingly. The
reactfrequency alters accordingly.
of
example of
good example
is aa good
wobbulator is
of wobbulator
ance valve"
valve " form of
used.
widely used.
been widely
has been
principle has
the principle
this type and the
been
have been
to have
however, to
seems, however,
Surprisingly little use ·seems,
the
by the
discussed by
was discussed
whiCh was
made of the . possibility, which
made
May
and May
April and
as April
ago as
long ago
as long
author .in Wireless World as
inductive
with inductive
amplifier with
variable-gain amplifier
1949, of using a variable-gain
that
true that
It isis true
input. It
the input.
to the
output to
feedback from the output
printhe prinbut the
amplifier, but
current amplifier,
be a current
must be
the amplifier must
inductance
effective inductance
the effective
and the
similar and
essentially similar
ciple is essentially
great
The great
manner. The
same manner.
the same
in the
gain in
varies with the gain
the
that the
arrangement isis that
inductive arrangement
the inductive
advantage of the
flexiinore fleximuch more
allows much
action allows
phenomenon of mutual action
the
of the
output of
and output
input and
the input
since the
bility in the design, since

A
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imquite imwhich isis quite
way which
in aa way
separated in
amplifier can be separated
ratio
turns ratio
furthermore, aa turns
and, furthermore,
capacitors and,
possible with capacitors
These
freedom. These
of freedom.
degree of
give a further
is available to give
further degree
wobbulator
practical wobbulator
the practical
by the
illustrated by
advantages are illustrated
diagram.
circuit shown in the diagram.
comform aa comtogether form
Tr2 .together
and Tr2
Trl and
The transistors Trl
oscillatory
input oscillatory
their input
as their
take as
mon-base amplifier and take
C l.
and C,.
L 1 and
by L,
formed by
circuit formed
tuned circuit
current from the tuned
amplified
an amplified
develop an
currents develop
output currents
Their combined output
through CC22
coupled through
turn, coupled
in turn,
is, in
which is,
R ~ which
voltage across R!
gives
then gives
transistor then
third transistor
This third
to the base of Tr3. This

,

.—9V

------------~------------------------------~---~
R4
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ooooJ
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OTRT
0·005J.L
20mH
< Rfi
R6
l·lk
•-I
>3'3k
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--------------~----------------------------~~-+~
Mc js.
1·13 Mc/s.
0·48 toto 113
of0-48
range of
frequency range
covering aa frequency
Experimental circuit covering
the
returns the
and returns
action and
emitter~follower action
current gain by emitter-follower
oscilsteady oscilthat steady
so that
circuit so
tuned circuit
the tuned
amplified signal to the
oscillatory
the oscillatory
time .the
same time
the same
At the
lations are maintained. At
be
can be
and can
Tr3 and
of Tr3
collector of
the collector
at the
current is available at
collector
high collector
the high
by the
buffered by
output, buffered
used to give an output,
Now
R77. • Now
as R
such as
resistor such
load resistor
inserting aa load
impedance, by inserting
this
of this
circuit of
in aa circuit
oscillations in
the oscillations
the amplitude of the
and
ofTrl
emitters of
the emitters
at the
cutting-off at
type is limited by cutting-off
Trl and
sineoscillatory sinethe oscillatory
in the
current in
peak current
the peak
Tr2, so that the
the
t·o the
equal to
closely equal
be closely
will be
Rr~,, will
in R
wave, and hence also in
maintained
not maintained
condition isis not
this condition
If this
Ra.
standing d.c. in R
3. If
of
range of
full range
the full
throughout the
cent throughout
within a few per cent
adbe adshould be
R05- should
of R
value of
the value
then the
frequency variation then
gain.
loop gain.
the loop
lower the
or lower
raise or
to raise
justed appropriately to
has
Tr2 has
and Tr2
Td and
of Trl
action of
combined action
So far only the combined
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oeen
Deen considered and
the current
and the
the fact
fact that
that ·the
current has
has been
been
transistors has
divided between two transistors
has not
not in
in fact
fact affected
affected
the argument at all, but
but let
let us
us now
now consider
consider this
this action
action
more carefully. The
The resistors
resistors R,
R 1 and
and R,
R 2 serve
serve to
to attenuattenuate the input voltage
voltage by
by aa factor
factor of
of about
about twenty,
twenty, so
so
that an input of
of ±
± 11 V,
V, makes
makes aa change
change of
of ±±0-05
0·05V
V at
at
the base of Trl,
Tr1, and
and at
at the
the same
same time
time R
R 2 reduces
reduces the
the
impedance so that Trl
Tr1 sees
sees almost
almost an
an ideal
ideal voltage
voltage
source. Now it is well
well known
known that
that the
the mutual
mutual conductance
conductance
characteristic of any
any ordinary
ordinary transistor
transistor isis almost
almostperfectly
perfectly
exponential and this means
means that
that for
for any
any fixed
fixed voltage
voltage
between the bases of
of Trl
Trl and
and Tr2
Tr2 there
there will
will be
be aa fixed
fixed
ratio in which any current
curren.t coming
coming to
to .the
the emitters
emitters isis
them. It
It can
can be
divided between them.
be shown,
shown, that
that aa voltage
voltage
difference of near 0-05
0·05 V
V is
is required
required to
to give
give aa division
division
ratio of 10:1 for any
any type
type of
of transistor
transistor made
made of
of any
any
normal semiconductor
semiconductor and
and kept
kept near
near to
to room
room temperatemperature. Hence a signal
signal at
at the
the input
input terminal
terminal of
of not
not much
much
more than +± 11V will serve
serve to
to switch
switch the
the current
current almost
almost
completely across between
between one
one transistor
transistor and
and the
the other.
other.
Thus the transistor Tr2
Tr2 serves
serves as
as the
the current
current amplifier
amplifier
of variable gain that was
was required,
required, and
and itit isis no
no handicap
handicap
that the maximum value
value of
of the
the gain
gain obtainable
obtainable isis barely
barely
unity. The collector
collector current
current of
of this
this transistor
transistor isis made
made
to flow in a winding
winding which
which has
has mutual
mutual coupling
coupling with
with
the main tuning inductor
inductor L,
L 1 and
and this
this gives
gives the
the expected
expected
variation
variation· of the oscillatory
oscillatory frequence.
frequence. The
The details
details are
are
at all critical, but
not at
but the
the actual
actual inductor
inductor used
used was
was wound
wound
on a |in
fin diameter former and
and had
had 50
SO turns
turns of
of 21X46
21 X46
s.w.g. Litz wire in
in aa single
single layer
layer about
about 2in
2in long
long for
for
the main winding and 45
45 turns
turns of
of the
the same
same wire
wire wound
wound
directly over itit for
for the
the mutual.
mutual. . These
These were
were connected
connected
as shown in the circuit
circuit so
so that
that the
the current
current in
in the
the mutual
mutual
opposes that in the main
main winding
winding and
and reduces
reduces the
the effeceffective tuning inductance.
inductance. With
With the
the components
components and
and
values shown, the variation
variation actually
actually obtained
obtained was
was from
from
0.48 Mc/s
Me Is to 1.13
1.13 Mc/s
Me Is and
and so
so would
would cover
cover almost
almost the
the
whole medium wave band.
band.
If a wider coverage than
than this
this is
is attempted,
attempted, by
by increasincreasing the number of mutual
mutual turns,
turns, then
then the
the oscillation
oscillation may
may
jump to a different mode
mode at
at aa higher
higher frequency.
frequency. This
This
seems to be a function of
of the
the cut-off
cut-off frequency
frequency of
of Tr2
Tr2
and it is for this reason
reason that
that alloy-diffused
alloy-diffused transistors
transistors
If OC44s
OC44s are
are substituted
have been used. If
substituted in
in the
the idenidentical circuit then the
the highest
highest frequency
frequency attainable
attainable isis
0.9 Mcls. Some
reduced to 0.9Mc/s.
Some improvement
improvement may
may perhaps
perhaps
be obtained here by
by the
the use
use of
of aa ferrite
ferrite core
core to
to decrease
decrease
the leakage inductance
inductance between
between the
the windings,
windings, but
but this
this
riot been investigated
investigated as
as yet.
yet.
has not
For some · purposes the construction
construction of
of aa potentially
potentially
wide range wobbulator like
like this
this may
may be
be justified
justified only
only by
by
the accurate linearity
linearity and
and constant
constant amplitude
amplitude that
that itit
can give over a narrow
narrow range
range of
of actual
actual operation.
operation. If
If
this is the case it
it may
may be
be found
found that
that the
the central
central frefrequency of this circuit
circuit drifts
drifts due
due to
to differential
differential temperatemperature changes in Trl
Trl and
and Tr2.
Tr2. This
This effect
effect can
can be
be
stabilized by splitting
splitting the
the resistor
resistor R,
Rq into
into separate
separate comcomponents for the two transistors,
transistors, so
so as
as to
to define
define separate
separate
average currents, and then
then using
using aa capacitor
capacitor of
of perhaps
perhaps
1,000 piF
fLF to connect the two
two emitters.
emitters. A
A large
large capacitor
capacitor
is needed to avoid
avoid distortion
distortion of
of any
any low
low frequencies
frequencies
and the polarizing
polarizing voltage
voltage for
for an
an electrolytic
electrolytic can
can easily
easily
by adding aa small
small d.c.
be introduced by
d.c. component
component to
to the
the
base drive of Trl.
range of
of variation
variation obtainable
The wide range
obtainable from
from this
this
circuit suggests that itit might
might perhaps
perhaps be
be developed
developed to
to
voltage-tuned radio
make a voltage-tuned
radio receiver
receiver operating
operating over
over the
the
any case
whole medium band. In any
case itit isis clearly
clearly possible
possible
to make a tunable selective
selective amplifier
amplifier by,
by, for
for example.
example,
100

adding a high-frequency
high-frequency input
input to
to the
the bases
bases of
of both
both Trl
Trl
and Tr2, shorting the
the "dead"
" dead " end
end of
of L,
L 1 to
to ground,
ground,
and taking an output
output from
from R,.
R,'" Lastly
Lastly there
there isis the
the
amusing possibility
possibility that this
this type
type of
of variable
variable reactance
reactance
might, like the
the back-biased
back-biased semiconductor
semiconductor diode,
diode, be
be
made to yield aa low-noise
paralow-noise amplifier
amplifier by
by means
means of
of ""para.
metric " action.
action.

Commercial Literature

Commercial Literature
The 1965 edition of the
the Milliard
Mullard Industrial
Industrial Valve
Valve Guide
Guide
is now available
available from the
the industrial
industrial markets
markets division
division of
of
Milliard
Mullard Ltd., whose headquarters
headquarters are
are at
at Mullard
Mullard House,
House,
Torringt'<>n Place,
Torrington
Place, London,
London, W.C.I.
W.C.l. Like
Like the
the previous
previous
edition, the new
ne\V .·• guide
guide has
has been
been produced
produced in
in two
two sections,
sections,
in fact two separate booklets.
Some
100
pages
are
included
booklets. Some 100 pages are included
"
which
contains
an
index
in the " equivalents
eqUivalents guide
guide " which contains an index of
of all
all
Mullard valves and
and tubes for
for industry,
industry, communications
communications and
and
radar, plus a comprehensive
comprehensive guide
guide to
to the
the various
various valves
valves and
and
tubes for which
which Mullard
Mullard types
types may
may be
be used
used as
as replacements:
replacements ,
The " abridged data on
on current
current types"
types " runs
runs to
to some
some 40
40
larger pages and contains
contains sections
sections covering
covering receiving
receiving valves,
valves,
electron optical devices,
devices, photosensitive
photosensitive devices,
devices, vacuum
vacuum
devices, cold cathode devices,
devices, power
power devices,
devices, transmitting
transmitting
valves and microwave devices.
devices.
2WW 323
323 for
for further
further details
2WW
details
Small Signal Characteristics
Characteristics of
of STC
STC Silicon
Silicon Planar
Planar TranTran·
sistors is the title
title of aa recent
recent application
application report
report available
available
from the Semiconductor
Semiconductor Division
Division (Transistors)
(Transistors) of
of Standard
Standard
Telephones and Cables
Cables Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Footscray,
Footscray, Sidcup,
Sidcup, Kent.
Kent.
The 38-page report (MK/178)
(MK/ 178) presents
presents the
the data,
data, mostly
mostly in
in
graphic form, needed for the
the design
design of
of small
small signal
signal amplifiers.
amplifiers.
2WW
2WW 324
324 for
for further
further details
details
Complex transformation ratio
ratio measurement
measurement isis the
the title
title of
of
Technical Bulletin 105
105 published
published by
by North
North Atlantic
Atlantic IndusIndustries Inc.
Inc. It describes the
the measurement
measurement technique
technique of
of phase
phase
sensitive nulling, which isis claimed
claimed to
to have
have an
an accuracy
accuracy of
of
0.0001% for in-phase
in-phase and quadrature
quadrature transformation
transformation ratios,
ratios,
and is available in this
this country
country from
from Aveley
Aveley Electric
Electric Ltd.,
Ltd.,
of South Ockendon, Essex.
Essex.
2WW
2WW 325
325 ffoi*
for further
further details
details
A completely revised version of
Guide toto
of the
the booklet
booklet "" AA ·Guide
Araldite Epoxy Resins
" isis now
Resins"
now available
available from
froni CIBA
CIBA (A.R.L.)
(A.RL.)
Ltd., of Duxford, Cambs.
Carobs. The
The aim
aim of
of this
this booklet,
booklet, say
say the
the
publishers, "is
" is to enable
enable the
the user
user to
to compare
compare the
the various
various
Araldite resin-hardener
resin-hardener systems
systems and
and to
to select
select the
the one
one that
that
suits his requirements."
requirements."
2WW
2WW 326
326 for
for further
further details
details
% Nickel Steel
" 99%
Steel for croyogenic
croyogenic structures"
structures " isis the
the title
title
of a recent publication
publication available
available from
from the
the publicity
publicity departdepart..
ment of the International
International Nickel
Nickel Company
Company (Mond)
(Mond) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
20 Albert Embankment, London,
London, S.E.I.
S.E.l. It
It includes
includes details
details
of a ferritic steel that has
has excellent
excellent strength
strength and
and resistance
resistance
200oC.
to brittle fracture at temperatures
temperatures down
down to
to —
-200°C.
2WW
2WW 327
327 for
for further
further details
details
A " Stock Catalogue
Catalogue " listing
listing the
the products
products available
available from
from
formed electronic
the recently formed'
electronic services
services division
division of
of Standard
Standard
Telephones and Cables
Cables Ltd.
Ltd. is
'is now
now available
available from
from the
the dividivision's headquarters in
in Edinburgh
Edinburgh Way,
Way, Harlow,
Harlow, Essex.
Essex. This
This
67-page publication
publication (MG/lOl)
(MG/101) isis well
well illustrated
illustrated and
and ininof components—from
components-from avalanche
cludes a . wide range of
avalanche rectirecticoaxial cables
cables to
to transistors
transistors and
fiers and coaxial
and transformers—
transformersmechanical systems
integrated circuits, mechanical
systems for
for component
component
packaging, printed-circuit board
board packaging
packaging and
and racking,
racking,·etc.
etc.
2WW 328
2WW
328 for
for further
further details
details
Do's and Dont's.—Newmarket
Transistor Do's
Dont's.-Newmarket Transistors
Transistors
Ltd., of Exning Road,
Road, Newmarket,
Newmarket, Suffolk,
Suffolk, have
have produced
produced
a wall chart giving general
general hints
hints on
on how
how to
to avoid
avoid damage
damage to
to
transistors. This chart,
chart, which
which isis obtainable
obtainable on
transistors.
on request,
request,
should serve to be aa permanent
what toto do
permanent reminder
reminder of
of ·what
do
when handling, storing, installing
installing and
and removing
removing transistors.
·trans.isttnr.s.
2WW
!
2WW 329
329 for
for further
further details
details
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HF

FACTOR
CONTROLLING FACTOR
PROPAGATION
A CONTROLLING
PROPAGA TJON AS ·A

of
designers of
the designers
spur the
which spur
THERE
HERE are two factors which
One isis
techniques. One
new techniques.
equipment to develop new
equipof equipcost of
capital cost
the capital
of the
economic—the
economic-th e reduction of
maintenance -and
and maintenance—and
operation and
of its operation
ment and the cost of
HF
In HF
performance. In
better performance.
for better
search for
the search
the other is the
those
all those
includes all
factor includes
second factor
the second
n, the
communication,
communicatio
by
imposed by
limitations imposed
the limitations
overcome the
measures taken to overcome
main
the main
be the
will be
factor will
This factor
the propagation medium. This
useful
it, itit isis useful
discussing it,
in discussing
and, in
article .and,
concern of this article
consider
to consider
and to
story and
the story
of the
beginning of
to the beginning
to go back to
with
being, with
into being,
came into
communicatio n came
of HF communication
how the art of
met.
subsequently met.
were subsequently
that were
difficulties-that
the attendant difficulties
radiothe radioof the
part of
the part
that the
history that
of history
It is a matter of
origwas origband was
HF band
the HF
as the
known as
now known
frequency spectrum now
from
thought from
was thought
as itit was
amateurs, as
the amateurs,
to the
inally allotted to
that
frequencies that
lower frequencies
at lower
ionosphere at
the ionosphere
the behaviour of the
limited
very limited
the very
to the
restricted to
be restricted
propagation would be
Guglielmo
of Guglielmo
research of
pioneer research
The pioneer
ground-wave ranges. The
from
obtained from
information obtained
the information
with the
Marconi, together with
that
revealed that
amateurs, revealed
by amateurs,
made by
contacts made
long-distance contacts
in
was in
frequencies was
high frequencies
on high
communicatio n on
world-wide communication
the
in the
found in
later found
was later
explanation was
the explanation
fact possible, and the
its
of its
elucidation of
the elucidation
in the
and in
layer and
the F layer
discovery of the
medium.
propagation medium.
properties as aa propagation
of
mode of
new mode
whenever aa new
that whenever
note that
to note
interesting to
It is interesting
found
been found
always been
has always
discovered itit has
propagation has been discovered
For
use. For
full use.
its full
restrict its
which restrict
limitations which
to have limitations
replace
to replace
system to
beam system
the beam
of the
introduction of
· example, the introduction
transmitters
long-wave transmitters
of long-wave
chain of
the projected Empire chain
of
known of
now known
what isis now
of what
light of
the light
was a bold move in the
considerable
had considerable
though itit had
even though
propagation, even
ionospheric propagation,
communicalow-frequency communicaand low-frequency
cables and
advantages ·over
over cables
beginning,
the beginning,
from the
even from
But even
existed. But
tions as they then existed.
depended
conditions depended
propagation conditions
the propagation
it was realized that the
best
the best
of the
problem of
the problem
posing the
of day, posing
on the time of
circuit.
particular circuit.
for aa particular
time for
given time
at aa given
frequency ·to use at
the
by the
confirmed by
was confirmed
activity was
solar activity
A connection with solar
especially
more especially
and more
effects and
annual effects
finding of seasonal and annual
has
There has
cycle. There
sun-spot cycle.
the sun-spot
with the
by the .close
close relation with
conditions
future conditions
predict future
to predict
need to
the need
been- the
thus always been
used.
be used.
to be
frequencies to
the frequencies
in order to plan ahead the
of
distribution of
world-wide distribution
the world-wide
The early knowledge of the
the
from the
gained from
experience gained
the experience
on the
lonization was based on
Ionization
use
the use
by the
supplemented by
circuits, supplemented
. behaviour of the beam circuits,
idealized
simple idealized
from .·aa simple
theoretically from
of, charts derived theoretically
of
radiasolar radiaby solar
ionosphere by
the ionosphere
of the
in<:>del of the formation of
model
verticalof verticalmeasurement of
the measurement
followed the
tion. Later, there followed
techniques,
pulse techniques,
using pulse
frequencies, using
incidence .critical frequencies,
world,
the world,
in the
places in
various places
at various
stations at
at a number of stations
obliqueat obliquecharacteristics at
propagation characteristics
from which the . propagation
paths
ray paths
the ray
considering the
by considering
deduced by
incidence could be deduced
incidence
came
also came
It also
receiver. It
the receiver.
and the
between the transmitter and
frequency
usable frequency
of usable
limit of
lower .limit
the lower
to he
be realized that the
pasits pason its
wave on
the wave
of the
absorption of
the absorption
by the
was set mainly by
ionosphere.
the ionosphere.
of the
regions of
lower regions
sage through the lower
subwere subcircuits were
long-disdmce circuits
that long-distance
It was soon found that
absorption,
high absorption,
of high
periods of
to periods
due to
interruption due
ject to interruption
diswith disassociated with
regions, associated
auroral regions,
especially in the auroral
characwere characsignals were
the signals
Moreover, the
sun. Moreover,
turbances on the sun.
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interthe interby the
produced by
distortion produced
and distortion
terized by fading and
either
due either
paths, due
different paths,
by different
arriving by
ference of waves arriving
reflecof reflecorders of
several orders
when several
propagation, when
to multipath propagation,
refraction
double refraction
to double
or to
simultaneousl y, or
tion were present simultaneously,
ray
whereby aa ray
field whereby
magnetic field
earth's magnetic
associated with the earth's
difwith difrays with
two rays
into two
split into
is split
ionosphere is
entering the ionosphere
from
arose from
complication arose
further complication
A further
characteristics . A
ferent characteristics.
atmospherics
by atmospherics
and by
stations and
other stations
by other
caused by
interference caused
traveland travelflashes and
lightning flashes
in lightning
originating in
or radio noise originating
thunderstorm
the thunderstorm
from the
reflection from
ionospheric reflection
ling by ionospheric
regions.
tropical regions.
areas in the tropical
thus
has thus
communicatio ns has
HF communications
of HF
The development of
engineer,
the engineer,
and the
ionosphere and
the ionosphere
between the
been a contest between
perfect
achieving aa perfect
of achieving
way of
the way
in the
obstacles in
the
the.one placing obstacles
them
overcoming them
other overcoming
the other
and the
communication
communicatio n system and
ever-increasan ever-increasby an
stimulated by
development, stimulated
by
~y technical development,
adversary.
mg knowledge of his adversary.
ing

Conditions
Ionospheric Conditions
Prediction of Ionospheric
available
the available
of the
made of
be
may
use
In order that the best use may be made
of
distribution of
the distribution
know the
to know
necessary to
frequencies, it is necessary
to
able to
be able
to be
imd to
time and
any time
at any
earth at
the earth
ionization over the
the
During the
purposes. During
planning purposes.
predict well ahead for planning
vast
1957-1958 aa vast
(I.G.Y.) 1957-1958
Year (I.G.Y.)
International Geophysical Year
many
the many
from the
obtained from
was obtained
data was
amount of ionospheric data
operation,
into operation,
put into
were put
which were
stations which
new sounding stations
infornew inforImportant new
retained. Important
been retained.
some of which have been
1
the
of the
structure of
the structure
about the
available< > about
mation is now available"
the
of the
vicinity of
the vicinity
in the
and in
regions and
ionosphere in the polar regions
in
gaps in
large gaps
still large
are still
there are
although there
magnetic equator, although
oceans.
the oceans.
o:ver the
especially over
coverage, especially
the world-wide coverage,
of
period of
include aa period
to include
chosen to
\Vhereas the I.G.Y. was chosen
Whereas
Inter(1964/65) Intercurrent (1964/65)
the current
activity the
maximum sun-spot activity
the
ofthe
periodof
theperiod
coverthe
(I.Q.S.Y.) cover
Years (I.Q.S.Y.)
national Quiet Sun Years
now
data now
increased data
greatly increased
the greatly
With the
sun-spot minimum. With
introduced
being introduced
are being
prediction are
of prediction
available, new methods of
the
on the
continuing on
Work isis continuing
computers. Work
using electronic computers.
cycle
sun-spot cycle
the sun-spot
of the
trend of
the trend
predicting the
difficult ask of predicting
now
have now
Charts have
storms. Charts
ionospheric storms.
and the onset of ionospheric
for
frequencies for
usable frequencies
maximum usable
been produced giving maximum
respectively,
conditions respectively,
minimum conditions
and minimum
sun-spot maximum and
intermediate
for intermediate
values for
that values
intended that
from which it is intended
number
sun-spot number
the sun-spot
when the
conditions can be found when
becomes available.
plays
field plays
magnetic field
earth's magnetic
the earth's
that the
It is now known that
ionization
of ionization
distribution of
the distribution
controlling the
a major part in controlling
and
polar and
magnetic polar
the magnetic
in the
especially in
over the earth especially
in
Alouette, in
satellite, Alouette,
Canadian satellite,
The Canadian
equatorial regions. The
earth,
the earth,
above the
km above
1,000km
about 1,000
at about
orbit at
circular orbit
its nearly circular
sounder
top-side sounder
as aa top-side
successful as
outstandingly successful
has proved outstandingly
structhe strucof the
understanding of
the understanding
increasing the
. and is greatly increasing
ionosphere<02 >.
the ionosphere
ture and formation of the
.
cirgivencirfor aa given
frequency for
Whereas the maximum usable frequency
the
power, the
radiated power,
the radiated
of the
independent of
practically independent
cuit is practically
increasing
by increasing
decreased by
be decreased
can be
lowest usable frequency can
in
encountered in
absorption encountered
greater absorption
the power to offset the greater
1

Essex.
Chelmsford,Esses.
Baddow, Chelmsford,
Gt. Baddow,
Laboratories, Gt.
*The
*The Marconi Research Laboratories,
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the ionosphere. Its determination
determination isis thus
thus aa problem
problem of
of
estimating signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratios.
ratios. It
It is,
is, however,
however, far
far more
more
difficult to assess
assess field-strengths
field-strengths in
in long-distance
long-distance propropagation from vertical incidence
incidence data
data than
than to
to predict
predict
maximum usable frequencies.
frequencies.
From measurements of atmospheric
atmospheric noise
noise made
made atat
some of the ionospheric
ionospheric stations
stations throughout
throughout the
the world,
world,
charts have been constructed
constructed from
from which
which the
the noise
noise level
level
found as
as aa function
function of
of the
the time
time of
of
at any place can be found
year for
for given
given frequencies
frequencies and
and receiver
receiver
day and of the year
bandwidths. They are
are subject
subject to
to successive
successive revisions
revisions asas
more comprehensive and
and reliable
reliable measurements
measurements become
become
available, but the estimation
estimation of
of lowest
lowest usable
usable frequencies
frequencies
is now becoming a reasonably
reasonably satisfactory
satisfactory process.
process.

Operational S?unding
Sounding
Although the planning of
of HF
HF communications
communications on
on the
the
basis of prediction charts
charts isis well
well established,
established, itit isis still
still
difficult to anticipate
anticipate abnormally
abnormally good
good or
or bad
bad propaga
propagation conditions. It is
is aa moot
moot point
point whether
whether itit isis better
better
to plan for a disturbanc-e
disturbance that
that has
has been
been predicted
predicted but
but
to cope
cope with
with difficult
difficult-conditions
conditions
may not materialize, or to
re-routing traffic.
traffic.
when they arise by re-routing
hand, itit isis well
well known
known that
that sometimes
sometimes
On the other hand,
frequencies well above
above the
the predicted
predicted value
value can
can be
be used
used
with advantage; this
this is
is so
so especially
especially in
in the
the evening
evening
hours on routes crossing
crossing the
the equator
equator in
in the
the Far
Far East,
East,
and generally under conditions
conditions where
where the
the ionospheric
ionospheric
not taken
taken into
into account
account in
in making
making the
the
layers have a tilt not
predictions.
There is thus a need for
for aa more
more direct
direct way
way of
of assesassessing the propagation conditions
conditions as
as they
they exist
exist over
over aa
given path at any moment.
moment. Two
Two methods,
methods, back-scatter
back-scatter
sounding, have
have been
been developed.
developed.
and oblique-incidence sounding,
The first depends upon aa puls·
pulsed
radar technique
technique using
using
e d radar
and showing
showing on
on aa PPI
PPI presentapresentaa rotating aerial system and
tion, by back-scattering
back-scattering from
from the
the ionosphere,
ionosphere, the
the areas
areas
of the earth's
being illuminated
illuminated atat the
the operating
operating
surface being
1 1
frequency(:q.
frequency f The second
second depends
depends upon
upon the
the reception
reception atat
oblique-incidence, over
over the
the path
path under
under investigation,
investigation, of
of
pulse transmissions using
using aa sweep-frequency
sweep-frequency technique
technique
crystal-controlled synchronization
synchronization of
of
made possible by crystal-controlled
the transmitter and receiver.
_ Ideally, it should be possible
possible to
to make
make continual
continual variavariations to the frequency
frequency being
being us·
used
given circuit
circuit toto
e d ·oon
n aa given
keep it close to the
the maximum
maximum usable
usable frequency,
frequency, asas rereveakd by the oblique-incidence
vealed
oblique-incidence sounder
sounder working
working over
over
path; vhis
this would
would alleviate
alleviate multipath
multipath troubles
troubles
the same path;
and ensure an increase in
in field-strength
field-strength due
due to
to focusing
focusing
at the ·edge
skip distance.
distance. Howev·er,
However, this
this would
would
e dge of the skip
probably be impracticable
impracticable except
except for
for some
some very
very special
special
Great
interest isis nevertheless
nevertheless
military applications. Gr·
e at interest
being taken in the
the possibility
possibility of
of working
working circuits
circuits atat
higher frequencies than those
those pr·
predicted
for normal
normal concone dicted for
ditions, when an oblique-incidence
oblique-incidence sounder
sounder shows
shows that
that
period of
of operation
operation isis expected.
expected.
a worthwhile peri~d
4

Fading and Distortion
Great as are th~
the problems of
of frequency
frequency s•election
selection in
in HF
HF
communications, the
the most
most serious
serious difficulties
difficulties have
have arisen
arisen
and distortion
distortion troubles
troubles associated
associated with
with
through fading and
wave interference and
and time
time delay
delay effects.
effects. ItIt isis here
here
greatest
ingenuity has
has·been
been displayed
displayed
especially that the great·
e st ingenuity
recent advances
advances have
have been
been made.
made.
and where many recent
In so far as much.
much of the
the trouble
trouble has
has its
its origin
origin in
in multimultipath
due to
to the
the existence
existence of
of several
several reflecreflecpavh propagation, due
method of
of attack
attack isis to
to devise
devise an
an
tion modes, a possible method
aerial system that receives
receives at
at any
any moment
moment only
only one
one
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mode, ideally the dominant
dominant one.
one. Much
Much work
work has
has been
been
put into the design of
of steerahle
steerable aerials,
aerials, and
and advanced
advanced
techniques involving
lectronic switching
involving ·eelectronic
switching and
and computing
computing
devices have been developed
developed (4for
for steering
steering .iin
both the
the
n both
4 l
vertical and horizontal planes<
planes >.■ . It
It still
still remains
remains toto be
be
seen whether such highly
highly sophisticated
sophisticated systems
systems will
will be
be
practicable for
for other
other than
than very
very special
special us·
uses,
and ·thus
thus
es, and
become commercial propositions.
propositions.
The problem of combating
combating the
the effects
effects of
of fading
fading and
and
distortion has led to
to many
many other
other techniques
techniques now
now familiar
familiar
to design ·eengineers,
and recent
recent advances
advances have
have con~
conngine·e rs, and
cerned their continued development
development wivh
with the
the aid
aid ofof
modern methods. They may
may be
be summarized
summarized as
as .follows:
follows:
including time,
time, space
space frequency
frequency
(a) diversity systems including
and polarization div·
diversity,
whereby two
two or
or mor·
more
sige rsity, whereby
e sig
..
largely independently
independently are
are received
received from
from
nals fading larg·ely
the incoming waves
waves from
from which
which by
by suitable
suitable circuit
circuit
arrangements the best
best available
available response
response atat any
any
derived. (Where
(Where the
the signals
signals are
are ininmoment can be derived.
it has been
been sugges:t·
suggested
that by
by correlacorrelatrinsically weak 1t
e d that
useful discrimination
discrimination in
in favour
favour of
of
tion techniques a useful
the wanted intelligence against
against random
random noise
noise should
should
be obtainable.)
(b) modulation techniques
techniques such
such as
as frequency-shift
frequency-shift
single-sideband operation
operation designed
designed to
to ininkeying and single-sideband
crease the imelligibility
intelligibility of
of the
the received
received signal
signal when
when
the fading characteristics vary
vary within
within the
the range
range of
of
fr·e quencies involved.
frequencies
circuits*55>' and
and codes
codes which
which indiindi(c) error correcting circuits<
cate when errors are present
present and
and automatically
automatically correct
correct
the correct
correct intelligence
intelligence even
even
them, or which convey the
been altered
altered in
in the
the process
process of
of
when a coded signal has been
propagation.
Conclusion
It is clear that much
much isis being
being done,
done, where
where propagation
propagation
characteristics are concerned,
concerned, to
to keep
keep HF
HF communicacommunicamodern requirements.
requirements. Although
Although the
the
tions abreast of modern
above summary of design
design techniques
techniques isis not
not meant
meant toto be
be
exhaustive, it does serve
serve to
to illustrate
illustrate the
the way
way inin which
which
the engineer by his
his ingenuity
ingenuity and
and skill
skill has
has faced
faced the
the
challenge pr·
presented
by the
the ionosphere,
ionosphere, not
not only
only inin its
its
e sented by
intrinsic hehaviour
behaviour as
as aa reflector,
reflector, giving
giving rise
rise toto multimultipath propagation, but more
more especially
especially on
on account
account of
of its
its
variable and often fickle
fickle nature.
nature.
It may well be that the
the ·ultimate
ultimate limit
limit isis being
being apapproached, beyond which
which no
no fulither
further fundamental
fundamental advance
advance
is possible, but it can
can be
be said
said that
that the
the intensive
intensive work
work
both in
in improving
improving ionospheric
ionospheric knowknowbeing carried out, both
engineering of
of communication
communication systems,
systems,
ledge and in the engineering
ha·
hass ensured that the HF
HF band
band can
can play
play its
its part
part in
in comcommunications for many years
years to
to come.
come.
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PAST
IS PAST
THE SUNSPOT MINIMUM IS
A.M.I.E.E.
(ENG.), A.M.
TECH. (ENG.),
DIP. TECH.
WILKINSON, * DIP.
By DAVID WILKINSON,*
I.E.E.

ERHAPS the most satisfactory
feature of the year, from the HF
user's point of view, was the
. ~unspot
long-awaited sign that the .sunspot
minimum is past. It now seems certain that the sunspot number will no
ionger
longer stay steady at around 10, as
it did in 1964, but will begin to rise
again. Professor M. Waldemeier, of
Zurich Observatory, has now confirmed, provisionally, that the sunspot minimum occurred in
in October.
As was observed in last year's
reviewf,
reviewt, the sunspot pattern over the
past few years has followed remarkably closely the pattern of the years
preceding the minimum of 1876/8.
And 1964 has made this parallel even
Howev·e r, it would be
more striking. However,
sad indeed if
5 the poor maximum of
r epeated, as the sunspot
1882 were .repeated,
number reached only about 75, compared with the phenomenally high
the last
value of 200 (smoothed), for die
maximum in 1958. One may seek
some consolation in the fact that
many attempts have been made to
th.e nature of future sunspot
predict the
cycles
cydes (on a much more scientific
basis than this), and in most cases
they have proved wrong.
woi1king
In retrospect, circuit working
inuch easier than
seems to have been much
might have been expected. Wellengineered HF telegraph circuits,
London-Bahrain , consistently ree.g. London-Bahrain,
cent
corded efficiencies of 98 per cent,
Thi~
winter months. This
even in the ·winter
means that, on a circuit employing
error detection and correction, the
total lost time is only about 28
minutes per day. During the easier
daytime conditions, the lost time
averages 30 seconds per hour. This
state of affairs must be largely due
to the use
u se of more sophisticated radio
and telegraph channelling equipment
than was . available at the previous
sunspot minimum, in 1954.
No Dellinger-type fades were observed during the year. M-region
storms, which tend to follow a 27less marked
cycle, were much less
· day .cycle,
than in 1963. The last two months
of 1964 were, magnetically, very quiet
?f
mdeed.
indeed.
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The influence of sporadic E was
again marked.
Many circuits, e.g.
London-Nairobi,, operated consistLondon-Nairobi
ently throughout the month on, or
above, the median MUF. Sporadic
c onsiderably extended the
E has thus ·considerably
available HF spectrum, during the
year, and has helped to ease difficulto QRM.
ties due to
The year was marked by considerable activity in the satellite field.
Television pictures of the Olympic
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Games were carried from Tokyo to the
United States via the Syncom III
satellite. On occasions, these pictures were then simultaneously relayed across the Atlantic by the Relay
II satellite. Much work has been
going on behind the scenes in order
that all will be ready .for
for the launch,
early in 1965, of HS303 (colloquially
known as ""Early
Early Bird"), which will
be the first satellite to be used for
carrying commercial traffic.
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Engineers
All
Engineers All
the
A CORRESPONDENT, athirst for information to the
point of omitting to stamp his letter, appeals for
fo·r a
clarification of the multitudinous categories of electronics engineer, the services of whom
whom are so seductively
seductively
journal and our
sought on the advertisement pages of this journal
More Important Newspapers.
Newspapers. "What do they all do? " he
asks.
This is a very difficult question to answer. Don't misunderstand me; I don't mean that engineers are hope
pope idle.
On the contrary, the engineer is the very backbone
back!bone of the
industry; the man who, by keeping his shoulder to the wheel,
his nose to the grindstone and his back to the wall
wall (and
believe me, it's incredibly difficult to work in that posture)
posture)
today. Whatever that may
has made electronics what it is today.
No-it's the great diversity within the fraternity which
No—it's
creates the problem. Research; Project; Development; Processing; Sales; Design; System Performance. Engineers
all. You name them; the industry's got them, in roughly the
same numerical strength as the sand on the sea-shore. I
can only deal with one or two.

and a degree at one of the new Redbricks) is
is not afforded
is not on
on
the luxurious surroundings of the physicist, but is
the whole ill-treated. His habitat is a kind
kind. of glass cage,
:shared
supshared by others of the species. Here he is plentifully supplied
J9lied with sealing-wax, chewing gum, bootlaces, string, and
a 1912 textbook, and brusquely told to get weaving on the
design of a 1000-terawatt walkie-talkie which is wanted
yesterday on a Ministry contract carrying a . heavy
heavy penalty
penalty
clause.
The zealot will immediately get down to it, but the really
ambitious lad sets about getting himself recognized as an
an
Authority. The first step is to enrol on an extra-mural
~ourse
contributes
Course on Incomprehensibility, after which he contributes
papers like mad to his favourite Learned Society.
Society. Such a
paper starts off chattily with something simple like:
like :

Physicists

and then goes on to show in 14,000 multi-syllabic words
words that
transmitter
the output stage of an uncooled 1000-terawatt transmitter
on peak power is liable to get warmish.
warmish.
At the end of ten years
years on the 1,000-terawatt
1,000-ter awatt project, the
now fully fledged research engineer emerges with an experiexperi~
mental model of an electronic mousetrap.
mousetrap. There are only
only
three small snags to be ironed out, namely that (a) it requires
are
a megawatt of input, (b) only very short-sighted mice are
catered for, and (c) it doesn't work. The research engineer is
t hen promoted to Group Leader and passes the entire project,
then
chewing gum, bootlaces and
r,nd all, to the development engineer.
engineer.

A

Just off the end of the scale (and I will not say at which
which
end) is
~s the physicist. He is a man who sees an oak door as
a collection of tiny atoms with lots of space between
between them
them
and accordingly tries to walk straight through. Anyone who
uses the unscientific method of first opening the door is
regarded by the physicist as not with it.
Ministries and managements have never quite known why
thing,
they employ physicists, but it seems to be the done thing,
so they do it. Largely to keep him out of their hair they
contain him in a luxurious air-conditioned padded cell called
very
a laboratory
laboratory and give him lots of pretty materials and very
him be. From then on
expensive toys to play with, and let him
he operates rather like a battery hen, getting bodily sustensustenance (caviare and chips) and mental sustenance (The
Times and The Daily Worker) pushed in*, in return
for which he lays an occasional egg in the form of a treatise
treatise
Raman Scatpn "The Enhancement of Eigen Functions by Raman
tering from the Surface of Beer " or something equally profound. These are eventually published by a learned journal
journal
:in
■in the pious hope that it may make sense to somebody
the day
somewhere.
somewhere. This battery business goes on until the
when he gets a shade too familiar with his equipment and
electrocutes himself. His wife is thereafter referred to
to as
as
he widow of a genius.
tthe
The research engineer par excellence is easily identified
by reason of (a) the fluffy little
little white cloud which
which permanpermanently envelops his head and (b) by the way in which
which his
his
These circirfeet ever-so-slightly
ever-su-slightly do not touch the ground. These
cumstances make it difficult for him to see
see where
where he
he is
is
anyway, but this is not
going, and impossible to get there anyway,,
you see
see
terribly important as even if he could and did (if you
what I mean), the Management would find a hundred excellent reasons for returning him to square one again.
Entry to the profession is by stringent examination. The
The
candidate is given (a) a domestic radio (b) a mains plug
plug and
(c) a wall socket; he must then satisfy
satisfy the examining
Authority that he is quite incapable of connecting the three
together. Status is allocated in ratio to the number of fuses
blown in the exercise, the top score being the tripping of all
olown
circuit breakers and the initiation of a major fire at Battersea
power station, but few candidates attain to this distinction.
distinction.
The common
commQn or garden research engineer (house fuse only,

"Daily
* He
He buys
buys his
his own
own"
Daily Mirror"
Mirror" of
of course—Ed.
course-Ed.
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IIn
n Mid-Field
The development engineer, like Ishmael, feels
feels the
the hand
hand
of every
eveJ;y man against him.
him. This is
is not schizophrenia,
schizophrenia, itit is
is
hapless target midway between
between the two
two
fact. He is the hapless
irresistible projectiles of Research (which devoutly believes he
he
has a magic wand which makes things work) and ManageManagement (which harbours the foolish notion that profits should
should
be made).
-The
The development engineer is trained from the cradle with
a diurnal massage with emery cloth to toughen his hide.
more
At the age of six he is working his way through the more
depressing Russian novels, and by adolescence is a ·Grade 11
Existentialist.
ulcers
Existentialist. At the age of 35, even the ulcers on his ulcers
ulcers.
have contracted ulcers.
His vocabulary is limited in the extreme, being confined
to the one word "Impossible! " This is not just
just an English
English
Armenian
characteristic; it is international. I once knew an Armenian
development engineer, and with him it was " Not bloody
doings! " but the sentiment is the same.
The development engineer accepts the electronic mousetrap from Research, puts a hammer into it and starts again,
t he end of
using left-over circuits from other projects. At the
six fruitful years his labours arc
are presented to Management.
Management.
The electronic mousetrap is now an edifice rather like a
d.runken
Its
drunken cinema organ in steel and phosphor-bronze. Its
specification has been improved out of all recognition; it
now not only allegedly catches mice, but elderly rabbits
tabbits as
~omputer-operated device for removing
well, and also has a computer-operated
stones from
fr9m horses' hooves. The power consumption
consumption has
been reduced to a modest 500kW, but at some sacrifice of
efficiency, in that the mice must now be not merely myopic
but totally blind.
WIRELESS
WORLD, February
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,
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500,
orders 500,
At this point the Ministry orders
You~
that YouMIS that
having been tipped off by MIS
their
drop their
to drop
Know-Who are plotting to
Establishments
mice near our Nuclear Establishments
top-secret
wresting top-secret
. with the object of wresting
by
mice by
British mice
secrets from resident British
vodka.
plying them with vodka.
and
over, and
takes over,
The field engineer now takes
naturfield, naturprototype-in aa field,
installs the prototype—in
only
the only
trials the
'Six months' trials
ally. After six
field
the field
thing which gets caught isis the
is
this is
engineers
who-but this
gicl friend, who—but
engineer!s girl
hardly relevant.
engineer
field engineer
When all seems lost the field
installing aa
by installing
tr.iumph by
turns defeat into triumph
the
of the
middle of
non-electronic cat in the middle
turns
cat turns
the cat
apparatus. Unfortunately, the
and
tendencies and
Leftish tendencies
out to have Leftish
this
but this
mice, but
British mice,
annihilates only British
now
by
because
much,
matter
doesn't
much, because by now
and
scare and
that scare
over that
got over
the Ministry has got
The
one. The
another one.
of another
track of
is hot on the track
mousetraps,
remaining 499 electronic mousetraps,
·the
around the
all around
which by now are dotted all
then
and then
country, are commissioned and
scrapped.
the
in the
slowly in
sinks slowly
And so, as the sun sinks
the
to the
farewell to
west, we say a reluctant farewell
with
who, with
field engineer's Chairman, who,
past
the past
[or the
the face for
ruin staring him in the
harder
back harder
six months, has just stared back
fourth
his fourth
to his
and treated himself to
aircraft. .. .. ..
executive aircraft.
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Survey
Broadcasting Survey
Stereo
Stereo Broadcasting
the
to the
month to
last month
made last
was made
REFERENCE was
u :K.
the U.K.
in the
broadcasting in
position of stereo broadcasting
excontinue exto continue
plans to
and
and to the B.B.C's plans
from
transmissions from
pilot-tone transmissions
perimental pilot-tone
bringwhile bringMc/s while
on 91.3 Mc/s
Wrotham, Kent, on
Wrotham,
dual-transmitter
of dual-transmitter
ing to an end the series of
stereo
stereo experiments.
transmisstereo transmisIn view of the limited stereo
to
interest to
of interest
be of
may be
country itit may
this country
in this
sions in
sions
countries
other countries
in other
summarize
summarize the position in
by
prepared by
survey prepared
world survey
as revealed in a world
puband pubUnion and
the European Broadcasting Union
June.
last June.
(A) last
Review (A)
lished
lished in .the E.B.U. Review
no
that no
fact that
the fact
This showed that despite the
-Euroregarding aa -Euroreached regarding
decision
decision has been reached
the
in the
stations in
of stations
pean standard the number of
contransmissions conarea
area radiating pilot-tone transmissions
concentration
biggest concentration
tinues
tinues to grow. The biggest
are
there are
Berlin there
West Berlin
is in Germany. In West
stereo.
radiating stereo.
regularly radiating
three transmitters regularly
Westof Westtransmitters of
There are also four transmitters
N orddeutscher
of Norddeutscher
two of
deutscher
deutscher Rundfunk, two
reguR. reguR. and
Saarlandischer R.
another of Saarlandischer
and another
R
in
Early in
system. Early
pilot-tone system.
larly using the pilot-tone
introduce
to introduce
1965 Hessischer Rundfunk isis to
1965
few
A few
stereo from
stations. A
its stations.
five of its
from five
stereo
transmissions
stereo transmissions
months ago Italy began stereo
months
Austria
and Austria
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FEBRUAR
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communicate
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LONDON
B.K.S.T.S.-" Television sound
3rd. B.K.S.T.S.—"Television
techniques"
techniques
" by E. G. M. Alkin at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at
the Central Office
Office ol"
of Information, Hercules
Road,
Road, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
Soc.-" The N.T.S.C.
5th. Television Soc.—"
N.T.S.C.
s ystem using additional
colour television ·system
additional
reference transmission
transmission (A.R.T.)"
(A.R.T.)" by Dr.
Dr. N.
N.
Mayer at 7.0 at I.T.A., 70 Brompton
Brompton Road,
Road,
S.W.3.
S.W.3.
lOth.
I.E.E.-" Radar~present position
10th. I.E.E.—"Radar—present
E. V. D. Glazier
and future trends" by Dr. E,
Glazier
at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
lOth. I.E.R.E. & I.E.E.—Discussion
I.E.E.--'- Discussion on
10th.
on
" Safety of operating theatre equipment"
at 6.0
6.0 at
at 99 Bedford
Bedford Square,
Square, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
11th. I.E.E.—Discussion
I.E.E.-Discussion on "The
llth.
" The elecelectrometer amplifier: its design and applicaapplications"
tions
" at 5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
11th.
11th. Radar and Electronics Assoc.—
Assoc." Civil air traffic control"
control" by
by J. N.
N. Toscland
Toseland
at the Royal Society of
at 7.0 at
of Arts,
Arts, John
John
Adam Street, Adelphi,
Adelphi, W.C.2,
W.C.2.
15th.
I.E.E.-Colloquium on
15th. I.E.E.—Colloquium
"Design
on "Design
of solid-state power supplies" at
at 3.0
3.0 at
at
Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2,
W.C.2.
17th.
17 th.
I.E.E.—Faraday
lecture
on
I.E.E.-Faraday
lecture
on
· ""Colour
television" by
Colour television"
by F.
F. C.
C. McLean
McLean at
at
5.30 at the Central Hall,
Hall, Westminster,
Westminster,
S.W.I.
S.W.l.
17th.
17th. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Transistorized
Transis·t orized equipequipment designed for television exploitation
exploitation of
of
radar information"
information " by
by R,
R. Aste
Aste at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at
9 Bedford Square, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
18th.
18th. I.E.E. && I.E.R.E.—Colloquium
I.E.R.E.-Colloquium on
on
"" Automatic aids
"
aids to
to machine
machine fault
fault finding
finding"
at 2.30 at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
18th.
18 th. Television
Television Soc.—Discussion
Soc.-Discussion on
on
"" Six months'
months' experience
experience with
with BBC-2
BBC-2 "" at
at
7.0
7.0 at
at I.T.A.,
I.T.A., 70
70 Brompton
Brompton Road,
Road, S.W.3.
S.W.3 .
22nd.
22nd. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Layer
Layer structure
structure of
of the
the
troposphere"
troposphere " by
by Dr.
Dr. J.
J. A.
A. Saxton,
Saxton, J.
J. A.
A.
Lane, R.
Lane,
R. W.
W. Meadows
Meadows and
and Dr.
Dr. P.
P. A.
A.
Matthews at 5.30 at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
23rd. I.E.E,—Discussion
What isis
I.E.E.-Discussion on
on ""What
systems engineering?"
engineering?" at
at 5.30
5.30 at
at Savov
Savov
Place, W.C.2.
·
24th.
low-cost
video
24th. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" A
A low-cost video tape
tane
recorder for professional applications"
at
applications" ·at
6.0 at the
the London
London School
School of
of Hygiene
Hygiene and
and
Tropical Medicine,
Tropical
Medicine, Keppel
Keppel Street,
Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
24th.
B.K.S.T.S.—'"Acoustics
and
24th.
B.K.S.T.S.-" Acoustics
and
plucked string insruments
" by
insruments"
by Dr.
Dr. W.
W. H.
H.
George at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Central
Central Office
Office of
of InInformation,
formation, Hercules
Hercules Road,
Road, Westminster
Westminster
Bridge Road,
Road, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
25th.
25th. S.E.R.T.—"
S.E.R.T.-" Up
Up and
and down
down standstandards-conversion of television
signals "" by
te-levision .signals
by
R. F. Vigurs at 7.15 at the London School
of
of Hygiene
Hygiene and
and Tropical
Tropical Medicine,
Medicine, Keppel
Keppel
W.C.l.
Street, W.C.I.
ABERDEEN
24
th. I.E.E.—Discussion
Television
24th.
I.E.E.-Discussion on
on ""Television
as
" at
as aa teaching
teaching aid
aid"
at 7.30
7.30 at
at Robert
Robert GorGordons Technical College,
College.
BIRMINGHAM
10th.
l ·Oth. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" xMicrominiaturization
Microminiaturization in
in
the
the electronic
electronic industry"
industry" by
by G.
G. W.
W. A.
A. DumDummer at
at 6.15
6.15 at
at the
the College
College of
of Advanced
Advanced
Technology, Gosta
Gosta Green.
Green.
_ 17th.
17th. Television
Television Soc.—"Film
Soc.-" Film in
in teletelevision-the technical
vision—the
technical problems"
problems" by
by G.
G.
Salter at
at 7.0
7.0 at
at the
the College
College of
of Advanced
Advanced
Technology, Gosta
Technology,
Gosta Green.
Green.
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I.E.E.- " Management problems
22nd. I.E.E.—"
problems
in the planning of
of cleotronic
eleotronic engineering
engineering
projects"
projects
" by W. T. Brown and
and G.
G. S.
S. KerKermack
mack at 6.0 at the
the James
James Watt
Wart:t Memorial
Memorial
Institute.
Institute.
S.E.R.T.-" Some aspects of
23rd. S.E.R.T.—"
of 625625line receivers" at
at 7.15
7.15 at
at the
the College
College of
of
Advanced Technology, Gosta
Gosta Green.
Green.

BOLTON
11th.
I.E.R.E.-" Analogue computing
llth.
I.E.R.E.—"Analogue
computing
and digital
digital techniques
techniques in
in aviation
aviation control
control
systems" at
at 7,0
7.0 at
at the
the Technical
Technical College.
College.
BOURNEMOUTH
3rd.
3rd. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Digital
Digital computers
computers in
in
road
road traffic
traffic control"
control " by
by H.
H. A.
A. Codd
Codd at
at
7.30 at the
the Municipal
Municipal College
College of
of TechTechnology and Commerce.
BRIGHTON
24th.
I.E.E,—"
24i:h.
I.E.E.-" A
A microcircuit
microcircuit logic
logic
system" by Dr.
Dr. D.
D. J.
J. Truslove
Truslove at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at
the
College
the College of Technology-,
Technology, Moulescoomb.
.M oulescoomb.
BRISTOL
9th. Television
Television Soc.—"Band
Soc.-" Band IV
IV and
and V
V
aerials " by
aerials"
by aa representative
representative of
of Belling
Belling &
&
Lee at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Royal
Royal Hotel,
Hotel, College
College
Green.
·
18th,
S.E.R.T.—"Transistors—theory
l~th.
S.E.R.T.-" Trans·i stors-theory
and practice "" by
by R.
R. E.
E. Griffin
Griffin at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at
the Hawthornes
Hawthorne•s Hotel,
Hotel, Clifton.
Clifton.
22rid.
I.E.E.—"
22nd.
I.E.E.-" Numerical
Numerical control
control of
of
maohine tools
machine
" by
tools"
by D.
D. F,
F. Walker
Walker at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at
the S.W.E.B.
the
S.W.E.B. Headquarters.
Headquarters.
24th.
24th. I.E.R.E.
I.E.R.E. &
& R.Ae.Soc.—"
R .Ae.Soc.- " MicroMucro. miniaturizanion"
miniaturization " by R.
R. O.
0. R.
R. Chisholm
Chisholm at
at
7.0 at the University
University Engineering
Engineering LaboraLaboratories.
tories.
CAMBRIDGE
2nd. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Fuel
Fuel cells:
cells: aa branch
branch of
of
electrochemical engineering"
engineering" by
by Dr.
Dr. A.
A. B.
B.
Hart at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the College
College of
of Arts
Arts and
and
Technology.
9th,
9th. I.E.E.
I.E.E. &
& I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Design
Design aspects
aspects
of white
white noise
noise intermodulation
intermodulation test
rt:est equipequipment
" by
ment"
by H.
H. C.
C. Gribben
Gribben at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the
College of Arts and
and Technology.
Technology.
CARDIFF
lOth.
10th.
I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Superconductors
Superconductors in
in
Instrumentation" by
by Dr.
Dr. D.
D. H.
H. Parkinson
Parkinson
at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the Welsh
Welsh College
College of
of Advanced
Advanced
Technology.
DUBLIN
18th. I.E.E.—"
18th.
I.E.E.-" Oscillating
Oscillating electromagelectromagnetic
" by
netic systems
systems"
by Prof.
Prof. J.
J. C.
C. West
West at
at 6.0
6.0
University.
at the University,
EDINBURGH
EDINBURGH
9th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Industrial
Industrial applications
applications of
of
electro-luminescence"
electro-luminescence
" by
by D.
D . Reaney
Reaney at
at 6.0
6.0
at the Carlton Hotel.
Hotel.
10th.
lOth. I.E.R.E.—"Sonar"
I.E.R.E.-" Sonar" by
by Dr.
Dr. V.
V. G.
G.
Welshy at 7.0 at the
Welsby
the Department
Department of
of
Na·t ural Philosophy, The
Natural
University,
DrumThe University, Drummond
mond Street.
Street.

EVESHAM
26th. I.E.R.E.—"Design
I.E.R.E.-" Design aspects of
K . A.
instruments " by K.
laboratory test instruments"
Fletcher at 7.0
at the
7.0 ·at
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. Club, High
Street.
Street.
FARNBOROUGH
I.E.R.E.-" Hybrid
18th. I.E.R.E.—"
Hybrid data
data procesprocessing systems at A.W.R.E." by
by E.
E. W.
W. Walker
Walker
at 7.0 at the Technical College.
College.
GLASGOW
S.E.R.T.-Technical film
4th. S.E.R.T.—Technical
film show
show at
at
7.30 at the Central
Cent·r al Halls,
Halls, Bath
Bath Street.
Street.
8th. I.E.E.—"
applications
of
I.E.E.-" Industrial
Industrial applications of
electro-luminescence"
electro-luminescence
" by
by D.
D. Reaney
Reaney at
at 6,0
6.0
at the
!!he University
University of
of Strathclyde.
Strathdyde.
llth.
" by
11th. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Sonar
Sonar"
by Dr.
Dr. V.
V. G.
G.
Welsby at 7.0 at the Institution
Institution of
of
Engineers and Shipbuilders, 39
39 Elmbank
Elmbank
Crescent.
Crescent,
LEEDS
2nd.
2nd.
I.E.E,—"
LE.E.-" Satellite
Satellite communicacommunications"
tions
" by F. J,J. D.
D. Taylor
Taylor at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the
University.
9th.
9th. I.E.E.—Discussion
I.E.E.-Discussion on
on "" The
The value
value
and purpose of industrial training
" at
training"
at 6.30
6.30
at the College of
of Technology,
Technology.
LEICESTER
16th.
16th. Television Soc.—"Colour
Soc.-" Colour teletelevision receiver circuits
" by
circuits"
by P.
P. L.
L. MotherMothersole at 7.15 at Vaughan
Vaughan College,
College, St.
St.
Nicholas Street.
24th. I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Parametric
Parametric amplifier
amplifier ""
by Dr.
Dr. T.
T. Buckley
Buckley at 6.30 at
by
at the
the University.
University.
LIVERPOOL
8th. I.E.E.—"
I.E.E.-" Uses
Uses of
of superconducsuperconductivity"
tivity
" by Dr. A.
A. C.
C. Rosc-Innes
Rose-Innes at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at
the Royal Institution,
Institution, OMquitt
Colquitt Street.
Street.
I.E.R.E.-" Airborne navigational
17th. I.E.R.E.—"Airborne
navigational
aids"
aids
" by Dr. T.
T. Gray
Gray at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Walker
Walker
Art Gallery.
MANCHESTER
16th.
I.E.E.-" A traffic
16th. I.E.E.—"
" by
traffic simulator
simulator"
by
Dr. F. G.
G. Heath
Heath at
at 6.15
6.15 at
at the
the College
College of
of
Science and Technology.
MIDDLESBROUGH
'3rd.
I.E.E.-" Stereophonic broadcast3rd. I.E.E.—"
broadcastsystems"
ing systems
" by
by Dr.
Dr. G.
G. J.
J. Phillips
Phillip.s at
at 6.30
6.30
at Cleveland Scientific Institution.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
lOth. I.E.R.E.—"Electronic
I.E.R.E.-" Electronic control
10th,
control syssystems in coal mining" by
by G.
G . M.
.M. Rendall
Rendall at
at
6.0 at the Institute of Mining and
and Mechan.Mechanical Engineers, Westgate Road.
Road.
PLYMOUTH
3rd. Television Soc,—"
A.—its
Soc.-" The
The I.T.
I.T.A.-its
constitution and
and operation"
operation" by
by W.
W. A.
A. C.
C.
Collingwood at
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the studios
studios of
af
Westward Television.
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPTON
23rd. I.E.E. & I.E.R.E.—"
I.E.R.E.-" Space-charge
Space-charge
devices"
dielectric devices
" by Dr. G. T.
T. Wright
Wright at
at
6.30 at
at the
the University.
University.

SWANSEA
11th.
llth. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E.-" The amplitude
amplitude sampling
sampling
signals"
of speech signals
" by Dr. V.
V. J.
J . Phillips
Phillips at
at
6.0
at
6.0 at the Engineering Dept.
Dept. University
University
College.
TORQUAY
18th.
I.E.E.-" Colour
18th. I.E.E.—"
Colour television
television transtransmission"
mission
" by H,
H. V.
V. Sims
Sims at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the
South
South Devon Technical
Technical College,
College.
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